


Is down-time toppling your business? 

Don't get shaken, call CRC. 
With our new UPrIME service, the Data 
General experts at CRC can guarantee that every 
part you need for every piece of equipment under 
contract will be on hand at our headquarters. We 
can doubly guarantee the fastest possible 
delivery offering 24 hour service seven days a 
week. We never close. 

As a subscriber to our UPTIME service, just 
call in the replacement parts your system 
requires and CRC will immediately send these 
parts to your business. Our average door to door 
delivery is a mere 6 hours anywhere in the 

the U.S.A. All you have to do is send us the 
malfunctioning parts within 24 hours after 
you've placed your order! 
And if there's a problem with your system that 
has your own service professionals perplexed, our 
technical support team has the expertise to walk 
you through it quickly and accurately. 
So whether you're a third party service contrac
tor looking to increase your capabilities without 
increasing your overhead, or someone who just 
cannot afford downtime, whatever your business, 
UPTIME is the service you've been waiting for. 

-- -- ---- =~-::. --------
BECAUSE THERE IS NO UPSIDE TO OOWNTIME 

19 NORFOLK AVE., SOUTH EASTON, MA 02375 
(617) 238-2090/1-800-225-5615 

A SubsidiBry of American Express 

Circle 17 on reader service card. 



"Other guys" computer 
supplies that didn't 
live up to 
their promises 

NOW ALL YOU NEED IS OURS: 
1-800-343-8842 

We know exactly what you want when you buy supplies, 
accessories and add-on hardware for your Data General 
system. Doesn't it go something like this? 

You want things fast. You want good prices. You want prod
ucts that deliver results, not problems. And when you need 
advice, you want people who know what they're talking about. 

Well, our number is 1-800-343-8842, and that's all you need 
to know about keeping your Data General supplies, accessories 
and add-on hardware in stock. Here's why. 

WE'RE VERY FASf. Supplies are out the door generally 
within 48 hours. You get things when you need them. 

WE'RE COMPETITIVELY PRICED. Call for quotes and see. 
While you're at it, ask about our Annual Savings Plan that can 
save you up to 30% on frequently used items. 

WE HAVE THINGS YOU WON'T FIND ELSEWHERE. 
Things like add-ons and peripherals for high-end ECLlPS~ and 
ECLIPSE MViFarnilyTM systems. And custom-designed supplies. 
In fact, we stock virtually everything in supplies that's ever 
been made with the Data General name on it. 

Circle 20 on reader ervice card . 

OUR PRODUcrS ARE BETTER. Why shouldn't they be? 
We design and make them for our own equipment. Our ribbons 
last up to 25% longer. Our ECLIPSE MVl2000 DC''' minidata 
cartridge has twice the capacity of many others. We have lots 
of products like that. 

WE CAN HELP LIKE NO ONE ELSE. We anticipate the ques
tions you're likely to ask, and we're ready with the answers. 
Plus, if a problem ever arises, we take full responsibility for 
getting you squared away. 

WHY Nor PUT US TO THE TfSf? Phone us toll free and we'll 
rush you a free copy of our latest Computer Users ' Catalog. 
We'll also put you on our mailing list so you'll be among the first 
to know about new Data General products and accessories. 

CALL US TODAY at 1-800-343-8842. Or write DATA GENERAL 
DIRECT, 4400 Computer Drive M.S. I-D, Westboro, MA 01580. 

~. Data General 
a Generation ahead. 

ECUPSE is a u.s. regislered trademark 01 Data General Corporation. ECUPSE MVlFamily and ECUPSE MVnooo DC are 
trademarks 01 Data General Corporation. 
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C/SCRIPT®II 
The best tool for developing COBOL applications. 

C/SCRIPT®II gives you everything you need for prototyping, 
writing and maintaining CO BO L applications-more quickly and 

economically than you ever thought possible. 

For more information 

(205) 821-0075 
Threshold, Inc. 

165 East Magnolia • P.O. Box 831 • Auburn, AL 36831 
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April showers ;' 
Spring is a time for 
growth and renewal 
by Joyce Carter 
NADGUG president 

April is arriving, along with spring 

~} 
flowers and a lot of yard work-or at -------,F-----.,c..-----.,c..-
least it will be by the time you read - ____ L-____ --L _____ --L_ 

this. However, as I write, the snow 
is falling, and the temperatures are 
subzero. 

Composing an article six weeks be
fore publication has been quite a chal
lenge for me. It mixes me up to talk 
about events as if they have happened 
in the past, when they really are still to 
occur in the future . If this confuses 
you, that makes two of us. 

I am attempting to keep each of you 
up-to-date on NADGUG activities, but 
unfortunately, Focus isn't nearly as 
timely as CEO communications. 

In the next issue, I will tell you about 
the NADGUG spring Executive Board 
meeting and the Executive Advisory 
Board that Rene Dominguez is pulling 
together. The following issue will in
clude highlights of the United King
dom Data General Users Conference to 
be held March 17 and 18 in London. 

First time for publication is the an
nouncement that Peter Marx, the at
torney retained by NADGUG, and I are 
hard at work planning a meeting of the 
heads of all computer users groups. A 
coalition of users in the computer in
dustry is a worthwhile effort. Each of 
the users groups can benefit from the 
experiences, both good and bad, of 
other groups. Possible topics for dis
cussion include the tax status of users 
groups, insurance needs and costs, 
membership types, future legislation 
and lobby needs, management tech
niques, and of course, the organization 
and goals of the group. 

As we have talked to these people 
over the phone, other possibilities are 
presenting themselves. For one, it is 
time that users set the industry stan
dards, instead of the manufacturers. 
Another idea is to establish a publicity 
arm for the users. 

I am looking forward to this meeting 
so that I can learn a lot. I have a tre
mendous desire for this coalition to be 
successful. Every users group I have 
talked to has shown interest in this ac
tivi ty. Peter Marx has sent letters to 
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about 50 groups that we are aware of, 
and the replies are coming back posi
tive. The meeting is tentatively planned 
for the latter part of May. 

This issue features aerospace, an in
dustry that has directly and indirectly 
caused great changes in our lives. We 
are all familiar with how Corning Ware 
came from space-age technology, and 
how some freeze-dried instant foods 
were developed for the astronauts. 
Many discoveries and advances were 
also sidelines of aerospace-satellite 
communications, for one. 

Perhaps most important to us is the 
computer. The aerospace industry is 
not only a major user of computers, 
but because of its unique requirements 
for speed, size, and specialized tech
nology, it has caused them to be im: 
proved and enhanced beyond recog
nition. The aerospace industry has 
moved us from record unit processing 
with punch cards and slow, expensive, 
first-generation computer processing 
to the on-line, real-time, compact, 
and speedy equipment we now use. 
The computer industry hasn't slowed 
down since the first satellites were 
launched-nor has the technology 
been kept solely for space travel. 

The airlines have adopted uses for 
the computer at a breakneck speed. 
Reservations, ticketing, and seating is 
done on computers from locations all 
over the world. Other types of comput
ers are being used to aid pilots in navi
gation and control of their aircraft. Ad
ditionally, many computers are used 
for safety measures in the air. 

As computer professionals, we owe a 
debt to the aerospace industry. With
out the advances made in aerospace 
and the funds allocated for the research 
and development for these advances, 
we might be working as clerks and key
punch operators and using computers 
that resemble dinosaurs. We would 
also be living without many of the 
things we take for granted . t.. 
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WordPerfect 4.2 is now 
available for Data 

General Computers. This pow
erful new release is written in 
32-bit assembly language and 
is fully compatible with 

GSA Pricing Now Avallable 
WordPerfect Corporation 

products for Data General are 
now available to government 
agencies through a new GSA 

information on the site license 
program, contact Guy Pribyl. 
WordPerfect 
Authorized VARs 

Perfect 4.2 for DG 
Word alitv power 

The list of authorized 
WordPerfect resel
lers continues to 
grow. In fact, an 
average of five 
new VARs are 
added each 
month. Word
Perfect Corpo
ration has good Means QU -"]' 

WordPerfect 4.2 for the PC-no 
conversion program is needed. 

Features include up to 24 
side-by-side Columns, a 
115,000-word Speller, and a 
new Thesaurus with synonyms 
and antonyms. All registered 
users who have a software sub
scription will receive this 
update at no additional charge. 
If you are interested in evaluat
ing this new release, please 
contact Dawna Palmer. 
Development Continues 

WordPerfect Corporation's 
commitment to the multi-user 
environment continues with 
the development of a CEO
WordPerfect integration. This 
new product will provide the 
functionality of WordPerfect 
4.2, while taking advantage of 
the CEO's filing system. Addi
tional features such as status 
line, calculator, and interrupt 
will add to its appeal. 

schedule (A). All GSA pricing 
reflects a 40-percent discount 
on an order of 1 to 9 packages. 
For more information, contact 
Judy Hopkins. 
Corporate Sire Lirensing 
Includes DG Products 

With WordPerfect's corpo
rate site licensing, large 
accounts can now meet all of 
their software needs. In the site 
licensing program, each 
WordPerfect Corporation prod
uct is assigned a unit value. By 
purchasing a certain number of 
unit values, software for Data 
General, VAi.., UNIX, IBM PC, 
Arniga, Atari, Macintosh, and 
Apple lIellIe and lIGS com
puters can be obtained in any 
combination. 

Discounts range from 26 to 
60 percent for minicomputer 
products and even more for 
microcomputer products. The 
more units purchased, the 
higher the discount. For more 

Circle 67 on reader service card . 

reason to be 
proud of the excellent service 
these resellers provide. Approx
imately 80 percent of all 
WordPerfect products for Data 
General systems are sold by the 
VARs. For a list of qualified 
resellers in your area (or if you 
are interested in becoming a 
WordPerfect VAR), call Judy 
Hopkins. 
WordPerfect Corporation 
1555 N. Technology Way 
Orem, Utah, U.S.A. 84057 
Information: (801) 227-4100 
Telex: 820618 
FAX: (801) 227-4288 

WordPerfect 
CORPORA T ION 
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We now have a forum to go directly to DG to express our 

views. The AOS and AOSIVS special interest group has 
been lobbying, and I hope to be seeing during the next year 
the fruits of what we 've done, for example, our five-year 
effort toward VT100 compatibility. I would say the DECnet 
project is the direct result of the users group. DG has been 
supportive of it and they didn 't have to be. Greater connec
tivity to DEC and support for the Sun NFS under AOSIVS 
are two of the major goals of the group. If that gets done, I 
will feel I have done my job." 

David Navy 
AOS & AOS/vS SIC 

3M 

To find out about a special interest group for your particular interest or a re
gional interest group in your area, circle reader service #62 in this issue. For 
further information on the AOS and AOSIVS SIG, contact David Novy at 
612/733-3320. 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS GROUP 
Circle 62 on reader ervice card. 

I f you 're a service manager or field engineer 
with a solid background in the maintenance of Data 
General systems and you 've always wanted to be 
your own boss, here's your opportunity! We'll help 
you start a service business under the Compuplan 
name and provide the national support you need to 
be successful , including a national 800 number, 
technical support and on-site spares back-up. So if 
you 're ready to make it on your own, call or write for 
our special information package. Your future's 
with Compuplan. 

1-800-228-8889 
lin rexas and natlonallv) 

CALlAS · CHICAGO · HOUSlON 

COMPUPlAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
INCORPORATED 

400 Centre Park 81vd 100-8 • DeSoto, TX 75115 • (214) 228-0188 

Ci rcle 7 on reader service ca rd. 
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Convert dumb copy to smart 
copy 

Jim Siegman'S discussion of the 
"dumb" COpy and the "smart" TYPE 
command (February issue of Focus, 
pages 52-53) reminded me of a similar 
technique I once used to convert a file 
from one record type to another. I had 
a file of variable-length records (VAR), 
and I needed to convert it to datasen
sitive records (D-S), so I could edit it 
with SED or SPEED (neither of which 
knows about VAR records). The TYPE 
command is smart enough to be able to 
read VAR records and display them on 
the screen, so all r did was redirect the 
output with a fL switch: 

) CREATEITYPE= TXT/DATASENSITIVE 
FILLOF _OS_RECORDS 

) TYPElL=FILLOF_DS_RECORDS 
FI LLOF _ VAR_RECORDS 

Unfortunately, you cannot convert 
the D-S records back to VAR records with 
this method, because the output from 
TYPE is always datasensitive, regardless 
of the record type of the file being 
TYPEd. 

John A. Grant 
Geological Survey of Canada 

601 Booth St., Room 591 
Ottawa, Ontario KIA OE8 

S.O.S. from abroad 

We are a site with two MVI10000S and 
an MV/SOOO, with a mixed load of on-line 
transaction processing and batch pro
cessing. The majority of the batch pro
cessing takes place overnight with 
operator attendance. 

We are looking for a software pack
age that is capable of scheduling and 
controlling batch tasks, and therefore, 
would like to get in contact with other 
DC users and/or vendors who are using 
such a scheduling tool. 

Errata 

Theo Huppertz 
Rank Xerox Manufacturing 

Industrieterrein Smakterheide 
Maasheseweg 89-91 
Venray, Netherlands 

In the " Manufacturing a Strategy" ar
ticle that appeared in the February 1988 
issue of Focus, Empire Systems Inter
national was mistakenly referred to as 
Empire International. Also, their prod
uct, EMIS, was not included in the chart 
of CIM solutions given to Focus by Data 
General. 6. 

6 April 1988 
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OASIS on the beach 
by Bobbie Pressman 
OASIS president 

The seventh Office Automation Spe
cial Interest Subcommittee (OASIS) 
workshop was held February 11-12 in 
Ft Lauderdale, Florida. There were 55 
in attendance at the workshop that was 
hosted by Rosalind Miele of Westing
house Communities (she's also the 
OASIS vice president). As always, Data 
General was well represented. The lo
cal DC office sponsored a nice cocktail 
reception on the first evening. 

After the initial welcomes, Bob Tway, 
Data General vice president of Eastern 
Operations, gave a special address. Af
terward, the Thursday sessions in
cluded a presentation by Milton Larson 
of Eagle Software, who described three 
of their AOSNS toolbox packages. Doug 
Tomlinson, CEO support manager at the 
Atlanta Customer Support Center, 
talked about the call flow and escala
tion policies at the center. 

Two break-out sessions covered 
training and data base management. 
Eric Fredrickson of DMS Systems dem
onstrated Genisys, their data base man
agement package, and Betty Ann Davis 
of Data General Education Services 
handed out a list of training sessions 
that were developed based on the 
needs expressed by attendees at the 
OASIS workshop held last year in Chi
cago. (See, it pays to attend!) 

Laurie McHenry and Skip Richards 
demonstrated CEO rev 3.0, answering 
numerous questions regarding the new 
revision. 

DC's Bob Wyld gave the final presen
tation of the day. He discussed the di
rection DC is heading toward regarding 
printers and printer support. 

Focus 

Friday's sessions included a presenta
tion on business graphics by Peter 
Dunning of Computer Associates. He 
reviewed a number of case studies on 
marketing, financial, and scientific uses 
of business graphics, and included a 
brief description of his company's line 
of business graphics products. 

The last formal session was given by 
OASIS member Willie Staggs of Marshall 
Space Flight Center. He talked about 
his experiences as a CEO rev 3.0 beta 
test site. Additionally, Stafford Layne 
of Data General reviewed some pre
installation considerations for the up
coming CEO rev. 

At the traditional open-forum wrap
up session, attendees offered con
structive suggestions to Data General 
and other vendors there . Overall, the 
comments were very positive about the 
workshop, such as "I can't believe I 
learned so much in just two days!" 

So ended the seventh successful 
OASIS workshop. Now, we begin plans 
for the next workshop, tentatively 
scheduled for May 19- 20 in Washing
ton, D.C. The Federal Special Interest 
Group (FEDSIC) will be our host. Some 
agenda items planned include interac
tive sessions on devising the "ultimate 
testing checklist" for new software re
visions, training, and CEO rev 3.0. t:. 

Unix update 
by John Huddleston 
Unix SIG president 

The initial meeting of the Data Gen
eral Unix Special Interest Group (SICI 

ux) was held at the NADCUC conference 
in Las Vegas. DC representatives Karen 
Abrams, Andrea Brickman, Mark Har
ris, and Eve Harris gave talks covering 
DCIUX, networking, C portability, and 
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MV8000 

GO FOR 16 
The MV 680 memory board 
from SCIP is not just a clone 
but a memory of 4!8 1B for 
the MV8000 that allows you 
to expand to the 16 MB mem
ory level Data General in
tended. The MV 680 provides 
you ... 

* lower power usage 
* enable! disable switch 
* fully compatible to D. G. 
*lifetime warranty 
*for MV6000 & 8000 II 

seIP Memory- the 
best value in DG 
compatible memory 

for desktops thru 
MV series. 

(213) 282 8700 

SCI P 
449 So Beverly Dr Ste 201 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
Phone (213) 282-8700 

Circle 54 on reader service card. 
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interproce communications. dependent programs. Unix circulars 
offer technical books and material re
lated to Unix that extend from begin
ning shell programming, to advanced 
C programming, to system administra
tion. The Data General monthly news
letter gives details of any newly re
ported bugs or fixes to DG/UX and 
MVlUX. 

The basic idea behind a SIG is the ex
change of idea, information, public 
domain software that has been ported 
to Data General Unix sy tern , and 
product information among members. 
Reading a trade journal is helpful, 
but may not provide the information 
needed by those people interested in 
pecific applications or machine- SIGIUX will go one step further by 
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Your boss counts on you for timely, accurate, concise financial information . 
How can you make sure you don't let him down? 

There are lots of accounting packages out there, and it's not easy to decide 
which is best for your organization. 

We think you ought to spend as much time evaluating the vendor as you do 
the software. Think of it this way. You'll be using the software for years to 
come, and it will soon become a part of your organization's procedures. You 
need to be sure your accounting software can grow and change along with 
your organization . And you need to know you can count on the vendor for 
professional support when you need it. 

That's where HBI shines. We've been in business since 1979, selling direct to 
our customers as a matter of policy. That way, if you need help you can talk 
directly with one of the developers- no finger-pointing, no double-talk, and 
no unpleasant surprises. 

And if you need to modify the software, we make it easy. You get the 
COBOL source code when you buy from us- no extra charge. 

That's just part of the HBI story. The HBI Financial Package adds up to an 
exceptional value : attractive pricing, standard features that aren't available 
from others- and service you can count on . 

We Help Your Computer Help Your Business 

H81 
Business Systems 

301/869-2355 
13 East Deer Park Drive, Suite H, Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
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networking people together for the 
benefit of the whole. In order to pro
vide a medium of exchange, the user
name SIGIUX and the pa word ADGUG 
can be used to get into the shell of our 
MV/8000. As time permits, I will develop 
a menu feature for this logon 10, so 
users unfamiliar with Unix can ' still 
communicate. In the meantime, inter
ested users can dial in at 503/221-3748 
at 1200 baud . Users can also send mail 
through the Unix system to my logon 
name WSFS.JH using the command 
"mail wsfs .jh." Mail in Unix ends with 
a period in the first column at the end 
of the letter. 

I work for the USDA Soil Conservation 
Service. We are considering a move 
from AOSNS and MVIUX to DG/UX. SIGlUX 
would appreciate hearing from anyone 
who has made this conversion. Julie 
Stevens from Zetaco in Minnesota 
called me and said they are going to 
make the transition, too. We are devel
oping a plan to convert some of the eLi 
macros into Unix sheil scripts and the 
remainder of the eLi scripts into C pro
grams. A good eLi feature is that one 
macro can cail another without spawn
ing a second process. On the other 
hand, a Unix shell script will continue 
to create child processes with each new 
shell script. Since we service approxi
mately 2,000 logons per month with 90 
menu eLi macros and 220 support mac
ros, we anticipate the conversion to 
Unix shell scripts to be a major task. 
Any help from those who have made 
this conversion would be appreciated . 

Enough of the sales pitch- on to 
Unix material. We have non-DG termi
nals hardwired into our MV/SOOO. We use 
Tektronix terminals (with PCf-1OOS to 
emulate Dashers) and must set the dia
logue area buffer to the screen size and 
program the function keys before going 
into the VI or SED editors. The case 
statement is used to check for the ter
minal type and perform the appropri
ate programming. Our sample tvi shell 
script is shown as follows: 
case $TERM in 
4105) 

cal lusr/bin/lvi5_on 
vi $' 
cal lusr/bin/tvi5_off 
.. .. 

4105b) 
cal lusr/bin/tvi.on 
vi $' 
cal lusr/bin/lvi.off 
cl i d200 
.. 
cal lusr/bin/lvi7 _on 
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----------------ROUNDUP 

vi $' 
cal lusr/bin/tvi7 _off 

') 
vi $' 

esac 

I hope that as more people become 
interested in sharing their work and in
novative ideas, SIGlUX will grow and de
velop. Only you can make this pos
sible. If you would like to contribute, 
please use the 10 and logon provided, 
or write me at the address below: 

John Huddleston 
SIG/UX leader 
P.O. Box 4611 
Portland, Oregon 97208 A 

PADGUG meets 
The first meeting of the year for the 

Pittsburgh Area Data General Users 
Group (PAOGUG) brought Allen Hop
per, Data General's marketing manager 
of Packaged Software Services, to dis
cuss system capacity planning, perfor
mance crisis prevention, and the AOSIVS 
performance services available from tAe 
Systems Evaluation and Performance 
Analysis Center (SEPAC). 

PADGUG meets on the first Wednes
day of alternating months at 4 p.m. So 
far, the group doesn't have a formal 
dues-paying membership, but about 90 
names are on the mailing list, and an 
average of 24 people attend the bi
monthly meetings. A 

Members receive one 
free hour on OIS 
by Anna Mae Malozzi 
OIS marketing specialist 

On-line Information Service (015) is 
now bundled with ADGUG member
ship. One hour per month of 015 ser
vice will be credited to all accounts. 0 15 
is a menu-driven data base of inform'a
tion of specific interest to Data General 
users as a communication device. 

The 015 communications channels 
(bulletin board, data libraries, confer
ence capabilities, OG talk, and software 
assistance requests) provide two-way 
communications among AOGUG mem
bers, RIG/SIG group members, and Data 
General. 015 has also implemented a 
public domain software library within 
the data library section of the ADGUG 
and 0 15 bulletin boards. 

FocliS 

The bulletin boards on 015 help ex
pand a user's information base through 
easy-to-access user-to-user communica
tion and information exchange. The 
data library sections allow a user to up
load lengthy documents in order to 
make them available to others and 
download documents, article, etc. of 
interest to others. 

We have found that most of our 

users average about a half an hour per 
month on the system, so one hour 
should allow for ufficient acce to the 
bulletin board . We hope you'll take ad
vantage of this offer and increa e the 
activity level of the boards to the point 
that we' ll need several speCial interest 
boards. Feel free to give us feedback 
and any ideas you have for improving 
or expanding 015. A 

HEADED FOR A SYSTEM 
CRASH? 

WHO WILL PUT IT 
Essex' personnel have over a ccowry TOGETHER Similar saVings and prompt service 3re 

( combined experience reeairi n g and also available (or all hardware (rom the 
maintaining Data General Corpuratlun AGAIN ? Desktop Generation through the Eclipse MV 
computers and related peripherals. The expanSKln • lone. including all commun.catlon. st rage and 
of OU f National Product Repair Center 10 hard copy deVices with thelT as OC13ted 
Roselle. N .J. has enabled us to pm vide w the Dala I con twller ' , If you r Situ3 Uon requires replacement 
General user a su~rior repair alternative. equi rmenr. Immediate delivery is ava llah le from uur 

For nly $99.00 we will ex{C~nsive sa les inventury. 
guarantee ' a 48~hour repair of ~ Insrall:uinn suppurt and un~sile 

DlOO 0200 0'100 0'160 ~ r. ~ F.e1d Serv.ce network. 
your D.O. tenntnals: ~I>C::::~ service I available through our 

0210 0211 0'110 0'161 Call (or an RMA tOday. and I .. 
0214 0215 0'111 Essex put II together. 

On ~site repair and emergency 
loaners can also be provided. 

COMPUTER 

SERVICE . I C . 
263 Cox Stree!. Roselle. NJ 07203.201.245·8300 

Circle 28 on reader ervice card. 

Thl JtUardm« will he vmd If mulllf'll~ 
fHuM~ms m phYSical damaf,!:e ate 
(nCuumcrC'd. 
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ROSTER 

NADGUG roster 
The current 
roster of the 
Executive Board , 
RIGs, SIGs, and 
international 
groups 

Several times a year, Focus 
publishes the most up-to
date information about all the 
users groups for your bene
fit. The current roster of the 
North American Data General 
Users Group includes the 
Executive Board and aLI of the 
regional interest groups, spe
cial interest groups, and inter-

The Executive Board 

PRESIDENT 
Joyce Carter 
15024 Brookside Circle 
Omaha, NE 68144 
4021330-3683 

VICE PRESIDENT 
Donald W. Clark 
Security Forces 
1020 Euclid Ave. 
PO Box 36607 
Charlotte, NC 28236 
7041334-4751 

TREASURER 
Frank P rry 
Rhode I land Dept. 
of Transportation 
336 State Office Bldg. 
Providence, RJ 02903 
401/277-2558 

RECORDING SECRETARY 
Dave Angulo 
Angulo Con ulting 
PO Box 2432 
Northbrook, IL 60065-2432 
3121480-9270 

10 

national groups. This list can 
be used not only to join a par
ticular group, but also to con
nect with other Data General 
users nationwide, as well as 
internationally. 

If you would like to join 
a group, notify the person 
listed as the contact. If you do 
not see a regional group in 
your area or a special inter
est group that would serve 
you, notify the ADGUG staff 
in Westboro (617/898-4067) 
about your interest in seeing a 
new group start up. 

Also, if you are aware of 
any changes or updates that 
should be made to the ros
ter, please notify the ADGUG 
staff. 

Standing Committee 
Chairpersons 

AUDIT COMMITTEE 
Jim Siegman 
Datamark Corp. 
3700 W. Devon, Suite E 
Lincolnwood, IL 60659 
3121673-1700 

MEETINGS COMMITTEE 
Lee Jones 
Gulf Coast Sy tem 
730 N. Po t Oak Rd. , Suite 304 
Hou ton, TX 77024 
713/681-2308 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
J. Calvin Durden 
Tractor & Equipment Co. 
PO Box 2326 
5336 Airport Hwy. 
Birmingham, AL 35201 
205/591-2131 

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE 
We Thomas 
Online Computer Library Center 
6565 Frantz Rd . 

Dublin, OH 43017 
6141764-4361 

RIGISIG COMMITTEE 
Paul Duck 
Orbi 
14390 Carl on Circle 
Tampa, FL 33625 
813/855-2615 

Special Interest Groups 

AOS & AOS/vS Special 
Interest Group 
David Novy 
3M 
3M Center 
Bldg. 235-10-19 
St Paul, MN 55144- 1000 
6121733-3320 

Business Basic Special Interest 
Group (BB SIG) 
Mark L. Strickland 
Evans Product , Paint Division 
PO Box 4093 
Roanoke, VA 24015 
703/343-1521 

Educators Special 
Interest Group 
Skip Pomeroy 
Roger Williams College 
Academic Computing 
Bristol, RI 02809 
4011253-1040 ext. 2170 

Federal Special Interest Group 
Emilio Naranjo 
Dept. of Labor OIG 
Divi ion of Information 
Resource 
Room 55504 
200 Con titution Ave. NW 
Wa hington, DC, 20210 
2021523-2813 

INFOS II Special Interest Group 
Tom Duell 
Eagl Software 
PO Box 16 
Salina, KS 67402- 0016 
913/823-7257 

ICOBOL Special Interest Group 
Denni Doyl 

Bankmatic System 
12655 Southwe t Center 
Suite 230 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
503/643-2446 

Law Enforcement Users 
Special Interest Group 
Joe Hanna 
Richard on Police Dept. 
PO Box 831078 
Richard on, TX 75083- 1078 
2141238-3800 

Lions Gate Special 
Interest Group 
Bart Bates 
Gib on Petroleum Co. 
900 Guinnes H e. 
727 7th Ave. SW 
Calgary T2P OZS 
Canada 
403/263-6300 

OASIS (Office Automation/CEO 
Special Interest Subcommittee) 
Bobbie Pressman 
Deut che Credit Corp. 
PO Box 329 
Deerfield, IL 60015 
3121948-1814 

Petroleum & Chemical 
Industries Special Interest 
Group (PCISIG) 
T. Douglas Fo ter 
The William Company 
PO Box 2400 
Tul a, OK 74102 
918/588-3953 

SIG/UX Special Interest Group 
John Huddle ton 
USDA Soil Conservation S rvice 
511 NW Broadway 
Portland, OR 97209 
503/221-2843 

TEO 3-D Special Interest Group 
Kenneth Libby 
Macola 
196 S. Main St. 
Marion, OH 43302 
6141382-5999 
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WHY GAMBLE? DARE TO COMPARE! 

Subscribe to 
the nation's leading 
DC hot site! 

r-----------------, I Before you choose . .. I 

: compare Data Assurance : 
: to any hot site provider : 
I you are considering. I 
I DAC Co. x I 
I The nation's I 
I 1 original Data General ~ I 
I • Hot Site? I 
I Equipped with DC's I 
I 2 full line, including ~ I 

• MV20000? 

I 3 Over 60 subscribers I 
I in over 25 states ~ I 
I • and Canada? I 
I Facility totally I 

4 dedicated to ~ 
II • disaster recovery? --- II 

Free disaster 
I 5 recovery plan? I 

An alternate EDP facility: 6· ~:;~~:~::essful ~ : 

is prudent resource I on-line tests? ~ I 
management. Subscribing I • Live? I 

Test on the actual 
to Data Assurance I 7 system used if I 
Corporation, the original II • disaster strikes? ~ II 

In-place comm / 

and only established DC I 8 lines and modem/ ~ I 
• multiplexer pool? 

disaster recovery company, I Central u.s. travel I 
provides the. most . II 9 h~b/not in natural 9'~~ II 

• disaster zone? _~ 
comprehensIve servIce I Do you know I 
available at the lowest cost I 10 they'll be there when ULA~ I 

I • you need them? ~ I 
in the industry. I Are you sure? Have you checked? I 

• Dial-up access anywhere I YOU'RE RIGHT, THEY DON'T COMPARE! I 
in North America I Send me an information package right away! I 

• Specializing in Data General I Name Title I 
MV20000/ MVlOOOO/ S140 : Company : 

Data Assurance Corp. 
6551 S. Revere Pkwy., Suite 130 
Englewood, Colorado 80111 
1-800-654-1689 303-792-5544 

Circll' 19 on reader service ord . 

I M&~ I 
I City State Zip I 
I Phone ( ) I L _________________ ~ 

The ONLY Authorized Provider of DG/hot site. 
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Regional Interest Groups The As ocation of Operating IDAHO PO Box 168 
Rom ur e Boise Users of Data Biloxi, MS 39533 

CALIFORNIA 
10170 E. Mississippi Ave. General Equipment (BUDGE) 601/374-1810 
Denver, CO 80231 Roger Brad haw 

Northern Calfornia Frequent 3031755-6300 US Fore t Service MARYLAND 
Users of Data General 3905 Vista Ave. (See Washington, DC, area) 
Equipment (No. Cal FUDGE) CONNECTICUT Boise, 10 83705 MASSACHUSETTS 
Steve Tyler Phoenix 208/334-9458 Northern New England 
Airco Solar Products Ronald F. Shea Data General Users Group 
PO Box 4105 American National Bank ILLINOIS (NNEDGUG) 
Concord, CA 94524 PO Box 5568 Chicago Area Data General Brad Friedlander 
415/680-0501 Hamden, CT 06518 Users Group (CADGUG) Arthur D. Little 
Los Angeles End-Users 2031281-1060 Donald Mungovan 17 New England Executive Park 
of Data General Equipment QST Industries Burlington, MA 01803 
(LA EDGE) FLORIDA 231 S. Jefferson SI. 617/864-5770 
Peter Wiggins South Florida Data General Chicago, IL 60606 

PO Box 50107 Users Group 312/930-9400 Southeastern New England 

Pa adena, CA 91105 Terry Sponaugle Users Group 

818/502-0956 Dataworld KANSAS (S e Rhode I land) 
2981 NW 79th Ave. Kansas City Area Users Group MICHIGAN 

San Diego Data General Miami, FL 33122 Tom Duell Detroit Area Users Group 
Users Group 305/556-3322 Eagle Software Alan Goldbaum 
Peter Wal all PO Box 16 EF Hutton 
Datalynx GEORGIA Salina, KS 67402-0016 900 Tower Dr. 
6659 Convoy Ct. Atlanta Area Data General 913/823-7257 Troy, Ml 48098 
San Diego, CA 92111 Users Group (AADGUG) 313/879-1400 
619/560-8112 Albert Sti ll LOUISIANA 

Genuine Part Co. New Orleans Frequent Users MINNESOTA 
COLORADO PO Box 4097 of Data General Minnesota Area Data General 
Colorado Data General Users 5420 Peachtree Indu trial Blvd. Universal Products (FUDGUP) Users Group 
Group (CODGUG) Norcross, GA 30091 Tony Bumpers Jim Bla 
Bruce Cary 404/449-7211 Biloxi Public Schools Analy t International Corp. 

Europe calls!!! 
( + 31) (0) 55-217000 

for all Data General equipment 
For the continent: 
Extended Product Suppliers Int'l. B.V. 
The Netherlands 
(+ 31) (0) 55-217000 

For Scandinavia: 
Extended Product Suppliers Int'I. Norway A/S 
Oslo, Norway 
(+47) (0) 2-580095 

Data General application software available. 
ICI Distributor/PowerHouse experts. 

Conversion of Data General Business BASIC to a wide variety of minicomputers and PC's. 

PowerHouse IS a reglslered trademark 01 Cognos Incorporated 

Circle 29 on reader ervice card. 
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Courtesy of the ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

Philadelphia-Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel 
August 29-September 1, 1988 

Watch your mailbox-details coming soon! 

deas 



Uninterruptible Power Systems 
for Data General 

HDR uninterruptible power ystem provide low-cost protection from 
power surges, power failures and loss of data. Our system are designed 
for u e in the computer room and include self-contained, maintenance
free battene . 

HDR PS sy terns are offered in ingle- or three-phase models for DG 
applications. A complete range of systems in sizes from 5 to 100 KV A are 
available. 

Let our engineers help you select the best model and ize PS for your 
specific application ... write or phone us TODAY! 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 

HDR Power Systems, Inc. 
600 Oakland Park Avenue Columbus OH 432 1 'i 
614/ 262-6832 Telex 246 524 HDR POWER COL. 

n:I-)ill 
Unlnterrupllble Power Systems 



7615 Metro Blvd. 
Minneapoli , MN 55435 
6121835-2330 

MISSISSIPPI 
Mississippi Users Group 
(MISSUG) 
Wayne Roberts 
Dixie National Life In urance 
3760 I-55 North 
Jack on, MS 39225-2587 
601/982-8210 

MISSOURI 
Kansas City 
(See Kan as) 

SI. Louis Area Users Group 
Robert McCarthy 
Southwestern Bell Telephone 
OBC 14-Q-04 
St. Loui , MO 63101 
3141235-2077 

NEBRASKA 
Mid-Plains Users Group 
(MPUG) 
Chuck Paige 
Sarpy County Courthou e 
1210 Goldengate Dr. 
Papillion, NE 68046 
4021593-2325 

NEW YORK 
Can-Am (Upstate New York) 
Rick Binder 
PCB Pieztronics 
3425 Walden Ave. 
Depew, NY 14043-2495 
716/684-0001 

Central New York Data General 
Users Group 
Joanne Terry 
Hi cock & Barclay 
Financial Plaza 
PO Box 4878 
Syracu e, NY 13221-4878 
315/422-2131 

Metropolitan New York Data 
General Users Group 
(NYC & NJ) 
Steve Kern 
Werner & Pfleiderer 
663 E. Crescent Ave. 
Ram ey, NJ 07446 
201/327-6300 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte Area Users Group 
Betty Tarbox 
Freeman-White As ociate 
8001 Arrowridge Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 28217 
7041523-2230 

Southeast Area Regional Inter
est Group (SEARIG) 
Andy Wasilewski 
North Carolina State University 
School of Veterinary Medicine 
4700 Hill boro 

Focus 

Raleigh, NC 27606 
919/829-4215 

OHIO 
Central Ohio Data General 
Users Group 
Kenneth Libby 
Macola 
196 S. Main St. 
Marion, OH 43302 
6141382-5999 

Cincinnati Area Users Group 
Vincent Thomas 
Thoma & Thomas Attorneys 
2323 Park Ave. 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 
513/961-5311 

Northeast Ohio Users Group 
Torn Bruns 
Lubrizol Corp. 
155 Freedom Rd. 
Painesville, OH 44077 
216/943-4200 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma Data General 
Users Group 
Stan Pedzinsky 
Oklahoma Blood Institute 
1001 N. Lincoln 
Oklahoma City, OK 73104 
405/232-9410 

OREGON 
Willamette Valley Users Group 
Scott Carr 
Brod & McLung 
PACE Co. 
9800 SE McBrod 
Portland, OR 97222 
503/659-5880 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Pittsburgh Area Users Group 
Ken Krugh 
LMV Leasing 
121 Freeport Rd. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
4121826-6886 

RHODE ISLAND 
Southeast New England 
Users Group 
Frank Perry 
Rhode Island Dept. 
of Transportation 
336 State Office Bldg. 
Providence, Rl 02903 
401/277-2558 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
(See North Carolina) 

TENNESSEE 
Mid-South Area Users Group 
Martin Becton 
Christian Brothers College 
650 E. Parkway S. 
Memphis, TN 38104 
901/278-0100 

TEXAS 
Dallas Area Users Group 
Marco Fehlbaum 
Fannie Mae 
13455 Noel Rd. 
Dallas, TX 75240 
2141770-7555 

Houston Area Data General 
Users Group (HADGUG) 
Randy Berndt 
American Urological Assn. 
6750 W. Loop South, Suite 900 
Bellaire, TX 77401 
713/665-7500 

VIRGINIA 
Central Virginia Data General 
Users Group 
Jame Rogers 
Commonwealth Accounts 
Management Corp. 
8601 Mayland Dr. 
Richmond, VA 23229 
8041747-1634 

Southwest Virginia Data 
General Users Group 
William Ergle 
Roanoke College 
Academic Computer Center 
Salem, VA 24153 
703/389-2351 

WASHINGTON, DC, & 
MARYLAND 
Potomac Users of Data General 
Equipment (PUDGE) 
Jess Brown 
Techno-Dynamics 
PO Box 765 
Bowie, MD 20715 
3011464-8044 
301/390-6331 

WISCONSIN 
Milwaukee Area Users Group 
Jon Radmer 
Time Insurance Co. 
PO Box 624 
Milwaukee, WI 53201 
4141277-4783 

ONTARIO 
(see Can-Am RIG under New 
York) 

QUEBEC 
Quebec Area Data General 
Users Group (QUADGUG) 
Tod Rich 
In titute of Canadian Bankers 
1981 McGill College Ave., #675 
Montreal, Quebec H3A 2X2 
Canada 
5141282-9480 ext. 206 

International 
Nonaffiliated Groups 

Australia 
Colin Breen 

ROSTER 

100 Dorcas St. 
S. Melbourne, Victoria 3205 
Australia 

Holland 
Janneke van den Tol 
Data General Nederland BV 
Laan Van De Helende Meesters 13 
1186 AC Amstelveen 
Holland 

Finland 
Leevi Raasina 
Data General OY 
Nihtisillantie 3D 
PO Box 61 
SF 02631 Espoo 63 
Finland 

Mexico City 
Victor M. Ramirez 
Cypensa/Data General 
Eje Central No. 2 
Mezannine Torre Latinoamericana 
06007 DF 
Mexico 
905/512-9866 

Japan 
Shinichi Noda 
Nippon Data General 
4-3-13, Toranomon, Minatoku 
Tokyo 105 
Japan 

NSW CEO Users Group 
Maria Rodoreda 
Data General 
407 Pacific Hwy. 
Artarmon NSW 2064 
Australia 

Portugal 
A. Bras Gomes/A. Send in 
Data General Portugal 
Cassel Data Computadors 
Esistemas, Lda. 
Lisbon-Sintra Rd. 
Casal Do Garoto-Estrada 
PO Box 1100 
Amadora 
Portugal 

Singapore 
Kam Fai Lee 
Data General Singapore 
141 Market St. 
05-00 Harapan Bldg. 
0104 Singapore 

Sweden 
Kjell Nyhlen 
Data General Sweden 
Armegatan 38 
Box 1290 
171 25 Solna 
Sweden 

United Kingdom 
Ivor Coleman 
Data General 
Hounslow House, third floor 
724-734 London Rd. 
Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 IPD 
England 1:1 
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Focus ON: AEROSPACE 

On the right track 
Automated quality 
control procedures 
at Martin Marietta 
Aero and Naval 
Systems 

While the "Right Stuff" astronauts 
were waiting for a billion dollar fire
cracker to launch them into orbit, they 
joked about riding in a rocket built by the 
lowest bidder. Aerospace is still a risky 
occupation, and everyone has heard sto
ries about launches that failed because of 
a tiny component worth only a few cents. 
While these stories make dramatic read
ing, they also illustrate a point that is true 
for the entire aerospace industry: as the 
systems grow more complex and interde
pendent, quality control becomes increas
ingly important-and much more difficult 
to monitor. 

The buyers of these expensive sys
tems-whether it is NASA, the Depart
ment of Defense, or an airline company
are trying to protect their investments by 
imposing stringent specifications cover
ing every conceivable detail of the manu
facturing process. For the companies 
doing the actual manufacturing, con
forming to these specifications has be
come a monumental headache. 

At the Baltimore facility of Martin 
Marietta Aero and Naval Systems, con
cern for quality has resulted in a high-tech 
method for tracking a fairly mundane 
aspect of the manufacturing process-sol
dering electronic components onto circuit 
boards. 

Military speCifications require com
panies producing systems for the Navy to 
track and document all printed circuit 
card defects in "real-time," i.e., immedi
ately when found. This requirement, plus 
the large number of circuit card assem
blies Martin Marietta produces, made it 
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essential for the company to develop an 
on-line system for processing the quality 
control data. Given the need to produce 
the automated quality control system 
quickly-and to modify it as quickly as the 
specifications change-this was an obvi
ous application for a fourth-generation 
language. 

"There's a big push for trend analy
sis with respect to solder," said Greg 
Miller, senior quality control engineer for 
Martin Marietta. "The issue is reliability. 
In recent years, the military has been 
imposing quality control through their 
specifications, and the key to it is really 
process control. 

''The new specifications tell you 
what the environmental controls must be, 
the level of defects at which you must 
scrap boards, and they even tell you the 
number of times you can touch the solder 
joints before the board is considered 
scrap. So we were collecting data that 
could have an impact on both cost and the 
quality of the project." 

Miller, together with programmers 
Tammy Birkrnaier and Kevin Apperson, 
was given the responsibility of automat
ing a quality control data acquisition and 
record management system for Martin 
Marietta Aero and Naval Systems. The 
size of the job is apparent when you con
sider that an average printed circuit board 
might have approximately 1,000 joints, 
and a relatively simple system such as a 
missile launcher uses perhaps 150 PC 
boards. With production runs of several 
thousand, that adds up to millions of sol
der joints for even a fairly simple military 
system-and each joint has to be tracked 
as a separate entity. 

Miller explains that the specifica
tions vary from system to system, but 
most boards get a visual inspection under 
a ten-power microscope. If there's a prob
lem with a particular joint, it has to be 
logged immediately. A normalizing 
number associated with each PC board is 
based on the number of joints and wires 

on the board. "We basically track the 
defects on each board, and have to keep 
the defects below a specified threshold 
with respect to the normalizing number. 
We have to produce reports for each 
board we use, as well as daily reports on 
the process as a whole." 

Miller, Birkmaier, and Apperson 
spent about seven months developing the 
basic system, and they are now in the 
process of extending it into a paperless 
defect recording system that will be im
plemented throughout the whole Martin 
Marietta Division in Baltimore. 

As they were beginning the project, 
the specifications were brand new and 
still changing. Estimating the amount of 
coding the application would require, as 
well as the likelihood of major modifica
tions resulting from changes in the speci
fications, MiIler decided that a 4GL was 
the only logical approach. In the end, they 
developed the project on a Data General 
MV /2000 running Cognos Corporation's 
Powerhouse 4GL. 

"We looked at seven or eight 4GL/ 
data bases, and found that with most of 
them, the problem was speed. I would 
have preferred to go with a relational data 
base because of the amount of changes we 
expected, but I had to go with a hier
archial system for reasons of perform
ance," said Miller. 

Another factor MiIler weighed in the 
selection was the da ta base system the 4GL 
uses. He found that most 4GLs come with 
their own proprietary data base software. 
"Powerhouse is just an applications pack
age that runs on the native machines' data 
base. We thought there would be more 
flexibility with that. Also, we weren't sure 
which machine we would end up putting 
the finished programs on, but we knew 
that Powerhouse would run on the Data 
General, DEC, or HP machines. We have 
all of those machines here. 

"We're still happy with our deci
sion," Miller said. "The finished product 
might have run a little faster if we had 
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Data General computers 
helped Spectrum Dyed Yarns 

increase sales by 300%. 

pectrum Dyed Yarns, one of the largest independent pack
age dyers serving the knitting and weaving industry, handles 
over 600,000 Ibs. of dyed yarn a week. 

With volume of this magnitude, control and monitoring 
of production now is essential. And, the tracking of informa
tion and orders through the plant must be efficient and 
uncomplicated. 

That's where Data General made a difference. 
A Data General customer for seven years, Spectrum 

upgraded toour MV/Family in 198(i, running MRP, accounting 
and CEO business automation software. 

As Steve Lackey, Data Processing Manager for Spectrum, 
putil: 

"It gave us a competitive edge. With our Data General sys
tem and supporting software, we have drastically reduced 
errors, resulting in a more efficient u e of employee time, 
increased productivity and a higher level of customer satisfac
tion. We've eliminated problems with billings. And cu tomer 
returns are down, too~ 

How has this affected the company as a whole? Well, 
pectrum's business has increased by 300% in the last 

four years. 
R:lr more information on how Data General has made a dif

ference for companies like Spectrum, send the coupon below. 
\M:!'II send you the latest issue of PROFILES, our publication 
devoted to customer success. Or, call: l -BOO-DATAGEN. In 
Canada, call 416-823-7830. 

4. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive. Dept. ADV DY. Westboro. MA 01580 

Please send me the current issue of PROFI LES. 

~~---------------------------
c~~~ ___________ ~~ __________ _ 

~~--------------------------
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done it all with a 3GL, but it would proba
bly have taken three years for a team of 
programmers to finish it. If we do run into 
pertormance problems, we can take spe
cific pieces of the application and hard 
code it. The report generator, the batch 
processing modules, and so on are all 
entities unto themselves. You could actu
ally build the screens or whatever in For
tran or Pascal." 

Powerhouse offers menu-driven 
utilities for the data base manager to cre
ate and maintain the record structure and 
the data dictionary, as well as compo
nents for handling screen design and 
processing, report generation, and off
line batch processing. Developing the 
quality control system was basically a 
seven-step process, with the 4GL offering 
utilities to assist with each step. 

REORGANIZE DISKS IN PLACE, 
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without dumping to and re-loading from tapes, with the 

directory information 

frequent files 

Before reorganization: 
Directory information, 
frequent files, and 
available space 
scattered throughout the 
disk. High average seek 
distance and poor 
performance. 

o available space 

other files 

After the D1SK..PAI{: 
Directory information 
and frequent files 
clustered on a few 
cylinders, available 
space made contiguous. 
Low average seek 
distance and improved 
performance. 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
Po. Box 16 / 169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402-0016 

(913) 823-7257 

D1SK_PAK is a trademark of EAGLE Software, Inc. 

Circle 26 on reader ervice card . 
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1. Create the data dictionary. 
2. Create the record structure. 
3. Create the elements of each record 

structure. 
4. Create data entry screens. 
5. Run the screens to record informa

tion into the data base. 
6. Run reports from the data base. 
7. Perform off-line or batch process

ing. 

Going from a manual recording 
system to a paperless recording system 
proved to be a major change. Data entry 
now begins with a manufacturing worker 
using a CRT screen to record initial pro
cess information for each printed circuit 
board as its components are inserted. If a 
defect is found (a bent or broken leg on an 
integrated circuit, for example), a defect 
record tracks the part number, the defect 
location, the defect code, etc. 

As the board goes to the wave solder
ing facility, another data entry screen 
creates records for each part that is wave 
soldered. Next, the board goes to a quality 
inspector, who records each defect and 
initiates the "real-time" quality control 
reports required by the specifications. 
The system checks for defect rates that 
exceed 3 percent on a board or 3 percent of 
anyone of three types of defects. Defect 
rates higher than this indicate problems in 
the manufacturing process. 

An inspected board with defects is 
sent back to manufacturing for a rework 
of each defect. There, the worker's screen 
displays the defect codes and the rework 
instructions for each part. Later, the in
spector rechecks each of the reworked 
parts and either passes the board or redi
rects it to manufacturing for additional 
reworking. However, machine-soldered 
joints can' t be reworked a second time, so 
if a defect remains, a discrepancy report is 
created, and the board has to be scrapped. 

There are also special screens and 
reports for use by quality engineers and 
management to maintain data integrity 
and provide management information. 

In the end, Martin Marietta decided 
to host the finished applications onto DEC 
V AXes. "Since the MV /2000 was primarily 
the development machine, we weren' t 
overly concerned with its performance, 
but it was basically pretty good ... good 
response time," said Miller. The DG ma
chine continues to serve as a development 
machine, as well as handling graphics, 
documentation, and office automation 
chores. Since new government specifica
tions now require statistical process con
trol, Miller expects to stay busy with 
enhancements to the system for a long 
time. Ll 
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ndthe 
answer to your 
lAC questions. 

too costly? too much power? too confusing? 
too little assistance? too much in service costs? 

The new SLIM-3 from Interface Electronics provides a combination of lAC 
interfaces that are not available to D.C. users today. 
Now users have the opportunity to have 16 ports of RS422 and RS232 in an 
easily selectable, low voltage unit that is pin compatible to both the IAC/2 
(4368A) and the lAC (4368/4370). The SLIM-3 utilizes mode plugs eliminating 
the high number of switches typically associated with the DC product. Now a 
user can individually set each line and not have to fuss with the high number of 
switches on the lAC. 
Greater flexibility, lower power, increased reliability; all 
reasons to consider Interface Electronics for 
your future communications needs. For 
more details, we invite you to inquire 
how Interface Electronics continues 
to be ((The Communication Specialist". 

Solution-

INTERFACE 
ELECTRONICS 
37500 Enterprise Court 
Farmington Hills, MI 48331 
(313) 553-9820 
Telex 494 8113 Oasis Sofd 

Circle 35 on reader service card . 
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Airtight control 
DG and DBMS help 
manage FAA 
personnel and 
inventory 
by Shelly Francis 
Special to Focus 

Throughout the United States, the 
Federal Aviation Administration has 
thousands of mainframes, mini- and 
microcomputers, terminals, printers, 
communications devices, and software 
packages. Each office is required to 
upply inventory information about its 

automated data processing (ADP) equip
ment to other organizations within the 
FAA, and to other government agencies 
as well . This may seem mundane, but 
it erves to point out that even "glam
orous" aerospace applications require 
sound management. 

With Data General MY/1S000 comput
er and a relational DBMS, the FAA has 
found an effective way to manage its 
ADP inventory information . The FAA 
u es a system called Systems Inventory 
Directory (SID) in its offices nationwide 
to record, store, and prepare reports 
from initiation of the procurement pro
cess to final disposal of equipment. SID 
i based on Infocen, a relational data 
base management system for Data 
General MY Eclipse series and other 
computer systems, developed and mar
keted by 3CI of Fort Collins, Colorado. 

Before SID, it was difficult for an in
formation resource manager at the FAA 
to know precisely the type and number 
of pieces of hardware and the amount 
of software in a particular location. In
formation regarding this equipment's 
depreciation or replacement with new 
technology was hard to maintain . The 
FAA also found it nearly impossible to 
record and collect information regard
ing maintenance agreements and war
ranties or maintenance expenditures 
for the ADP systems. 

ow the FAA does all that with SID. 
The system's query and reporting capa-
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bilities help the FAA review equipment 
trends for establishing agency stan
dards and ensuring optimum usage of 
ADP systems. On the regional level, 
managers can use SID to plan technical 
support, to guard against fraud and 
waste, and to develop comprehensive 
maintenance schedules . 

According to John Larsen, manager 
of the FAA Management System divi
sion's southern region in East Point, 
Georgia, " Infocen's Systems Inventory 
Directory has automated information 
about the FAA'S data processing equip
ment- information that is vital for the 
different program offices and informa
tion resource managers who plan for 
the future. 

"It provides the maximum practical 
degree of operation and control at the 
regional level," he said 

Personnel management 
Inventory is just one aspect of the 

FAA'S involvement with Data General 
computers and relational data base 
management systems. The FAA uses 
SID's parent system, Infocen, for a num
ber of other applications also. 

"With Infocen, we are able for the 
first time to give users literally one-day 
turnaround on requests," said Larsen. 
"We can in many cases deliver in
house solutions with less time and 
effort than would be required to draft 
speCifications for a contract task the 
old way." 

With nearly 5,000 people working for 
the Air Traffic division in the FAA'S 
southern region, keeping track of them 
can get complicated. ew positions are 
created, new people are hired, and cur
rent employees change within the FAA. 
As a government agency, they must 
follow strict guidelines and procedures. 

Infocen helps the Air Traffic division 
handle the red tape more eaSily and 
efficiently. The FAA uses Infocen macros 
to "jump back and forth" among five 
data sets, said Larsen. 

Since many personnel actions require 
substantia l lead time between approval 
and completion, there is more time for 

making a wrong decision. Infocen gives 
the FAA the ability to look at a propo ed 
action in light of both the current situa
tion and all approved but not yet com
pleted per onnel actions. 

A crystal ball 
Larsen described Infocen as a "cry -

tal ball" that allows decisions to be 
made based on full knowledge of pend
ing actions and as a " rat system" that 
keeps the Budget division informed of 
problems. 

"It has allowed much greater control 
and enforced more separation of duties 
than was evident in the previous man
ual environment," he said . 

For instance, the Air Traffic division 
may have 156 planned actions in prog
ress and another 150 relocations pend
ing until money is available for the 
moves . Every personnel request, keyed 
in daily, is compared to all other ac
tions affecting the budget number for a 
certain grade level and job de cription 
for each faci lity location . For its 4,995 
employees and 1,737 job descriptions, 
the Air Traffic division has 975 budget 
numbers. 

Other situations 
The FAA employs Infocen macros for 

a number of other situations in the Air 
Traffic division . One macro updates the 
personnel file to identify and delete 
those planned actions that were imple
mented as proposed and to identify 
any proposed actions that did not oc
cur when or as expected . This alerts 
the FAA to follow up on or amend their 
personnel plans. 

Other macros periodically generate a 
list of budget numbers when the staff
ing level has exceeded the authorized 
level. Whenever this happens, another 
macro drop into the operating ystem 
and transmits a mail message to inform 
the Budget division of the problem. 6. 

Sllclly Francis is a tcc/mienl writer for 3C/, 
155 W. Harvard, Fort Collills, CO 80525; 
303/223-2722. 
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For · e relief of 
disk p headaches, 
just press liere. 

,,-;'iFF 1.-,; _ 

MEGATAPE CORPORATION 1041 Hamilton Road, Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-99211TELEX 510600 7131 

© 19 McgaTape Corp Circle 44 on reader ervice card. 

Only MegaTape makes disk backup 
totally painless, with up to 630 MB per 
cartridge (formatted). Enough to hold 
the entire contents of any popular 
disk drive. 

Think what that means: No media 
changes. 0 waiting. Just pop in a 
cartridge, fire up your regular backup 
utility-and go home. 

MegaTape has already cured backup 
headaches at thousands of sites. And 
we're developing even higher capaCity 
for the future. So no matter how 
big your disks get, your backup job 
doesn't have to get any bigger. Just 
push the button and go home. 

Try MegaTape once. You'll agree 
that anything else is just a big pain. 

Amilable ill lablelop. 
rackmoull/, alld 
"ha!fwide" cOllfigura/iolls 

~~egaTape 



CPR MAINTENANCE DIVISION 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. 

• HOSPITALS 

• BANKS 

Your Full Service 
DATA GENERAL 

Hardware Support Company 

• CREDIT UNIONS 

• AEROSPACE 

• SMALL, MEDIUM and 
LARGE COMPANIES 

ALL 
AGREE 

THAT ~ 

CPR'S 12 POINT MAINTENANCE PROGRAM WORKS! 
I. 12 Hrs per Day 

Coverage, 5 Days 
per Week - Standard 

2. Optional 24 hour /7 
Day Coverage 

3. Full Support for 
Both D.G. and 
Non-D.G. Peripherals 

4. Cooperative 
Maintenance Programs 
for Terminals & Small 
Printers 

5. A Standard 2 Hour 
Escalation Program 

6. A Senior Level 
Service Professional 
Directly Responsible 
for the Care and 
Maintenance of 
Your Computer 

7. A Preventive 
Maintenance Call Every 
Month by the Same 
Professional Who 
Does Your Remedial 
Maintenance 

8. Technical Support 
for : 
A. System Recon

figurations & 
Upgrades 

B. AOS & AOS/ VS 
C. MS-DOS and 

PC to MV 
Interfacing 

D. RDOS 

9. Disaster Prevention 
Awareness Program 

10. 100070 Spares for 
Everything in Your 
Computer System 
. in stock 
- locally 

II. Free Installation for 
Upgrades Purchased 
from CPR 

12. "Hot-Site" Emer
gency Back-up 
Computer Service 

Serving The Entire West Coast (213) 538-1900 
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SAN DIEGO 

Circle 10 on reader service card . 
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High standards 
Getting off the ground 
with aeronautics 
means climbing a 
mountain of 
information 
by Geri Farman 
Focus staff 

"While many elements of the aero
space industry are similar to other 
manufacturing," said Bob Kiburz, di
rector of major accounts marketing for 
DC's North American Sales Division, 
"there are some key differences. 
Among these are the emphasis on close 
data exchange and safety assurance." 
These needs, largely dictated by mili
tary documentation requirements, have 
spread throughout the industry
affecting all companies that do aero
space business. "Kaiser Aluminum, for 
example," said Kiburz, "must tag its 
lots of high-strength aluminum and 
pass that information on to customers. 
These customers must, in turn, be able 
to track that metal as it is used in spe
cific parts ." 

Extensive documentation is also part 
of the entire design phase. Kiburz gave 
the example of the B-1 bomber, which 
started as a one-binder Request for 
Information, but became a three
bookcase design and ended with three 
warehouses fu ll of documentation . 
"Imagine a design change in one of its 
subsystems-and having to find your 
way through this mountain of informa
tion. There is a huge data base in each 
company involved in the design, and 
they must be able to interact with com
panies above and below it in the manu
facturing process." 

The impact of these military and gen
eral government requirements on MRP 
software has been tremendous. Data 
exchange between companies is in
creasingly important and, with that, 

Focus 

standards for data exchange. The need 
for streamlined, integrated information 
puts an emphasis on communications 
and the ability to transform informa
tion formats . 

Data General has some clear advan
tages in these areas. "We participate in 
the standards bodies," said Kiburz, 
"and in supplying those standards to 
vendors." He pointed out that when 
you look at the size of the companies 
involved in aeronautics and the geo
graphic spread and information needs 
they have, wide area networks will be 
increasingly important. "Our work 
with TT will put us in a position to 
take advantage of those needs." 

New publishing and documentation 
tools, such as those offered by Penta 
and Ventura, are being beta tested at 
NASA, and are seen as promising means 
to address the incredible documenta
tion needs of this industry. Kiburz also 
noted that one of the key duties of 
Ward MacKenzie, in his new role as 
corporate vice president of Marketing, 
will be working to identify technical re
quirements in the marketplace and 
making sure DC is one of the key 
players. 

"DEC and IBM were the early leaders 
in aeronautics, because initially they 
were the only ones," said Kiburz. "The 
history of some of the prime contrac
tors leads them to rely on those com
panies. But if you look at the suppliers 
with their complex data tracking 
needs- we do better. We have good 
tools and good price/performance." 

Taking that message to the public is 
the joint responsibility of sales and 
marketing. For marketing purposes, 
aeronautics falls under Manufacturing 
Industries Marketing, directed by Terry 
Bennett. His charter is to cover the en
tire customer base involved in manu
facturing- taking the broader manu
facturing and technical strategies and 
conveying those to sales. The sales pro
grams are then designed to reach spe
cific interested parties. A. 
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Co m p u ter --+--f--+-+--+-++ 

Techn 0 logy I-t-t--t--+-Ir-+ 

Inc.+++++++++++++ 
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I 

1442 W. Collins Ave., Unit B 
Orange, CA 92667 

Communications 
IMX·16 (emulates IAC2/16) 

• Pin compatible 
• Software compatible 
• Ooly device available that provides 

switch selectable RS-232, RS-422 
and 20ma line interfaces on same 

board. 

• Includes connection hardware 
• 2 Year warranty 
• Cost is less tban used 

MagnetiC Tape 
MTCI tape controller· 

for formatted tape drives. 

• Supports industry standard tape 
drive interface. 

• Can perform backups as fast as 
disk subsystem, tape drive and soft

ware allow. 

• 2 Year warranty 

Memory 
• No bardware or software cbanges 

required 

• Easy installation 
• Lifetime warranty 
MVMl (MV 4OOO1MV10000) 

8 MB· $5000 
6 MB ·$3900 

(MV4000 only) 
4 MB· $2600 
2 MB· $1950 

EMI (8/140) 
2 MB· $1950 

Service & Support 
• 30 Day return priviledge 
• Advance replacement available, in 

the event of a failure. 

Dealers inquiries invited 
(714) 538·2344 
1(800) 999·5459 

FAX (714) 538·0329 
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When Edson D. de Castro started 
Data General in April 1968, he did so 
with the idea that every new computer 
didn't need to be a technological giant 
step from previous designs. His goal 
was to design a computer that would 
be powerful enough to excite the scien
tific community, simple enough to 
maintain and to integrate into existing 
systems, and elegant enough to main
tain its basic architecture through years 
(or decades) of technological advances. 
He succeeded . 

The Nova was built to take advan
tage of the newest ALUs. This allowed 
for the most powerful "bang for the 
buck" in its day. He also made two far
ranging decisions: the instruction set 
would be continuously upwardly com
patible, and the vo bus would remain 
pin-for-pin consistent from one model 
to the next (something DEC didn't do 
until six years later with the advent of 
the Q-Bus.) 

A lot of changes have come and gone 
at DC, but that vo bus is still with us. It 
has let us upgrade from one computer 
to the next by just swapping a few 
principle boards. The 1/0 subsystem, 
the largest part of any computer, just 
makes a slot-for-slot transfer. The 
Nova/Eclipse 1/0 bus has survived all 
the way to the MVI15000 family and 
shows no sign of slowing down. 

Now there's a new kid on the block. 
The small computer standard interface 
(SCSI), pronounced "scuzzy," has been 
gaining acceptance as a standard for in
terconnecting intelligent peripheral 
devices. It offers the same system-to
system compatibility, ease of program
ming, and accepted standardization 
that was the goal of the original Nova . 

The SCSI bus is designed to be as ge
neric as possible; this allows the bus to 
operate with a variety of intelligent 
mass storage devices. This also gives 
the user the greatest degree of flexi
bility when configuring a system. 

The main advantage of the SCSI bus is 
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Bus stop, 
bus 
go 

o 

SCSI , the small 
computer standard 

interface, can connect 
a variety of peripheral 

devices 
by Rod Cleaves and 

Dick Mooney 

that it provides an easily available, low
cost solution for each application. 
Much of its success can be directly at
tributed to the flexibility that the inter
face offers. The CPU designer only 
needs to worry about implementing 

Figure 1: Single-user/single-job 

one ot the many available chips into 
the new machine's internal bus struc
ture, and the peripheral designer just 
follows the published standard . 

In order to demonstrate the ver
satility of the SCSI standard, I will 
describe three distinct examples: 
single-user/single-job, single-user/mul
titasking, and multiprocessing systems. 
These examples represent situations 
that span a range of computing 
requirements. 

Most personal computers in use 
today could be characterized as single
user/single-job systems. In these sys
tems, the vo is performed in a single
threaded manner, i.e., sequentially. For 
example, if you need to store a file to 
the disk and then read another, you 
would wait for the first transfer to com
plete before going on to the second 

Host computer/ (SCSI bUS) memory Disk drive 

Figure 2: Single-user/multitask 

Host 
computer/ 
memory 

SCSI bus 

Disk drive 

Tape drive 

Intelligent 
printer 
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IF WE USTED EVERYTHING 
WE THIS AD WOULD 
GOON PAGES. 
What good is a DG equipment dealer if they haven't got a huge selection of new and 
pre-owned equipment? Data Investors Corporation has made a point of getting every possible 
model they can, so you won 't have to go hunting. Furthermore, each machine is thoroughly 
tested before shipment, and is guaranteed to be eligible for Data General service contract. 
Call Data Investors to buy, or to sell, any kind of DG equipment on the market. Our selection 
just gets bigger and bigger. 

NOW IN STOCK 
MEMORIES 

8871 8MB MV/4000/10000 ....... $8,900 
8708 2MB MV/8000 .............. 1,950 
8755 1MB S/140 ................ 2,500 
8716 1MB C/150 ................ 2,500 
8754 512KB S/140 ............... 1,350 
8687 256KB S/140 ................ 550 
8387 256KB NOVA/4 ............... 500 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE .............. 395 
8637 64KB ECLIPSE ............... 195 
8547 64KB NOVA/3 ................ 325 

TERMINALS & PRINTERS 
D-214 , D-215, D-411 , D-461 , D·470C . CALL 
D-210, D-21 1, D-410, D-460, USED ... CALL 
6130 D·400 ..................... $395 
4364 600 BAND D.C.S.lS ...... . .. 5,900 
4327 300 BAND D.C.S.lS ......... 2,900 
4215 600 LPM D.C.S.lS .......... 2,900 
6074 180 CPS LP-2 ................ 395 
6190 180 CPS LP-2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 495 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CTRL ......... 400 
005-8096 D.C. CONTROLLER ......... 995 
6193 TP2 BROWN ................. 650 
GE TERMINET 510 300 LPM RS-232 .... 250 
OKIDATA PRINTERS NEW ........... CALL 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 
6239 592MB ARGUS SIS .......... CALL 
6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ........ $14,500 
6161 147MB WINCHESTER SIS ..... 5,200 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS ...... 4,200 
6234 50MB WINCHESTER SIS .... . . 2,200 
6122 277MB DISK SIS ............ 2,900 
6061 192MB DISK SIS ............ 1,300 
6060 96MB DISK SIS .............. 950 
6070 20MB DISK SIS .......... . ... 800 
6045 10MB DISK SIS .............. 800 
6100 25MB WINCHESTER W/1.28 .. 1,200 

6103 25MB WINCHESTER SIS ........ 800 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS ........ 2,500 
6125 1600 STREAMER SIS ........ 1,295 
6021 MAG TAPE SIS ............... 850 
6123 MICRO STREAMER .......... 2,300 
6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE ... 2,100 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4358 IAC-16 ................... $3,900 
4367 IAC-8 ..................... 2,900 
4380 ISC-2 ..................... 1,650 
4340 AMI-8 .. . ................... 195 
4257 ALM-16 ..................... 495 
4255 ALM-8 ....................... 95 
4254 DCU-200 ................... 295 
4250 DCU-50 ..................... 295 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
97801 MV/8000 MOD-2 PACKAGE ... CALL 
90199 MV/4000 2MB, DMT, 345 MB .. CALL 
8770 S1280 2MB WIBMC ......... $11 ,800 
8678V S/140 ECLIPSE 1MB ... . . . ... 2,500 
8678N S/140 ECLIPSE 256KB .. . .... 1,150 
8732R SI120 ECLIPSE 512KB ...•... 2,900 
8633 C/350 ECLIPSE 2MB ......... 4,900 
8622V C/150 ECLIPSE 1 MB ......... 1,900 
91297 DESKTOP 10/SP 256KB, 15MB . 2,300 
8395N NOVA 4X 256KB 16 SLOT ...... 950 
8392H NOVA 4X 256KB 5 SLOT . . . .... 895 
8390H NOVA 4C 64KB 5 SLOT ........ 395 
221X DG/One .................... CALL 

CALL FOR OTHER UNLISTED EQUIPMENT ON SALE 

Circle 22 on reader service card . 

DATA INVESTORS 
CORPORATION 

6 West 18th Street 
New York, NY 10011 

(212) 675·1000 
FAX# 212/645-4539 



Focus ON: SCSI 

one. The computer completes one job 
at a time, and there is no bus conten
tion- nor is there a need for any ar
bitration. Figure 1 shows the likely con
figuration for this environment. 

Figure 3: Multiprocessor 
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bus 

The down side to the single-user/ 
single-job system is that y tern perfor
mance tends to suffer because of the se
quential nature of all YO operations. 
Seek and rotational latencies inherent 

)( Disk drive t 

Tape drive } 

; Intelligent 
printer 

Circle 27 on reader ervice card. 

in disk drives may use up to 75 percent 
of the time needed to access a sector of 
information. 

To take advantage of this "dead 
time" in a single-user/multitasking sys-
t th . t f 11 d' em, e SCSI In er ace a ows eVlces 
not actively involved in transferring 
data to logically remove themselves 
from the bus. This allows other appli-
cations to be initiated. This . way, mul-
tiple disk drives (or tapes, optical 
disks, etc.) may seek data simultane-
ously, providing for higher bus usage. 
The drive that locates its data first re-
selects the host and completes the 
transfer. Figure 2 shows a block dia-
gram of such a system. This is the most 
common SCSI architecture in use today. 
Since these systems can b come mor 
sophisticated, additional devices such 
as optical disks and tape backup sys-
tems can be optionally added by the 
user. Again, since the SCSI interface 
supports generic device types, all pe-
ripherals can be upgraded to the user's 
performance and storage needs. 

In a multiprocessor environment, the 
SCSI bus acts like the traditional back-
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plane of most modern minicomputers. 
For instance, Data General's Nova and 
Eclipse computers feature a traditional 
backplane architecture, which uses a 
local communication bus with an intel
ligent peripheral. The SCSI bus provides 
the same functionality at a low cost. 

The SCSI bus also supports multi-host 
operations, so in addition to file trans
fers between individual processors and 
mass storage devices, interprocessor 
communications can be accomplished 
across the SCSI interface. 

However, since the SCSI bus is limited 
to directly supporting up to eight bus 
devices, this may preclude its use in 
complex, multiprocessing configura
tions . SCSlIPlus has been developed by 
Ampro Computers, Inc. to overcome 
this limitation . It takes advantage of the 
unused bus phases to provide a binary 
selection phase. Up to 64 bus devices 
can be supported with this superset of 
the standard SCSI bus. Figure 3 is a 
block diagram showing how a multi
processing system could be configured . 

The systems described in this article 
are a few of the many configurations 
that could use the SCSI as a backbone of 
their architectures. The standard offers 
the flexibi lity needed to incorporate a 
range of system requirements . 

Data General currently does not sup
port the standard SCSI beyond the in
clusion of the hardware into the design 
of the MVI2000 DC. DC has documented 
the SCSI fairly well but has not released 
any hardware or software to implement 
it as of this writing. However, the sec
ond source community has been work
ing to develop peripherals and soft
ware for this interface. 

When Data General released the 
Argus disk drive, the controller looked 
a lot like a SCSI bus in that it used con
trol blocks with a dedicated software 
interface for local communications be
tween the CPU and device. The basic 
concept of intelligent peripherals using 
CBs for controUstatus/data is not new, 
but it's gaining wider acceptance. 

If Data General should release more 
processors with the SCSI, then we' ll be 
able to start using the new standard 
with the old standard . If that happens, 
I think we will see DC start climbing to 
the top of the heap again . t:. 

Rod Cleaves is an independent consultant in May
nard, MA . He can be reached at 6171897-1845. 
Dick Mooney provides corporate support for 
Hanson Data Systems, 60 Brigham St ., Marl
boro, MA 01752; 617/481-3901 . 
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OA TODAY by Charlene A. Kirian 

Electronic publishing 
solutions are moving 
in house 

There is a lot of talk today about 
desktop publishing, or as some prefer 
to call it, electronic publishing. No 
matter what it's called, they're talking 
about producing documents of near
typographic quality, usually printed on 
a laser printer. 

Data General has developed a cor
porate strategy to fit the needs of all 
users. They refer to it as "DG Corporate 
Electronic Publishing Solutions." 

The newly announced CEO Desktop 
Composer is at the low end of DG'S 
strategy. An MS-Dos-based software 
product that runs in a standalone en
vironment, it is a modified version of 
Ventura Publishing, a product devel
oped and marketed by Xerox. It runs 
on a Dasherl286 or IBM PClXT/AT or com
patibles with a compatible DG mono
chrome graphics display controller/Pc 
and mouse. 

CEO Desktop Composer can import 
text from well-known MS-DOS word pro
cessing packages, as well as CEOwrite. 
It would best be used for correspon
dence, newsletters, bulletins, etc. How
ever, after viewing the package, I find 
it difficult to use without a fair amount 
of typesetting knowledge. It also is a 
single-user-based system. 

The high end of DC's publishing so
lution is the Penta publishing system, 
by Penta Systems International. This 
is a highly sophisticated commercial 
publishing package used fo r relatively 
high-volume production magazines 
and newspapers. Extensive knowledge 
of typesetting is required . 

Right in the middle of these two ex
tremes is a package marketed by Data 
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General and developed by lntercon As
sociates called Office/Publisher. This 
software is fully integrated with CEO. It 
runs on Data General's MV family of 
processors under AOSNS. It accepts CEO 
documents and composes, paginates, 
and transmits them to a variety of laser 
printers and typesetting equipment. 
Any Data General terminal can be used 
for editing. 

I find this product extremely easy to 
learn and use. The codes entered into 
the CEO word processor are relatively 
simple to remember, because they are 
based on the function you want to per
form. For example, if you want a table 
to be boxed, the code is TB. If you pre
fer a table that is ruled, the code is TR. 

All editing is done within the CEO 
word processor. Commands are added 
by utilizing the text attribute functions. 
It uses the original document, not a 
copy, which requires no intermediate 
files to be maintained. 

Once the document is created, it is 
sent through the OfficeIPublisher for
matter to a batch queue for printing. 
The original document is still intact and 
could be sent to the CEO formatter if 
required. 

I was surprised at the difference in 
output by just running the document 
through the Office/Publisher software 
without any special commands. Office/ 
Publisher contains a default style sheet 
that sets predetermined formatting, 
such as proportional spacing, right 
margin justification, toplbottom and 
left/right margins, automatic hyphena
tion, and use of the default font in the 
laser printer. 

By adding a few simple commands, 
the look of the document is dramati
cally changed. This can be used for pre
paring manuals, reports, proposals, 
and contracts, as well as day-to-day 
correspondence. 

Office/Publisher supports a variety of 
laser printers, such as QMS 800, 1200, 
2400, Hewlett-Packard LaserJet, Laser
Jet Plus, Series II and 2000, Data Gen
eral 4557, 4558, 6454, and APS 55, 5, 
and Micro-5. 

Also included in the package is a 
preview mode that allows the user to 
see the page makeup prior to sending 
the document to the printer. It's not a 
full WYSIWYG (what you see is what you 
get), but rumor has it that it's in devel
opment at this time. 

Office/Publisher also supports the 
AOSNS version of Wordperfect, and will 
support the newest version of CEO
write . Software maintenance and train
ing are also available. 

It has been difficult at times to justify 
the purchase of a laser printer, espe
cially since CEO can't utilize many of its 
features. However, purchase of an elec
tronic publishing system adds enough 
functionality to CEO to overcome this 
problem. The time and money savings 
from outside typesetters and print 
shops is justification alone. 

No matter what type of system you 
choose, be sure to consider your uses 
and costs per person. Determine what 
your needs are and who will be using 
the system. Also, consider the amount 
of time you will be investing in train
ing. It's important to remember that a 
system is only as good as the person 
using it. If all the functionality is not 
used, it will be wasted . fj, 

Charlene Kirian is PClOA instructor for the 
Online Computer Library Center, 6565 Frantz 
Rd., Dublill, OH 43017; 614/764-6435. She also 
serves as the education director for NADGUG's 
OASIS (Office Automation Special Interest 
Group). 
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SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG by Brian Johnson 

Sta 

A couple of 
benchmarks may 
determine the real 
winners 

:YAPSB 
Yet Another Potential Security 

Breach has been found by one of the 
tireless loophole sniffers: Felix The Pro
grammer at Bell Fiber Products. 

Remember when someone discov
ered that typing ;XEQ :CLI in response to 
a !READ pseudo-macro would get you 
into the CLI? Supposedly, the fix was a 
IS switch added to !READ in AOSNS rev 7 
(or was it rev 6?). !READ/S causes the CLI 
to quit accepting text for the !READ as 
soon as it stumbles upon the semicolon. 

Felix's loophole consisted of respond
ing f!ASCII 73lXEQ :CLI instead. Presto, 
you're in that nasty old CLI. 

Footnote: an STR has been generated, 
and a fix will appear in a future rev. 

I don't understand why a IS switch is 
needed at all? Why not just stop scan
ning at the first semicolon (plain or 
pseudo-oped) all the time? Does any
body have a macro that actually wants 
to allow users to respond to a !READ 
with something that includes a 
semicolon? 

:FOCUS:FIXUP 
Due to some bizarre technical prob

lems at the typesetter last month, the 
following section on FPU upgrading 
ended up in @ ULL, instead of assum
ing its rightful place as the second sec-
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tion in last month's column. Get out 
your scissors and a jar of paste and 
perform the necessary transplant sur
gery to last month's issue. 

____ cut & paste starts here, ___ _ 

:TO..FPU_OILNOLTO..FPU 
One new item, for which the results 

are not yet completely in, is the addi
tion of a hardware floating-point unit 
to one of the two CPUS. The net-net 
effect on AOSNS and the on-line users is 
near zero, primarily because AOSNS 
uses only a handful of floating-point 
instructions, and most on-line software 
is rarely cpu-intensive. The effect on 
computation-intensive COBOL batch 
jobs seems to be around 15 percent, 
tops. This jives with the results ob
tained from the :SYSMGR benchmark se
ries program, BE CH.FPU.A (available on 
the :SYSMGR BBS), which predicted a 
speed increase of 17 percent. The 
benchmark program measures the 
speed of a typical ADD 1 TO X sentence 
in COBOL. The generated code for that 
statement contains less than 50 percenl 
floating-point instruction content (that's 
typical). 

Still, the effect on the batch jobs was 
deemed sufficient enough to justify 
buying an FPU board for our second 
MV/4000, especially given the low price 
of used MV/4000 FPU boards these days. 

____ ,cut & paste ends here ___ _ 

:PATCH:UPDATE 
Last year I published a one-word 

patch for AOSNS that dramatically de-

creased disk vo under certain condi
tions, notably during heavy writing of 
sequential files. The most common 
cases cited were LOAD or LOAD-'I, disk
to-disk MOVES, and programs that 
produce large sequential files as out
put. Except for a small decrease in 
average seek distance and a small in
crease in blocks/access, the effect of the 
patch on normal interactive loads was 
barely measurable . 

Since that patch was published, 20 or 
30 systems that I'm directly aware of 
have been using it with no problems. 
When originally published, I expressed 
some reticence about widespread use 
of it for two reasons: the experimental 
data was sparse, and I've always had 
qualms about suggesting that people 
patch their AOSNS systems with un
official patches. However, the apparent 
lack of significant risk, coupled with 
the tremendous benefit during the 
types of load cited above, have changed 
my mind. 

Based on the experience to date, I 
now strongly recommend this patch to 
every AOSNS user. 

Consider this: This morning, I re
ceived a call from one of the partici
pants in my performance seminar held 
last month. He reported that their 
nightly disk-to-disk backup using 
DUMP-.lUBUFF=32768 went from three 
hours and 46 minutes without the 
patch to one hour and 10 minutes per 
disk with the patch, and he backs up 
two disks this way each night. He went 
from nearly eight hours to slightly 
more than two hours. That's a reduc
tion of about 70 percent! 
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For those of you who missed it the 
AOSIVS patch file looks like this: 

*) X PATCHIYIT =system-pathname.PRI 
P= 7 .50_BJS_PAT 

;Patch AOSNS 7.5x to eliminate 
For AOSIVS rev 6, the ame patch 

applies, but the patch location is 
RU LC1+3445 instead . 

;unnecessary flushing of RIBs 
%SYSTEM 
RUNLC1 +3605 RELF RELM 

The patch also applies to AOSIVS revs 
prior to 6, but I haven't had the oppor
tunity to discover the locations. For the 
more adventurous among you, try 

;End of patch 

Assuming you called the patch file 
7.50_BJSYAT, the command to apply it is: 
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Wh UG? 
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A 
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Informed and Take part in 
always be look- S S a gathering 
ing for a better U E R of DG minds-
way. But you Join NADGUG 

don'thovetodo GROUP todoy . 

617/898-4067 

using FED/X on your system .PR file to 
earch for all the locations that contain 

RELF. There should be three of them. 
The one that ha an XJSR WDCBK within 
the 10 or 20 preceding instructions is 
the one you want to change to RELM. 
Send me the label plus offset, and I'll 
publish any that I get. 

A similar patch with similar benefits 
applies to AOS, but I don't have an AOS 
system to locate it with. One of you 
trailblazing AOS people should give me 
a calC and I'll walk you through finding 
the patch over the phone. 

:CE0..3.00 
In case you haven't heard, buy more 

memon)! Somebody in the CEO group 
apparently caught a bad case of global 
serveritis. 

Global servers are a great concept 
from a software engineering point of 
view, but most global servers are com
posed of pages that are effectively 
unshared (have you ever seen two 
EXECS?), so the entire ring 4-7 working 
sets are a giveaway at boot time. Each 
new global server runs anywhere from 
20 KB of unique memory (e.g., a subse
quent xu"..) to 700 KB (e.g., EXEC). CEO 
servers tend more toward the size of 
EXEC than they do toward the size of 
XLPT, say about 500 KB. That means that 
every two global servers consume a 
megabyte off the top . Ouch. 

Funny thing about users/MB num
bers: if you look around at the current 
userS/MB numbers in the PC world, you 
get a bit of a shock. With the advent of 
the extended memory standards, the 
average IBM PC is running about 1 
user/MB, and 0512 promises to drag that 
down to .3 users/MB, which is about 
what the average Macintosh desktop 
publishing user has had for a year or 
two (e.g., typically about 5 MB). All of a 
sudden, the current average of about 4 
users/MB on AOS S looks pretty decent. 

But memory is cheap, right? I'm get
ting tired of that old saw. It's true, 
memory is cheap, but as long as the 
maximum memory limits on the vari
ous MVS aren't raised at the same time 
that per-user consumption is forced 
upward by new software releases, 
cheap memory is of little consolation. If 
your system is currently configured at 
maximum memory, then your only re
courses are to shed part of the load or 
upgrade. 

:MIPS_ VS_KIPS_ VS_ WHETS 
I originally started out this month to 

produce a column on upgrade strate
gies (at the request of an alumnus of 
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one of the performance seminars I held 
for DC). In the process of doing that, I 
got involved with the complexities of 
comparing the CPU hor epower of the 
various MVs. That became the bulk of 
the discussion, far overshadowing the 
other upgrade issues. 

As a result, I'm going to cover just 
the processor power issue this month, 
and leave the upgrade discussion until 
next month. 

:DEFINITIONS 
The two most common measures of 

CPU horsepower are Whetstones and 
MIPS (millions of instructions per 
second). 

Whetstones are determined u ing a 
standardized mix of instructions that 
defines a macro instruction called, 
oddly enough, a Whetstone. The speed 
of the machine is then expressed as so 
many Whetstones/sec (commonly short
ened to just Whetstones) . Currently, 
the slowest DC MV series processor (the 
MV/4000) is capable of nearly one million 
Whetstones/sec, so the units typically 
cited these days are Kwhetstones/sec 
(thousands of Whetstones/sed. 

MIPS, another common measure of 
CP speed, simply reflects the raw pro
cessor power in terms of how many 
millions of instructions per second it 
can execute, with no real determination 
of what an instruction is . 

Most manufacturers with optional, 
hardware-based floating-point accelera
tors prefer to use Kwhetstones, because 
it reflects the speed of both floating
point and integer arithmetic, and can 
therefore measure the effect of adding 
the accelerator hardware. 

MIPS are popular with mainframes 
and with (mini)supercomputers that 
have hardware-based floating point as 
standard equipment. Trade journals 
also prefer to use MIPS when rating 
processors . 

Sounds simple so far, right? 

:GOTCHAS:WHETSTONES 
One of the unfortunate problems 

with Kwhetstones is that they make a 
fairly unrealistic assumption about the 
relative mix of integer versus floating
point instructions. If a processor has an 
average integer instruction set, but a 
very fast floating-point hardware accel
erator, the Kwhetstones tend to mis
represent the processor's ability to 
hand le programs that are primarily in
teger arithmetic. 

The Kwhetstones measure of pro
cessor speed was developed more than 
a decade ago when most benchmarks 
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were composed of computation-inten
sive Fortran or COBOL programs. 
Benchmarks with a floating-point con
tent of SO to 90 percent were not 
uncommon. 

However, today's typical instruction 
mix is integer. Large, complex pro
grams like 4GLS, CEO, and data base 
systems have little need for floating
point arithmetic. 

Now your product can give you 
greater profits and vast new 
markets that you never thought 
you had. 

Wild Hare's Choice! '" 
software let's you get the jump on 
high devel-opment costs by running 
your ICOBOL programs and data files 
totally unmodified on 
all types of computers -
from small PCs to large 
mainframes! 

Take a close look at 
how our soft-solutions 
can help you reduce 
high hardware and 
development costs, 
enhance and protect your 
software investment and 
give you true vendor 
independence. 

Wild Hare means 
vendor independence. 
Call today for more information ... 
(303) 442-0324 

P.O. Box 3581 
Boulder, CO 80307 

:GOTCHAS:MIPS 
Back in the days when all the in-

truction on the machine were one 
word long, when instruction decoding 
was hardwired, and when the execu
tion time for an instruction was equiva
lent to the cycle time of the memory on 
the system, life was easy. The MIPS 
rating of the processor was simply 1 di
vided by the memory cycle time, or 2 

ICOBOL 
Unleashed! 

Circle 66 on reader service card . 
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divided by the memory cycle time if 
you u ed memory reference instruc
tions as a base. 

With the advent of multiword in
structions (some richer than Phila
delphia Brand Cream Cheese), high
speed microcode, memory caching, 
sophisticated address translation units, 
instruction pipelining, and exotic paral
lel arithmetic units, the picture has got
ten a little cloudy. The real challenge 
nowadays is to write a benchmark that 
doesn' t inadvertently fall into the 
loving arms of one of the acceleration 
schemes, or conversely, one that misses 
all of the accelerators . Additionally, the 
subject of instruction frequency has be
come important now that there's a com
paratively large disparity between the 
execution times of the cheap instruc
tions (e.g., WADD 0,1) and the expen
sive ones (e.g., WCMP). 

:GOTCHAS:BOTH 
One of the major problems with both 

measures of processor speed is that a 
major consumer of processor time on 
many systems is the operating system 
itself. The problem stems from the fact 
that operating system software tends to 
b largely integer arithmetic, and 
operating systems use a very small sub
set of the instruction set. The most 
common instructions are calVreturn, 
indexed loads/stores, and integer 
comparisons. 

In addition, the nature of most user 
software has changed over the years 
from computation-intensive to logic
intensive . In the old days, it was not 
uncommon for the average process to 
be largely I/o-bound, between bursts of 
computation frenzy. ow, the average 
process consumes far more processor 
time, and spends relatively less time 
waiting for VO. This is due, in part, to 
the popularity of high-level-language 
implementations, where the speed of 
argument passing/accessing is more im
portant than the time it takes to add 
two numbers, and partly due to an in
creasing penchant for menu-driven 
programs with pull-down menus, 
graphics, and verbose screen 1/0. These 
programs spend the bulk of their time 
traversing complex subroutine trees to 
accomplish the program logic. 

:REALITY 
So what's the real story? How close 

do Kwhetstones reflect the relative per
formance of the various MVS? The an
swer is critical if you're trying to deter
mine which processor to upgrade to in 
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the face of a CPU bottleneck. 
In order to answer this question, I 

devised a few quick-and-dirty bench
mark programs to gauge the speed of 
the various MVS in more realistic terms. 
A complete :SYSMGR benchmark sui te is 
available on the :SYSMGR BBS, but my 
full results will be available only to 
those of you who return results for 
your systems. However, I will tell you 

that the benchmark suite reports that 
the MV/20000 is only 3.33 times fa ter 
than the MV/4000 on the 16-bit integer 
test, only 4.03 times faster on the sys
tem call test, and only 6.75 times faster 
on the floating-point test (compared to 
an MV/4000 without an FPU) . Not very 
encouraging. 

For the purposes of this column, I've 
put together a couple of quick-and-

DATABASE MA 

" We have found GENISYS to be both fleXIble and 
powerful for our marketing and client contact 
database. The ease with which data can be imported 
from other environments has saved many hours of 
staff and management time. We especially appreciate 
the high quality of your client service - there is none 
betterl " - Shari L. Poe 

STW Fixed Income Management - MV17800 

" The product of any law firm is information, and 
GENISYS is allowing us to handle large volumes of 
information with great ease. It is an extremely fleXIble 
and powerful DBMS, yet it is easy to use and requires 
no programming skIlls. And GENISYS allows us 
to fully utIlize all of the wonderful features of Word
Perfect and LIbrary with the data we store in 
GENISY5. " - Patricia Powell 

Goodman & Goodman - MV/20000 

DMS Systems, Inc. 
Advanced Software Development 
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dirty tests to see if the published 
Kwhet tone numbers are representative 
of the actual performance of the two 
MV models. I hope we'll spot a trend . 

I' ve selected two MVS for these tests : 
an old reliable MV/4000 with an FPU and 
a borrowed MV/20000 II . Depending upon 
whether we use the single- or double
precision Kwhetstones, the MV/20000 II 
is either 17.7 (12,423/702) or 17.8 

(9,719/546) times faster than the 
MV/4000. 

But wait. I've ju t fallen into trap 
no . 1: when running a single program 
(like my benchmarks), the MV/20000 II is 
actually the same speed as an MV/20000 I, 
because only one job processor can be 
used to run a process at a time. So the 
actual ratios I should see based on the 
MV/20000 I Kwhetstone ratings are 9.13 

GEMENT SYSTEM 

GENISYS is a revolutionary new database 
management system that, for the first time, really 
blends both ease of use with remarkable power in a 
multi-user system. GENISYS may be used separately, 
or integrated with CEO or WordPerfect Library. 

GENISYS is a relational database designed specifically 
for non-technical users who want performance as 
well as ease of use, and for database administrators 
who want fast and efficient ways to define new 
applications. 

If you thought all database management systems 
were too complicated, too slow or too expensive, 
then look again . GENISYS is so easy and powerful, 
you have to try it to believe it. Go ahead - take 
GENISYS for a spin . Order our $99 Test Drive system. 
You'll agree that GENISYS is a revolutionary new 
beginning for both you and your office . 

1111 Brickyard Road. Salt Lake City. Utah 84106 (801) 484 ·3333 Fax 801·484-3367 

Circle 25 on reader service card. 
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(6,410/702) or 9.05 (4,940/546). Whew. 
The first benchmark I selected was 

the DEMOOIA.PR program supplied with 
DC COBOL. The program run com
pletely cPU-bound with zero system 
calls and a handful of floating-point in
structions. It took 2.913 seconds on the 
MV/4000 and 0.650 seconds on the 
MV/20000, for a ratio of 4.48. Pretty grim 
compared to 9.13 or 9.05. 

The next benchmark I selected was 
DC's Sort utility. I used the following 
SPEED macro to create a text file called 
FOO: 

! 1 OOOOVSO$$ 
18400(VO\$VIO$1 
)$$ 
IFUH 

This file was a little small, so I made 
one five times bigger by doing this: 

) COPY FOOS FOO FOO FOO FOO FOO 

Then I sorted it using this command: 

) SORT INTO ZIPS FROM FOOS 

The Sort reported 91 CPU-secs on the 
MV/4000 (67 secs of Sort CPU and 24 secs 
of Merge CPu), and 35 CPU-secs on the 
MV/20000 (30 secs of Sort CPU and 5 secs 
of Merge cPu), or a ratio of 2.6. I sus
pect this ratio is a little low, because the 
system calls, which Sort does a bunch 
of, get undercharged on the MV/4000 
much worse than they get under
charged on the MV/20000 (see my Focus 
column, June 1986). Still, nowhere near 
the expected ratio of around 9. 

The next benchmark measured the 
Cpu-time required for SED to search a 
450,000-byte (nearly 6,000 lines) text 
file for a non-existent, six-character 
string. The result was 22.405 secs on 
the MV/4000 and 4.049 secs on the 
MV/20000, for a ratio of 5.53. The system 
call rate should have been low on this 
test, minimizing the CPU undercharging 
problem on the MV/4. We're still a long 
way from 9 though . . . . 

The next benchmark measured the 
cpu-time required to execute a small 
subroutine that generates random in
tegers. The MV/4 took 56.879 secs, and 
the MV120 took 12.750 secs, for a ratio of 
4.46. I would have expected the MV/20 
to shine on this test, since the entire 
program comprised fewer than 100 
words of memory, and should have 
spent its entire lifetime in the hardware 
cache. Oh well . 

The last benchmark is a simplistic at
tempt to determine the MIPS ratings (ac
tually KIPS, or thousands of instructions 
per second) for two simple instruc-
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Not another program! 

DotoGen ... 

... to increase progammers 
productMry in cOOing and 
debugging dam enny progroms. 

Designed for DG application pro
g ammers using Infos llisam 
structures w ith \IS COOOL. 

Call or send b a free introduction 
manual which includes: 

- a functionol description 
- a system OIIefView 
- sample screens 
- pricing options 

Productivity Systems 
Development Corp. 

Suit. 206 
2138 AshI@Y Phosphate Rd. 
North Charleston, SC 29416 

(80J)5~9 

Circle 49 on reader service card. 
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Figure 1: Source program and macro 

File KIPS1 .CLI 
Record Format: O-S 

[!NEQUAL,%/REBUILO%,) 
XEQ MASM/U %\% 
XEQ LINK %\%/LOCAL 

[!ELSE) 
XEQ%O-% 

[!ENO) 

File KIPS1 .SR 
Record Format: O-S 

.TITLE KIPSl 

.ENT KIPSl 

QUANTUM= 10000. 

.NREL 6 
COUNT: QUANTUM 
RUNTM: .BLK ?GRL TH 
01000: 1000.0 

.BLK 2 
MSG: .TXT "99999999 KIPS" 

KIPS1 : 

LOOP: 

.NREL 
LJSR 
LWOSZ 
WBR 

7 
LOOP 
COUNT 
KIPSl 

WAOC 0,0 
WSUB 1,1 
LLEF 2,RUNTM 
?RUNTM 
WBR 
XWLOA 
WFLAO 
LFOMO 
NLOAI 
WMUL 
WFLAO 
FOO 
LFOMO 

NLOAI 
LLEFB 
WSTI 
WMOV 

.+1 
O,?GRCH,2 
0,0 
0,01000 
QUANTUM,O 
0,0 
0,1 
0,1 
1,01000 

4B10+7,l 
3,MSG' 2 
1 
2,1 

NLOAI ?RFCF+13.,2 
?RETURN 

WSSVR 
.00 
WAOO 
.ENOC 
WRTN 

.ENO 

o 
QUANTUM 
0,1 

KIPSl 

;KIPS - single word instruction 

;Size of loop and # of times to run it 

;Unshared data 
;No. of times to execute loop 
;?RUNTM packet 
;1.00+03 

;Termination message 

;Shared code 
;Execute group of instructions 
;Oone enuf of them? 
;Nope, do it again 

;(-1) indicates me 
;(0) indicates ACO is a PIO 
;Packet address 
;Get my runtime stats 
;Hmmm 
;Get the CPU ms 
;Float them 
;Convert to seconds 
;Quantum size 
;Square it 
;Float it 
;Instructionslsec 
;Convert to KIPS 

;CIS attribute 
;BP(termination message) 
;Convert KIPS to ASCII 
;BP(termination message) 

;CLI format, len(message)=13. 
;BYE 

;Save the world 

;"'VICTIM'" 

;Return to caller 
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tions: a single-word, register-to-register 
ADD and a two-word load-immediate. 
The actual ource program for the 
single-word version and its companion 
macro is shown in Figure 1 as KIPS1.CLI 
and KlPS1.SR. The second program, 
KIPS2.CLU.5R can be created from the 
first program by changing all occur
rences of KlPSl to KlPS2 and the instruc
tion marked "'VICTIM'" from WADD 0,1 
to lOA I 12345,0. 

KIPS1 reported 2,233 KlPS on the MV/4 
and 9,715 KIPS on the MVI20, or a ratio of 
4.35. KlPS2 reported 1,881 KJPS on the 
MV/4 and 4,881 KIPS on the MV/20, or a 
ratio of 2.59. 

The relatively poor result for KIPS2 
leads me to believe that my benchmark 
may have fallen victim to some accel
erator quirk. Obviously, both ratios are 
a little disappointing compared to the 
Kwhetstones ratios . 

:SUMMARY 
This was all an April Fools' Day joke, 

right? Nope. 
It should be pretty clear by now that 

Kwhetstones are not only misleading, 
but fairly optimistic in the case of an 
MV/4000 versus an MVI20000. What's not 
clear is whether the MV/4000 Kwhet
stones are low or whether the MVI20000 
Kwhetstones are high. 

Now you see why a lot of people 
who "upgraded" from MV/4000S to 
MVf1 OOs were less than awestruck by 
the performance increase (or was it de
crease?), in spite of the MV/7SOO'S im
pressive Kwhetstones. 

Clearly, we need a better way to 
measure the relative capability of the 
MV series processors . I hope the :SYS
MGR benchmark suite will eventually 
provide better data . However, it will al
ways be true that the best measure of 
how well a different processor will run 
your software is to run your software on 
the other processor. 

ext month, when I cover the sub
ject of upgrades, I'll use this bench
mark information to more accurately 
estimah:. the relative processor speeds, 
instead of using the published KWhet
stone figures. tl 

Copyright 1988 by B.I. Illc. All rights 
reserved. Briall 1011llso11 is the president of B.f. 
IlIc., a Sail Frallcisco-based consultallcy 
specializillg ill system auditing, system 
mallagemellt , O/Id performallce allalysis. He call 
be reached at 109 Minlla 51. , Suite 215, Sail 
Francisco, CA 94105; 415/550-1444, telex 
296544. 
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_ m Delphi Data 
Your VAR/OEM Support Group 

NEW! MV200011400 
BACKUP SOLUTIONS: 

• 160 MB Cartridge Tape 
• FuIl10%" R/R 1600/3200 bpi MAG TAPE SIS 

CALL FOR DETAILS AND VAR aTY PRICES 
Desktop Upgrades 
15MB- 38MB 
15MB- 71MB 
38MB- 71MB 
15MB/38MB/ 
71MB- 120MB 

MV2000 or MV4000 
Upgrades 
70MB- 120MB 
70MB- 160MB 
120MB- 160MB 

MV2000 or MV4000DC 
Add·on Disks 
70MB 
120MB 
160MB 

Special Heavy·duty Aluminum carrying case lor any Transport Disk 

Transport Disk 
(Bundy Box) lor 
Desktop/MV2000/ 
MV4000DC 
15MB 38MB 
71MB 120MB 

We will not be undersold! 
24-hour Response All Items - No Extra Cost!! 

VAR'S - OEM'S - Call for YOUR prices. 
FAX (714) 354-2020/(714) 354-2023 

12155 Magnolia • Suite 6C • RiverSide • Cal ifornia • 92503 

Circle 24 on reader service card . 

DATA GENERAL SYSTEMS 
SYSTEMS 1625 5KVA power condi- COMM/CRTs 

MV20000, 32 Mb ..... Call !ioner, MV Series . $1,400 0215 (New) ........ $685 
MV15000 Mod 20,32MB 0211 .............. $550 

.................. Call DISK/TAPES/PRINTERS 0200 .............. $125 
MV15000 Mod 832MB . Call 6161 SIS, 147 Mb 0400 .............. $375 
MV10000, 16 Mb ...... Call (New and Used) ..... Call 0410 .............. $550 
MV8000-II , 8Mb ... $14,500 6160 SIS, 73 Mb 0460 .......•....... $700 
MV8000 9300 Series, FPU, (New & Used) ...... Call IAC-16 ...... . ... $4,200 

2MB ....... . ... $3,500 6214 SIS 602MB . ... 4,500 IAC-8 ...... " ... $3,200 
MV8000 9600 Series, 2 Mb, 6061 SIS, 192 Mb .. $2,800 4543 MCPI .. .... $3.900 

FPU ........... $5.500 6122 SIS. 277Mb .. $3.900 ATI-16 ........... $1 ,900 
MV78004MB ...... $12.000 6329120 Mb Oisk ..... Call AMI-8 ........ . .. $1 ,100 
MV40000C. 2 Mb. 6236-A. 354 Mb ... $13.000 ALM-16 w/Oaughter .. $450 

120 MB ........... Call 6236, 354 Mb SIS . $14 ,500 TCB-16 ............. Call 
MV4000, 2 Mb . . ... $3.500 6237. SIS, 1.06 Gb . $44 ,500 TCB-8 .............. Call 
M600. BBU. 1 Mb ... $1 .500 6239. 592 Mb MEMORIES 
S-20 Systems .. . . . . . . Call (New) ... . ..... $20.500 MV20000. 32 Mb 
MPT 100 ........... $400 6123 Streamer ..... $2,900 MV15000. 32 Mb 
Model 20/30 . 256 Kb . FPY. 6026 SIS, 800/1600 MV10000. 2 Mb Our 

15 Mb. USAM4 ... . . Call (New & Used) ...... Call MV10000, 4 Mb prices 
Model 10. 256 Kb , FPY. 61251600 bpi (FCC) $2.400 MV10000. 8 Mb beat any 

15 Mb .. . ....... $1 .800 43741200 LPM ... $15.000 MV8000, 2 Mb advertised 
8749 BBU-MV10000 $5.500 4373890 LPM .... $15.500 MV8000, 256 Kb price I 
8746-B Battery 4327300 LPM ........ Call MV4000. 2 Mb C III' 

Backup .. . ...... $1 ,800 4364 600 LPM MV4000. 4 Mb a . 
8762 Expan. Chass .. (New & Used) ...... Call MV4000, 8 Mb 

MV4/8/10000 .... . . Call 4354-N 340CPS .... $2,000 S140, 256Kb ........ $550 
S140/MV7800 Expansion Wanted all MV series systems Mod 20 & 30 all sizes up to 

ChassiS ..... . ... . . Call 2 Mb boards 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343 • Hopkins, MN 55343 

(612) 935-8112 FAX 612/933-9664 

W~buy. sell , trade all makeslmodels of computer systems 

Circle 36 on reader ervice card. 
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Skeletons in the closet 
Until now 

by George Burns 
Special to Focus 

This article is a thinly disguised piece 
of overdue documentation . The basics 
of this method of screen handling were 
designed about eight years ago, but we 
aU know how programmers are about 
documentation. 

writing this and any other related ar
ticles for the Data General world. First, 
this method is good, and can be educa
tional for users of Screen COBOL. Sec
ond, I want to encourage software de
velopers to use similar methods in their 
commercial code. I have two self-centered reasons for 

Figure 1: SKELSCRN,CO 

• SKELSCRN.CO SKELETON SCREEN VO 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. SKELSCRN. 
• BYG BURNS 

SPECIAL-NAMES. 
SWITCH"F" ON STATUS IS FIRST-TIME. 

SELECT DBFllE 

I 

ASSIGN TO 'DBFllE' 
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED 
ACCESS IS DYNAMIC 
RECORD KEY IS DB-KEY. 

DATA DIVISION. 
FILE SECTION. 
FDDBFILE. 
01 DB-RECORD. 

10 DB-KEY. 
15DB-COMPANY PIC XX. 
15DB·YEAR PIC 99. 
15 DB-CUSTOMER PIC X(20). 
15 DB-EXTENSION PIC 99. 

10 DB-ADDRESS. 
15DB-ADDRESS-l . PIC X(30) . 
15DB·ADDRESS-2 PIC X(30) . 
15DB-ADDRESS·3 PIC X(30). 
15 DB-ADDRESS .... 

20 DB-CITY PIC X(20) . 
20 FILLER PIC XX. 
20 DB-STATE PIC XX. 
20 FILLER PIC X(6). 

10 DB-ADDRESS-R REDEFINES DB-ADDRESS. 
15 DB-ADDRESS-TABlE OCCURS 4 TIMES PIC X(30). 

10DB,ZIP 
10DB-COMMEt-rT- l 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION . 
01 FUNCTION·KEY·AREA. 

PICX(10). 
PIC X(60). 

05 FUNCTION-KEYS PIC xx 

01 NXT-ITEM 
01 DUP-OK·SW 
01 DEL-DK-SW 
01 SWITCHES. 

88 FK·NEW-LINE 
88 FK-ESC 
88 FK-END-GROUP 
88 FK·NEXT 
88 FK·ADD 
88 FK-CHANGE 
88 FK·BACKT AB 
88 FK-PREV 
88FK-EXIT 
88 FK·DELETE 

PICX. 
PICX. 
PIC X_ 

05 RCD-FOUND-SW PIC X 
88 RCD-FOUND 

05 CHANGE-NEW-SW PIC X. 

SCREEN SECTION. 
01 LITERAL-SCREEN. 

88 CHANGE 
88 NEW 

as BLANK SCREEN. 
as LINE 01 COL 25 "SCREEN HEADING 
05 LINE 03 COL 01 "Company: ". 
05 LINE 04 COL 01 "Year: ". 
05 LINE 05 COL 01 "Customer: ". 
05 LINE 07 COL 01 "Cust Address: ' . 

05 LINE 12 COL 01 'Comment". 
05 LINE 23 COL 01 "NEXT ". 
as LINE 23 COL 10 

VALUE SPACES. 
VALUE '00' . 
VALUE '01 '. 
VALUE '02'. 
VALUE '04'. 
VALUE '05'. 
VALUE '06'. 
VALUE '09'. 
VALUE '1 2'. 
VALUE '17'. 
VALUE '33'. 

VALUE 'N'. 
VALUE 'Y·. 

VALUE 'C'. 
VALUE 'N'. 

DB01". 
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REPAIR DIVISION CP R ~======================:::::::::J 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. 

Your Full Service 
DATA GENERAL 

Hardware Support Company 

6 MONTH WARRANTY 
(213) 538·1900 

641 EAST WALNUT STREET, CARSON, CALIFORNIA 90746 

Circle 11 on reader service card . 
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VAlUE" NEXT ITEM PREV ITEM CHANGE OR DELETE". 
01 DATA-ACCEPT-SCREEN. 
03 KEY-SCREEN. 

05 COMPANY-SCREEN LINE 03 COL 10 
05 YEAR-SCREEN LINE 04 COL 7 
05 CUSTOMER-SCREEN LINE 05 COL 12 

03 DATA-SCREEN. 

PIC XX 
PIC 99 
PICX(20) 

USING DB-COMPANY. 
USING DB-YEAR. 
USING DB-CUSTOMER 

05 SCR-ADDRE5S-1 LINE 07 COL 15 PIC X(30) USING DB-ADDRESS-I . 
05 SCR-ADDRES5-2 LINE 08 COL 15 PIC X(30) USING DB-ADDRESS-2. 

05 SCR-COMMENT-l LINE 12 COL 10 PIC X(60) USING DB-COMMENT-I. 
03 NEXT-SCREEN LINE 23 COL 06 PIC X USING NXT·ITEM. 

01 OUP-RECORD-MESSAGE. 
05 LINE 24 COL 01 BLANK LINE BELL VALUE 
"OUP RCO WITH THIS KEY. 00 YOU WANT TO ADO ANOTHER? (Y,N)". 
05 LINE 24 COl 58 PIC X USING DUP-OK-SW. 

01 ERROR-MESSAGES. 
050K-TO-DELETE-MSG. 

10 LINE 24 COl 01 VALUE "OK TO DELETE ". 
10 LINE 24 COL 14 PIC X USING DEL-OK-SW. 

05E~-MSG. 
10 LINE 24 COl 60 BLANK LINE BEll VALUE "END OF FILE", 

05INVALID-FUNKEY, 
10 LINE 24 COL 05 BLANK LINE BEll VALUE 

"THIS FUNCTION KEY CANNOT BE USED AT THIS TIME", 

.. THIS MESSAGE IS NEEDED IF DUPLICATE RECORDS ARE NOT AlLOWED ". 
05 CANNOT-ADD-MSG, 

40 

10 LINE 24 COl 01 BlANK LINE BEll VALUE 
·CANNOT ADO - A RECORD ALREADY EXISTS WITH THIS KEY·. 

K&M Computers 
Sell • Buy • Lease 

(516) 232-2530 
t. DataGeneral 

77-10 Allwood Avenue 
Central Islip. NY 11722 

Circle 39 on reader service card. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
COO-MAIN-ROUTINE SECTION. 

IF FIRST-TIME 
OPEN OUTPUT DBFILE 
CLOSE DBFILE. 

OPEN 1-0 DBFllE, 
MOVE SPACES TO DB-KEY. 
DISPLAY LITERAL-SCREEN, 
PERFORM 4OO-INIT-DB-REC. 

l1o-GET -COMPANY. 
ACCEPT COMPANY-SCREEN 

ON ESCAPE ACCEPT FUNCTION-KEYS FROM ESCAPE KEY 
IF FK-ESC OR FK-EXIT GO TO 999-END-PROGRAM 
ELSE DISPLAY INVALID-FUNKEY 

GO TO 110-GET-COMPANY. 
12G-GET -YEAR. 

. , . 
12&-GET -CUSTOMER. 

DISPLAY CUSTOMER-SCREEN. 
ACCEPT CUSTOMER-SCREEN 

ON ESCAPE ACCEPT FUNCTION-KEYS FROM ESCAPE KEY 
IF FK-ESC OR FK-EXIT GO TO 999-END-PROGRAM 
ELSE IF FK-8ACKTAB GO TO 120-GET·YEAR 

150-GET-DB-REC. 

ELSE IF FK·ADD 
MOVE 00 TO DB-EXTENSION 
GO TO 155-DB-REC·ADD 

ELSE DISPLAY INVAlID·FUNKEY 
GO TO 125-GET·CUSTOMER. 

MOVE 00 TO DB· EXTENSION. 
READ DBFILE 

KEY IS DB· KEY APPROXIMATE 
AT END DISPLAY EOF·MSG 

GO TO 125-GET·CUSTOMER. 
DISPLAY KEY-SCREEN. 
DISPLAY DATA-SCREEN. 

An YOU nADY ]FOIR: 

1r IHI IE 1U IL 1r II Th1I A 1r IE 
The first truly easy-to-use INFOS inquiry, 

support and development tool. 

Featuring: 
• Easy to read screen-oriented display 
• Use of standard CEO function keys 
• Extensive help facilities 
• Use of Cobol copy files to control formatting 

of record display 
• Ability to reformat all records in a sub-index 

with a simple set of commands 
• Record transfer between databases 
• Full compatibility with Info-Lynx, the high 

performance INFOS compatible database 
management system 

Exclusive U.S. Distributor 

DataLynx, Inc. 
6659 Convoy Court 
San Diego, CA 92111 

(619) 560-8112 

Circle 23 on reader service card. 
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GO TO 160·A·GET·NEXT. 

ISS.DB·REC·ADD. 
Rather than have tNFOS control duplicates, the add record code 
below checks causes extensions to be written to the record. 
Note that 00 was moved to DB·EXTENSION before entering this para. 
READ DB FILE RECORD 

INVALlDKEY 

IF DB-EXTENSION. 00 

PERFORM 400·INIT·DB·REC 
PERFORM 410·WRITE·DB·REC 
DISPLAY DATA·ACCEPT ·SCREEN 
MOVE 'N' TO CHANGE·NEW·SW 
GO TO 200·BEGIN·FALL·THROUGH. 

MOVE 'N' TO DUP·OK·SW 
DISPLAY DEl·RECORD·MESSAGE 
ACCEPT DUP·RECORD·MESSAGE 
IF DUP·OK·SW NOT • 'Y' 

GO TO 125-GET·CUSTOMER. 
ADO 1 TO DB·EXTENSION. 

GO TO 155·DB-REC·ADD. 
160-A-GET·NEXT. 

MOVE SPACE TO NXT·ITEM. 
DISPLAY NEXT·SCREEN. 
ACCEPT NEXT·SCREEN 

ON ESCAPE ACCEPT FUNCTION·KEYS FROM ESCAPE KEY 
IF FK·EXIT GO TO 999·END·PROGRAM 
ELSE IF FK·ESC GO TO 110·GET·COMPANY 

E1.SE IF FK·NEXT GO TO 165·READ·DB·REC·NEXT 
ELSE IF FK·PREV GO TO 168·READ·DB·REC·PREV 
ELSE IF FK·CHANGE MOVE 'C' TO CHANGE·NEW·SW 

GO TO 200·BEGIN·FALL·THROUGH 
ELSE IF FK·DElETE GO TO 17O-DEl·DB·REC 
ELSE DISPLAY INVALlD·FUNKEY 

GO TO 160-A-GET·NEXT. 
GO TO 160·A·GET·NEXT. 

165·READ·DB·REC-NEXT. 
READ DBFll E 

FORWARD 
AT END DISPLAY EOF·MSG. 

DISPLAY DATA·ACCEPT·SCREEN. 
GO TO 160·A·GET·NEXT. 

168·READ·DB·REC-PREV. 
READDBFILE 

BACKWARD 
AT END DISPLAY BOF·MSG. 

DISPLAY DATA·ACCEPT·SCREEN. 
GO TO 160·A·GET·NEXT. 

170·DEl·DB·REC. 
MOVE 'N' TO DEl·OK·SW. 
DISPLAY OK·TO·DElETE·MSG. 
ACCEPT OK·TO·DElETE·MSG. 
IF DEl-OK·SW. ''(' 

I 

DELETE DBFllE RECORD 
GO TO I SO-GET ·OB-REC. 

GO TO 160·A·GET·NEXT. 

200·BEGIN·FAll· THROUGH. 

• This fall through logic is used for both ADO and CHANGE functions. 
• Somelimes ADO and CHANGE W11 be different, especially in what 
• END·GROUP lunctions are allowed. Conditional variables are set 
: so that IF NEW or IF CHANGE questions may be asked. 

200·ACCEPT·ADDRESS· l . 
DISPlAY SCR·ADDRESS· l . 
ACCEPT SCR·AODRES$-l 

ON ESCAPE ACCEPT FUNCTION·KEYS FROM ESCAPE KEY 
IF FK·END-GROUP AND CHANGE 

GO TO 350-ACCEPT·COMMENT·l 
elSE DISPLAY INVALlO·FUNKEY 

GO TO 200-ACCEPT·ADDRESS·l . 
21 O·ACCEPT ·ADDRESS·2. 

DISPLAY SCR·AODRESS·2. 
ACCEPT SCR·ADDRESS·2 

ON ESCAPE ACCEPT FUNCTION·KEYS FROM ESCAPE KEY 
IF FK-END·GROUP AND CHANGE 

GO TO 350·ACCEPT·COMMENT·l 
ELSE IF FK·BACKTAB 

GO TO 200·ACCEPT·ADORESS·l 
ELSE DISPLAY INVALlD·FUNKEY 

GO TO 210·ACCEPT·AOORESS·2. 
220·ACCEPT·AODRESS·3. 

370·END·FALL·THROUGH. 

I 

REWRITE OB·RECORD. 
GO TO 160·A·GET-NEXT. 

.. MISCELLANEOUS ROUTINES .. , 
400·INIT ·OB-REC. 

MOVE SPACES TO DB·ADDRESS·" 
DB·ADORES$-2, 

410·WRITE·OB-REC. 
WRITE DB· RECORD 

FIX POSITION 
KEY IS DB· KEY 

INVALlOKEY 

999·END-PROGRAM. 
CLOSE DBFllE. 

DISPLAY 'PROB WITH WRITE· CALL PROGRAMMER' 
DISPlAY OB·KEY. 

CALL PROGRAM 'DBMENU'. 
STOP RUN. 

Figure 1 shows the listing of a COBOL 
screen entry skeleton program that we 
call SKELSCRN. (It is also included in the 

Figure 2: Screen format 

ADGUG software library.) SKELSCR has 
the necessary logic to do the fo llowing: 
• create and use INFOS data base 
• add records, including program· 
controlled duplicates and alpha com
posite keys 
• change records 
• review-approximate reads, forward, 
and backward access 
• delete records. 

That's quite a lot of capabili ty from 
not much code. The logic skeleton is 
such that a similar program can be cre
ated by editing in the new data require
ments and screen format- not new 
logic. 

So that you won't think this is too 
trivial to warrant any more thought, 

Focus 

SCREEN HEADING 
Company: __ ................................................................ __ .... __ 
Year: Custo-m-e-r-:-----------------------------------------

Cust Address: 
Cust Address: ---------------------------

Cust Address: _________ ~~------------------------
City : _____________ State : ____ Zip: _____ _ 

Comments: ---------------------------------

NEXT NEXT ITEM PREV ITEM CHANGE OR DELETE 

41 
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Figure 3: Screen layout/function key set let's proceed to the underlying theo
ries. I have a saying that "simpler is 
harder." To do something in the fewest 
lines of compact code, while keeping it 
user-friendly, fluid, and structured so it 
can be easily read, stolen, and modi
fied by any programmer, is very hard . 

( Key Information 

Record data items 
Ite m : 
Ite m: 
Ite m: 

Item: 
Item: 

(other menu choices) } 

Therefore, some picky areas should 
be addressed . First, I designed the pro
gram to use function keys for flow con
trol. I haven't found a better way of 
doing this, but it does take a function 
key template and at least 10 minutes of 
training to get a new user into the fla 
vor of the beast. In our DP shop, this 
isn't a drawback, because the same 
function keys are used throughout the 
applications. Also, I don't care if John 
Doe off the street can run my systems. 
Accounts payable clerks should under
stand AlP, bookkeepers should under
stand general ledger, and the time 
spent learning this function key system 
is nothing in comparison . 

The FUNCTION KEY template is as follows: 

S-CTRL 

CTRL NEW-ITEM 
SHFT END-SCRL PREV-PAGE PREV-ITEM 

e.DGRP NEXT-PAGE NEXT-ITEM ~~ APPROX DUP 
EXIT 
BACKTAB 

ARE YOU TAKE A CWSE WOK (/J 
~~~ ~ ATOURPRICES! Cj) 

CPU's 6021 Tape SIS . .................... $1 .695 

, FOR YOUR MV200008MB ................. $175.000 MEMORY "-..... ___ D~A'T''A MV 10000 ........................ $45.000 -M-V4-&-M-V-1-0- 8- M-B-.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. -.. -.-.. -.. 
~ n~... MV 8000 MOD 114 MB ............. $16.500 MV4 & MV10 4 MB ......... . .......... . 

G NERAL MV 8000 9600 w/2 MB .............. $8.900 MV4 & MV10 2 MB. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . E MV 6000 w/2 MB ................... $8.900 MV8000 2 MB . . . . . . . ... \\\ ~ 68 ..... . 

S STE 
MV 4000 new machine .............. $6.800 S/140 256 KB ........ ~ ~ ..... . Y M S/280 w /1 MB .................... $14.900 S/140 512 KB ......... ~ .... . ........ . 
S/140 w /256 KB ................... $3.900 Nova 4 256 KB ....................... . 

PHONE: 612/227-5683 
FAX: 612/223-5524 

• ALL EQUIPMENT IS FULLY WARRANTIED 
• IMMEDIATE CASH FOR YOUR USED 

EQUIPMENT 
• FREE LISTING SERVICE AVAILABLE 
• DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL CASH 

PURCHASES 
• ALL PRICES ARE NEGOTIABLE AND OPEN 

TO BIDS 
• ON·SITE FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICE 
• GUARANTEED UPTIME MAINTENANCE ON 

REMOTE SITES 

S/120 w /512 KB ........... . ....... $2.900 Eclipse 256 KB ...................... .. 
Nova 4X w/256 KB .......... . ...... $2.500 Desktop Memory ........................ . 
S/250 No Memory . ................. $4.00~ COMMUNICATIONS C 350 w/512 KB ................... Cheap. ...:....::.. ____________ ___ _ 

Desktop 10. 20. 30 ........... . . . .... CALL 
OISK TAPE 

6239 592 MB DISK SIS ............ $21 .000 
354 MB SIS . .................... . $14.900 
Fujitsu Eagles w/BMX 1 ............. $8.000 
147 MB SIS ............... . ....... $5.900 
147 MB A/O .. ... . .. . .. . . . ...... . .. $4.800 
73 MB SIS ...... . ...... . .......... $4.900 

IAC/16 . . ............. . ............ $4.250 
IAC/8 . ... . ...•... . .......•........ $2.400 
ATI /16 ..... . ......•......•........ $1 .895 
AMI/8 .............................. $850 
ULM/5 .............................. $300 
ALM/16 ............................. $550 
ALM/8 ................... . .......... $395 

CRT's & PRINTERS 

73 MB A/O ............. ........... $3.800 600 LPM Band Printer .............. $4.800 
277 MB SIS ....................... $2.500 300 LPM Band Printer ... .. ......... $2.500 
192 MB SIS . ........ . . . ........... $1.900 0200 CRT ..................... . .... $395 
6300 1600/6250 BPI Mag Tape ..... $19.500 6053 ............................... $350 
6026 Tape SIS ................ . .... $3.000 0211 ............. . ..... . ........... $595 
6125 Tape SIS ..................... $1 .500 0210 ..... . ... . ....... . ............. $525 

DISCOVER THE SECURITY COMPUTER SALES DIFFERENCE FOR YOURSELF 
SECURITY COMPUTER SALES • 622 Rossmor Bldg. • 500 N. Robert St., St. Paul, MN 55101 

Circle 55 on reader service card . 
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What will you 
think when you find 
you've bought 
the wrong 4GL? 

CQCS, Cybertek Software Inc:s power
ful 4GL, is the language of choice for major Data 
General users from Massachusetts to California. 
Preferred because of its unique combination of 
benefits , CQCS was designed and developed 
specifically for Data General equipment , not 
just converted ftom another environment . With 
far superior machine efficiency than other 4GLs 
available for Data General users, applications 
development in CQCS is faster and easier than 
other products . 

CQCS is what a 4GL should be. It requires 
so much less effort than the others - for example , 

a simple summary report in CQCS such as SUM 
SALES BY PRODUCT takes about ten lines of 
code in competing products! It also runs this report 
5 times faster than the next fastest 4GL. 

If you want to get the best from your Data 
General machine , you must try CQCS. Once you've 
seen it , you'll have seen the fourth generation 
language against which all others are judged. 

Productivity with Performance 

yberrek ofcware Inc. CO 
(800)45 1 1544orin olorado(303)7453900 CS 
In Europe contact yberrek on + 44 992441111 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 



Focus ON: SCREEN COBOL ____________ _ 

Second, there are dastardly GO TO 
statements all over this code! If you 
have your world narrowly defined in 
terms of avoiding GO TOS, you have two 
options. Quit reading and go to some
thing more interesting, or better yet, 
show me how this user flow can be 
achieved with a similar-sized GO Toless 
program. I'm a proponent of structured 
coding, but for now, this job is done 

best in GO TO code. 
The overview of the program has a 

lot to do with the user view. Figure 2 
shows the screen format, while Figure 
3 is our standard function key set, with 
the keys of interest to this program 
underlined. 

The user enters the program at the 
KEY area. At this point, there are two 
choices: 

FROM THE COMPANY 
THAT WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MANUFACTURING 
SOFTWARE 

The IAI Software Library" 

Designed by manufacturing people 
and written in manufacturing words-the 
JAI Software Library is in a class by itself. 

Built on a modular basis, the Library allows 
you to mix and match as you choose to get a 
fully integrated system that's just right for 
you. And for people who want to customize, 
there's plenty of room for that too. 

You can expect immediate results like 
improved customer delivery, lower invest
ment, greater visability of operations, and 
improved financial controls. All conveniently 
provided by a company with over 18 years 
of hands-on experience. 

To learn more about our vast selection of 
Library programs, give us a call today. 
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1Al: Our Experience Speaks Volumes 

r~i 
JACOBSEN r, ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 
(818) 575-7504· (213) 283-5347 

Circle 38 on reader service card. 

1. Enter a new key and press the ADD 
function key. If the record doesn't 
exist, a blank screen will be presented, 
and the cursor will go to the first data 
item. You would be required to fill in 
the record (more on that later), and the 
cursor will go to NEXT. 

2. You can enter a full or partial key 
and press NEWLINE. The program will 
do an I FOS APPROXIMATE read, fill the 
screen with the record found, and go 
to EXT. 
NEXT 

NEXT is a stopping/control place. 
Whenever a record is displayed on 
screen, the control goes to NEXT. The 
user asks, "What do I wish to do 
next?" and then looks at the options 
offered on the function key template. 
Note that this is similar to the way 
Wordperfect works. The user requests 
from the following. 

NEXT-ITEMlPREV-ITEM. These cause an 
I FOS read forwardlbackward. The 
record found is displayed, and the cur
sor goes back to EXT. 

NEXT-PAGEIPREV-PAGE. This function 
isn't ·necessary for this program, but in 
other programs, it would take you to 
and from NEXT screen(s) of the same 
record. ESC always brings you back to 
the first screen. 

CHANGE. The cursor goes to the first 
data item and executes the ADD/CHA GE 
fall-through code. The cursor then goes 
to NEXT. Note that the ADD and CHA GE 
routines present the user with exactly 
the same view and entry path. Also, 
since the code is only written once 
(proper structure), changes can be 
made without chasing multiple logic 
areas. 

It's comforting to the user to look at 
the record before changing it. It makes 
sense that after finding the offending 
record, a CHA GE key will be the key of 
choice to initiate the change. 

DELETE. Simple. It deletes the record 
after a warning. Again, it makes sense 
that pressing the DELETE key while 
looking at the record to be deleted will 
cause the desired result. 

ESC. This takes the user back to the 
KEY area. Another ESC from that point 
exits the program. 

EXIT. Exits the program. However, 
few people use this, as the double ESC 
is more natural, but it sometimes helps 
a new user who is frantically trying to 
find something on the template to kill 
the program. 

EXT is a good place to put extra help 
options as well. Some examples include 
the following: 
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• P-print related report 
• S-screen print 
• H-help 
• I - jump to PROGXX (skip menus) 
• 2-display subordinates. 
ADD/CHANGE fall-through code 

The code for entering the data is 
used by both ADD and CHA GE func
tions. Unfortunately, this code is time
consuming and monotonous. There are 
little paragraphs for each data item or 
group. This is where good editors come 
in handy. It's important, though, be
cause flow up and down the screen is 
provided, and editing on the fly is fa
cilitated. This sample doesn't edit the 
entry items, but the code should be en
tered after the end of the function key 
part of the accept statement. It can be 
as simple or as complicated as needed, 
but all error conditions should go to 
the beginning of the paragraph and 
let the user try again. 

The other function keys in this and 
all screen programs in our shops are 
the ED-GROUP and BACKTAB. These 
make the screen flow easily forward 
and backward at the user's whim, and I 
guarantee their popularity will be sec
ond only to the DELETE character key. 

All typists and data entry personnel 
have a common trait. They know im
mediately after hitting a wrong key that 
they made a typo. If that was a EW

LI E, and they were running the com
mon brand of fix-it-later screens, they 
will curse profusely and madly proceed 
through the remainder of the screen, 
knowing that their problem is only get
ting worse. They must go through the 
fix-it-later routines to get it straight 
again. This is not user-friendly! 

Using Data General Screen COBOL 
makes the remedy so simple that it's 
sad more software writers don't clean it 
up. Our solution (stolen from the old 
IDEA system) is the BACKTAB function 
key. Just back up onto the data in error 
and fix it. No wait, no annoyed user, 
and no extra fix-it-later code in the 
program. 

The E D-GROUP key is useful when 
a certain portion of the data will be 
changed more than others. It allows 
the user to jump across data items. The 
programmer can manipulate these until 
the user is satisfied. Many times this 
shouldn't be allowed on new records . 
Also, be sure that the user doesn't E D
GROUP around your edits. 

The screen doesn't have numbered 
item descriptions. The numbers don't 
have anything to do with the data, and 
they only clutter up the screen. 

FOCLIS 

Focus ON: SCREEN COBOL 

We use this system for master files, 
like customer masters, vendor masters, 
and all kinds of table records. It doesn't 
lend itself to fa t batch data entry and 
doesn't have good controls for that 
type of entry, so we have another 
method for that. 

That's it. You should find the code 
simple enough for even Fortran pro
grammers to follow. If you don't be-

In the defense 
Indultry, complex data 
hal presented challeng
Ing data management 
problemll. 3CI's InFoCen 
hal the ability to rapidly 
populate and analyze 
engineering datasetl 
for decision-
making support. 

Performance IS a 
design issue at 3CI. The 
relalional table structure 
utilizes bit-mapped cross 
reference lables to provide 
instantaneous query 
response. Multiple loading 
options are available up to 
1000 records per second. 

Every RDBMS vendor 
promises top performance. 
InFoCen delivers perform
ance through unequalled 
analytical throughput and 
comprehensive system 
features. 
See it Perform today. 
Call HIOG-S25-2OO1 

ZllnFoCeri 
Compallble Wllh VAX·VMS. DG·AQSIVS. 
Dps·GCOSS. COC·VSOS 

155 WeSI HalVard. Fen COIhns. CO 80525 

lieve that it is easy, just run it. Users 
like it because it makes them more pro
ductive, and programmers like the fill
in-the-blanks skeleton for quick new 
programs. So try it, you'll like it. tl 

George Bums is the data processillg mallager for 
Rogers Brothers Seed Co ., P.O. Box 4727, Boise, 
ID 83711-0727. 

Circle 61 on reader service card. 
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One Bad Part and the Whole System Goes Down 
It doe n't take much ... one wrong tweak and your 
productivity curve falls flat. But that's the risk you 
take when you use a source other than DG DEPOT 
for repair of critical computer components. Only 
the DG DEPOT can provide consi tent top notch 
repair support crucial to keeping your Data General 
system up ... and keeping you a Generation Ahead. 

When you use DG DEPOT 
you are backed by techni
cian who receive ongoing 
specialized training on DG 

© 1987 Darn General 

products. They te t your boards on the industry's 
most advanced equipment and they have access to 
the world's largest inventory of DG parts. That 
technological investment assure the reliability of 
our repaired parts . . . and reliable parts keep your 
costs down ... productivity up. 

Call1 -800-DG-DEPOT for on-the-spot answers and 
a choice of services to meet all your repair needs. 
No delays, no excu es, no surprises down the line. 
That's the whole tory ... in black and white. 

t. Data General 
a Generation ahead. 

702 Frontage Road, Fountain, CO 808 17 
1-800-0G-OEPOT 

Circle 21 on reader service card . 



INSIDE ICOBOL by Tim Boyer 

Convenience store 
Megatape's MT-750 
provides fast, 
reliable, economical 
tape storage 

This will be a first for me-a hard
ware review. My favorite editor called 
me last month and asked if I would re
view Megatape's MT-7S0 cartridge tape 
drive. Is there anything that a true 
techno-freak enjoys more than getting 
a new piece of hardware? But review
ing hardware is a completely different 
animal than reviewing software. Soft
ware allows you to ramble on about all 
of the neat bells and whistles included. 
With hardware- either it works, or it 
doesn't. This one works. 

If you've read many of my (COBOL 
columns, you know what a fanatic 
about backups I am. More than one of 
my columns has dealt with the lack of a 
reliable RDOS backup. I'd love to use 
DUMP and have a reliable, selectable 
tape backup, but DUMP'S main disad
vantage is that it won't handle multi
volume tapes. Here's one solution-get 
a reel of tape that can store 630 MB. 

The Megatape Corporation sent me 
their model MT-750 cartridge tape drive 
and a Zetaco BMX-2 to hook it into. The 
MT-7S0 is 19 inches wide by 8% inches 
tall. The company also makes a half
wide model, the MT-750H, that is 8.4 
inches wide, but identical in perfor
mance. The unit uses Group Code Re
cording (GCR) to write a 24-track format 
at 16,000 bpi, and will hold up to 630 
megabytes (formatted) on one car
tridge, which makes it ideal for backing 
up disks like the CDC 9715 or my two 
300 MB Fujis. Up to eight drives can be 
daisy-chained together, for an incred
ible total system backup capability of 
5 GB. 

Major gripe #1 on my all-time list 
is why would anyone list the capacity 
of anything unformatted? If it's unfor
matted, I can't use it, and if I can't use 
it, I don't care how much it can store. 

Focus 

Megatape lists on the general specifica
tions "Capacity, unformatted-750 
megabytes." Unformatted capacity is 
like your paycheck before taxes-a 
completely useless bit of information. 
Of course, most companies play this 
game, so I don't mean to single out 
Megatape, but unformatted capacity is 
especially silly on a tape drive's specifi
cations. Even formatted capacity on 
a tape drive is uncertain at best. So 
please, all of you manufacturers, if 
your advertising people insist on giving 
me unformatted capacity, at least limit 
it to your ads-don't include it in your 
technical specifications! 

OK, down off of my soapbox and 
back to the tape drive. Installation was 
extremely Simple-quite literally, plug 
and go. I placed the unit on top of our 
Eclipse, rather than mounting it inside, 
so the only installation that I did was to 
plug the cables from the Zetaco board 
into the back of the tape drive. The 
only possible confusion that might 
arise (and only for someone too dumb 
to read the manual) is that the A 
paddleboard cable plugs into connector 
P2, and the B into PI. I, of course, in
stalled them in the opposite manner. 
After I reversed them, everything 
worked fine . Don't try and install it 
yourself, though-the drive weighs 
more than 60 pounds! 

The MT-750 can be configured to meet 
your system's needs. The system op
erates most efficiently in streaming 
mode, so DIP switches enable you to se
lect the data transfer rate. BURST drives 
the tape full out, even on the data 
channel, but DUMP and FDUMP cause a 
lot of tape repositioning. Cutting the 
transfer rate down from 250 to 120 KB 
per second actually will speed up a 
backup. There is also a switch that will 
let the cache collect up to 20 records be
fore writing them to tape. This is ideal 
for backing up a disk like my program 
disk, which contains thousands of very 
small files. The only item that I'd put 
on my wish list is that the configura
tion switches should be accessible with
out pulling the drive out and removing 
the cover. 

In my case, one of my disks holds 
about 3,500 program files in 71 MB. An
other holds 22 history files in 78 MB. 
While the history file disk wilJ run the 
tape drive flat out, the program disk 
causes a lot of tape repositioning. If I 
could easily change the configuration 
based on which disk I'm backing up, it 
would be very handy. Of course, as 
long as I'm Wishing, the best way to 
handle a configuration is the way Ze
taco does-no switches at aiL Just a 
tape or standalone program that up
dates an EEPROM. 

Cartridge tape is easier to handle and 
use than reel-to-reel. There's no tape 
seal to remove, and nothing to thread 
(and no door to open, if you're as 
cramped for space as I am). Just insert 
the cartridge as you would a VCR. 
The front panel is Simple-membrane 
switches for on-line, eject, and rewind, 
and indicators for write enable, tape 
motion, unit selected, and power on. 

The major advantage of the car
tridge-based drive is, of course, higher 
capacity. Where the 100 MB of data on 
one of my drives took three tapes to 
back up using BURST, it barely scratched 
the capacity of the MT-750. In addition, 
the backup finished in 14 minutes on 
the Megatape drive, versus 30 minutes 
on my 1600-bpi drive. This speed dif
ference is due to two factors-a cache 
buffer on the MT-7S0, which helps drive 
the tape in a steady streaming mode, 
and the absence of rewinding time, 
which accounts for more than 6Jh 
minutes for two tapes. Even subtract
ing the rewind time, the MT-750 is still 
better than 60 percent faster than my 
CDC tape drive. At that rate, backing up 
a 300 MB drive would take one cartridge 
instead of eight tape reels, and finish in 
42 minutes, versus 1 V2 hours. 

It doesn't do any good for you to 
store that data if you can't get it back. 
The MT-750 has separate erase, read, 
and write heads, enabling true read
after-write error checking. In order to 
assure interchangeability of the car
tridges, the MT-7S0 writes a calibration 
track below Track 0 the first time a car
tridge is written to. Then, the next time 
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the cartridge is used, the head seeks 
the center of the calibration track and 
moves upward 26 mils to Track O. I 
loaded and unloaded a variety of files 
on a number of different cartridges and 
had no problems restoring anything. 

cost, Megatape states that the life ex
pectancy of a cartridge is 100 backups 
(50 with verify) before they have to be 
returned to Megatape for a $45 refur
bishment. Remember, however, that 
each one of these cartridges is going to 
replace 14 or so 2,400-foot tape reels. 
Since good reels of tape are running 
about $20 apiece, you'll quickly realize 
that it's actually much cheaper to use 

Another advantage of the Megatape 
unit is a cost savings on tapes. At first 
glance, the $125 price tag on the car
tridges looks expensive. On top of that 

STATE-OF-THE-ART SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
FOR DASHER/286THRU MV-lS000 

· Order processingfUiliing • Payroll . InventoryControl . Purchasing . ales Analysis . fixcd Assel :: 

• Account Receivable/Payab le . General Ledger . Word Processing . Electronic preadshcct 
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DATA GENERAL HARDWARE 
• Complcte Sy tcm • Upgrades 
• Periphcrals • System Trade-ins 
• cw or Rcfurbi hcd Equipmcnt • Modems, Cables, etc. 

Call today for pricing! 

. PROVE~SOFrWAREPA KAGES 
110:--' • TA:-:D ALO E OR I;-iTEGRATED ~10DCLES 

. C SroM DESIG , EDSOFrWAR 

COMPLETE INDUSTRY SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 
. A TOM011VE DEALERS . TELEMARKETING 
. A eno MA GEMENT . MA FACTURERS REP. COM PA:--: IE 

. GLASS DISTRIBL'TORS . OFFICE PROD cr DISTRIBUTORS 

And many more custom designed to fit your business! 

Authomed f. DataGeneral ~ \tcm uppl ier 

COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS 

404/799·1000 
1000 SOUTH PIONEER DRIVE SMYRNA. GEORGIA 30082 

Circle 5 on reader ervice card. 

cartridges. In addition to saving money, 
torage space requirements are dras

tically reduced. The data cartridge is 
about 10 inches wide by 6 inches deep 
by 1 Y4 inches high. If you are required 
to keep any kind of archival storage, 
the MT-750 will probably pay for itself in 
storage space savings. 

The MT-750 is also surprisingly afford
able. The complete subsystem, includ
ing the Zetaco BMX-2 tape controller, 10 
cartridges, slide kit, cleaning kit, FCC 
compliant cables, and installation (ex
cept for travel expenses) comes to 
$15,250. This is around the price of 
some of the 6,250-bpi tape subsystems 
that I've looked at, and yet the car
tridge will hold more than four times 
the data . 

Of course, there are drawbacks. The 
cartridge format is not exactly a popu
lar one, so getting your software on a 
cartridge is going to be a problem. 
Even the software needed to set up the 
Zetaco controller came on a normal 
tape reel. The unit should be cleaned 
every eight hours of operation, which 
can be done either with a kit sold by 
Megatape, or by a manual metl10d that 
has so many cautions around it in the 
manual that I wouldn't even think of at
tempting it. 

The bottom line on whether or not 
you should buy this unit depends on 
what you want it for. If this is going to 
be your one and only tape drive, you're 
going to have problems with media 
compatibility, and you should look at 
something else, because basically, this 
drive is a convenience. And there's 
nothing wrong with that. Any tape 
drive is a convenience-after all, I 
could still be backing up my Fujis to 5 
MB cartridges, and the 60 MB drive on 
my PC to floppies . It's just that I don' t 
have the time to stand around and 
swap out disks. If you or your operator 
are spending half the night mounting 
and dismounting tape reels-or, even 
worse, not doing daily backups be
cause they're too time-consuming
then the MT-750 may be exactly what 
you're looking for. 

For further information contact: 
Megatape Corporation 
1041 Hamilton Road 
P.O. Box 317 
Duarte, CA 91010-0317 6. 

Tim Boyer is EDP manager at Denman Tire 
Corp. He may be reached at P.O. Box 951, 
Warren , OH 44482; 216/898-2711, or 0/1 the 
NADGUG bulletin board at 415/924-3652. 
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Minicomputer specialists since 1973 
Data General and Compatible Equipment 

DG CPUs 

MV8000-9600, 4MB Memory ............. $14,000 
MV8000-9360B, 2MB Basic System ....... 4,200 
MV4000, Cabinet, w/o Memory .. .. ... ... .. 2,950 
S/230 , 256KB, CPU1&2, EAU1&2, MMPU1 1,750 
S/120, 256KB, 5 Slot (8731-N) ........ . . . . 1,200 
S/20, 128KB, 8 Slot (8733-K) ............. 595 
C/ 150, 1024KB, CPU1&2, MMPU1 mod. II . 1,995 
C/100-A, 128KB w/BMC, 8-Line 

Mux & Cabinet ....................... . 
Nova 4X, 256KB, 16 Slot (8395-N) ....... . 
Nova 4S, 64KB, 16-Slot (8393-H) ........ . 
Nova 4C, 64KB, 5-Slot (8380-H) ......... . 
Nova 3D, 256KB MOS, TOB ............. . 
Nova 3/12, 64KB MOS (8609-H) ......... . 
Desktop 10, CPU w/256KB, 15MB Disk, 

1,295 
1,995 
1,895 

895 
1,595 

645 

Diskette & Console .................... 1,950 
DG One: Laptop, IBM PC-Compatible .. from 500 

DG CPU/OPTION BOARDS AND CHASSIS 

S-140 CPU Board ....................... 800 
S-120 CPU Board w /256KB .............. 1 ,100 
S-120 CPU Board w/512KB .............. 1,450 
S/140 Hardware floating Point . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 
Nova 4X CPU Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 
8734-S microECLIPSE BMC Option ....... 995 
Nova/Eclipse 16 Slot Chassis (Compliant) .. 1,500 
8414 Eclipse Expansion Chassis .......... 395 

DG & COMPATIBLE MEMORY 

Universal Memory 2MB for MV4/ 10 (8765) . 2,550 
MV7800 Expansion Memory (Dataram DR7800) 

4MB Module .. New .................. 2,750 
8MB Module .. Lifetime Guarantee .... . 5,500 
10MB Module . 24 Hour Replacement .. 6,900 

Memory-Nova or Eclipse ................. CALL 

DG COMMUNICATIONS 

4340 AMI-8, 8-Line Asynch. Modem Inlt. 
w/Cables ............................ . 

4342 ATI-16 16-Line Asynch Mux ........ . 
4345 CSI-1 ; 2-Line Programmable 

Synchronous Mux .................... . 
4370 IAC-16, w/TCB-16 Terminal Conn Box 
4380 ISC/2, 2 Line Synchronous Controller . 
5899 Radial MCA System ............... . 
Interlan NI4010A Ethernet Controller ...... . 
Point 4 301-24 24-Port Add-On, Isosync ... . 
Point 4 310-8 8-Line Main, Isosync ....... . 
Rianda 2616 16-Channel Mux with 

Cable Set ........................... . 

895 
1,450 

450 
4,300 
2,150 
3,995 

995 
745 
745 

695 

DISK DRIVES 

S/S= subsystem. Includes controller PCB & cables. 
ADD-ON = disk drive only. 
6031 Single 8" Floppy Diskette Drive ...... . 
6060 96MB "Zebra" Disk SIS ............ . 
6061 192MB "Zebra" Disk SIS ........... . 
6061 -H 192MB "Zebra" Disk w/Hi-Speed Inti 

395 
850 

1,450 

for MV's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,995 
6100 25MB Winchester SIS w/Quad 

Floppy ............................... . 
6103 25MB Winchester Disk SIS ......... . 
6160 73MB Winchester SIS ............. . 
6222-0 15MB Winch w/1.2MB Diskette for 

microECLIPSE ....................... . 
6234 50MB Winchester Disk SIS ......... . 
6236 354MB Winchester SI S ............ . 
6236-A 354MB Winchester Add-On ....... . 
6280 50MB Winchester w/microBMC 

1,400 
1,050 
3,995 

895 
1,500 

14,995 
13,495 

Interface .................... .. ....... 1 ,795 

TAPE DRIVES 

SIS = subsystem. Includes controller PCB & cables. 
ADD-ON = tape drive only. 
6021 800BPI SIS ....................... 695 
6026 800/1600BPI SIS (Add $500 for FCC) 2,795 
6123 1600BPI Streaming Tape Drive, mNova 

Interface ............................. 2,600 
6125 1600BPI Streaming Tape SIS (FCC or 

Non-FCC) ........................ .. .. 1 ,250 
6230 Vi' Cartridge Tape for microECLIPSE 

Processors ........................... 995 

DG & COMPATIBLE PRINTERS 

4215600 LPM Drum Printer w/DCH Ctrl ... 1,395 
4327 300 LPM Band Printer .............. 2,750 
4355 340CPS Matrix Line Printer . . . . . . . . . . 1 ,250 
6194 Dasher TP2,180CPS, KSR, Earthtone 

or Blue ....................... . ....... 895 

DG & COMPATIBLE CRTs 

All CRTs include keyboard unless specified otherwise. 
6166 Dasher 0-410 CRT ... . .... . . ....... 575 
6167 Dasher 0-460 Graphics CRT ........ 750 
6168 Dasher 0-210 CRT ................. 450 
6169 Dasher 0-211 CRT .. ............. .. 525 
6308 Dasher 0-470 Color CRT ........... . 1,950 

(408) 733-4400 
FAX #408/733-8009 

• all equipment subject to prior sale· 

Circle 45 on reader ervice card . 



Focus ON: EBCDIC CONVERSION 

Trouble in 
A simple solution to a 
mounting problem 
by Bruce Cary 
Special to Focus 

The June 1987 issue of Focus con
tained two articles of special interest to 
me, and prompted this small contribu
tion to the DC community. John Grant 
("Fast EBCDIC to ASCII Conversion," 
page 33) and Jim Siegman ("A Report 
of Sorts," page 39) are to be com
mended for their fine articles. 

The Association of Operating Room 
Nurses (AOR ) is an organization that 
provides its members with many edu
cational opportunities via local, re
gional, and national seminars and 
courses. AORN also holds an annual 
five-day congress, at which time we 
provide 60-plus seminars. Home study 
courses and a tape-of-the-month are 
some additional offerings. Each educa
tional offering carries with it a Continu
ing Education Unit (CEU) valid for re
licensing. 

Each state has its own regulations 
concerning re-Iicensing nurses and the 
recording of the CEUS. The Florida De
partment of Professional Regulation 
gave us the choice of continuing to 
send a monthly hardcopy report, or re
placing it with an EBCDIC magtape. 
Naturally, Florida preferred the mag
tape. (We had been sending the hard
copy report for a number of years.) 

The program changes necessary to 
accomplish this were minor-just 
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change the output by eliminating head
ings, etc. and then dump the resulting 
file to tape instead of to the printer. 
This was simple, including the conver
sion from ASCII to EBCDIC. 

We made changes and built a Sort 
utility macro to perform the translation 
and to copy the data file to tape all in 
one pass. The trial tape we made and 
forwarded to Florida for evaluation 
passed their test, and from that time 
on, we could submit our data on mag
tape. Yea, team, we did something 
right the first time. 

Problem 
After sending the tapes for a couple 

of months, Florida called to tell us that 
their machines couldn't read the last 
tape we sent. Uh oh. We created a du
plicate tape and sent it on for process
ing. All went well, but when the two 
tapes were returned to us, we wanted 
to inspect them to find out what had 
gone wrong with the first tape. 

In order to inspect the data on the 
tape, a copy of the Sort macro was 
made and edited to reverse the original 
procedure: read the magtape, translate 
EBCDIC to ASCII, and then copy to a disk 
file. This file was then dumped to the 
printer for inspection. Yes, there was a 
problem, and it had occurred when 
creating the original tape. 

We would need a verification method 
when creating the tapes. Because of the 
way we had analyzed the problem, 
the solution was already clear. All it 
would take would be a couple of minor 
changes to the original calling macro. 

} 

Our ME. MAl .CLI is the master month
end processing macro. It PROCS up a 
number of COBOL programs, one of 
which creates the month-end Florida 
tape file (MULTAPE). 

Our DAILY.CLI macro is the master 
macro for performing backups and all 
of our day-end processing. Among 
other things, this macro checks for the 
presence of the MULTAPE data file (see 
Figure 1). When the file is found, a 
tape-mount request is issued. After the 
mount request has been satisfied, a call 
to the FLORIDA.TAPE.CLI (see Figure 2) is 
made. Upon completion of the FLOR
IDA.TAPE.CLI, a dismount request is 
made, and daily processing continues. 

FLORIDA.TAPE.CLI 
The Sort utility is called using a SORT 

COMMA D file (see Figure 3). This com
mand file translates the disk data file 
from EBCDIC to ASCII while copying the 
file to tape. The Sort utility is called 
again with a different COMMA D file 
(see Figure 4). This time, the tape is 
read and translated from ASCII to 
EBCDIC while being copied to disk. 

Now the fun begins. The CLI variable 
VARO is used as an error flag and is set 
to 1, presuming that we start with an 
error. (Remember that almost nothing 
ever works correctly the first time.) 
Next, the macro compares the sizes of 
the original data file and the one just 
created on the tape read-back. If the 
files aren't the same size, an error has 
occurred, and the macro skips to part 
II. If the files are the same size, the 
next step is to see if their contents are 
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Focus ON: EBCDIC CONVERSION 

DEU2.IGN :WORK:TAPETEST Figure 1: Macro check 
(!NEQUAL.(IFILENAMES :WORK:ME]L_TAPE).) X FILCOMIL.:WORK:TAPETEST :WORK:ME]L_TAPE :WORK:TAPE.TEST 

MOUNT FLORIDA PLEASE MOUNT THE FLORIDA TAPE 
:MACROS:FLORIDA. TAPE 
DISMOUNT FLORIDA COPY IS COMPLETE 

(lEND) 

F)gure 2: Call 

comment If the files compared OK. the list file size Is less than 59. 
(!ULE.[lSIZE :WORK:TAPETESTj.S9] 

WRITE FILE OK 

comment The tape is OK. rename and archive the data file. 
:MACROS:WORKI [!EXPLODE (!DATE]] 

[IEQUAL.COMMENT.) FLORIDA.TAPE.CLlI0107/86 BRC :MACROS:WORK9 :WORK:ME_FL_ TAPE FLORIDA. [:WORK:TODAYS.DATE) 

THIS MACRO IS CALLED FROM DAILY3.CLI. IT CREATES THE EBCDIC FLORIDA 
TAPE FROM THE ASCII FILE :WORK:ME FL TAPE. THE FLORIDA EBCDIC TAPE IS 
READ ANb CONVERTED TO AN ASCII FILE :WORK:TAPE.TEST. 

:WORK:MEJL_TAPE AND :WORK:TAPE.TEST ARE THEN COMPARED TO SEE IF 
THEY MATCH. IF THEY DO NOT. THE PROCESS IS TRIED AGAIN. THREE TRIES 
WILL BE MADE BEFORE THE PROCESS IS ABANDONED. 

(lEND) 
(!END] 

comment Delete the list and test files. 
DEU2=IGN :WORK:TAPETEST :WORK:TAPE.TEST 

comment Set VARO to no error. STRING to nUll. the job is finished. 
VAROO 
STRINGIK 

THE RESULTS OF THIS PROCESS WILL BE WRITIEN TO THE DAILY BATCH 
LISTING. THIS LISTING MUST BE VERIFIED PRIOR TO SENDING OUT THE 
FLORIDA TAPE. 

[lEND) 
comment Create EBCDIC lape from ASCII disk data. 
SORT/C-:MACROS:FLORIDA.TAPE.SRT 

comment PART (( RECURSIVE SECTION. (( VARO is 1 at this point we have an error. 
[IUEQ.[IVARO).1 ) 

comment Delete the test file. 
DEU2.IGN :WORK:T APE.TEST 

comment Create ASCII disk data from EBCDIC tape. 
SORTIC.:MACROS:FLORIDA.TEST.SRT 

comment PART i TESTING SECTION & Initialize VARO to error 
VARO 1 

comment H the files are NOT lhe same size skip to PART II. 
(IUEO.(ISIZE :WORK:ME]LJAPE).(ISIZE :WORK:TAPE.TESTJI 

WRITE FILE BAD. 

comment If the try switch is not found. this is lhe first pass. 
(IEQ.aIoOITRY%.) 

WRITE WILL RE· TRY A MAXIMUM OF 3 TIMES. 

commanl VAR 1 is the display try number 
VARll 

commenl Sel STRfNG to RECURSE this macro a maximum of 2 more times. 
STRING %0I%fTRY.2 [IVAR1) 
WRITE TRY [IVAR1) 

comment Delete the list file (from a prior lesl) if it exists and compare Ihe two data files. (IELSE) 

Focus 

Informed buyers make 
better buys. 
Experience Micom Accounting 
Software. 

MICOM 
ACCOUNTING SOFlWARE 

GENERAL LEDGER 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Responsible purchasers of accounting software 
demand proof of performance - up front. 

They call MAXON for a demonstration. 
A k MAXO to demonstrate Micom Accounting 

Software - award winners for three consecutive years. 
A k MAXO to how how Micom oftware is 

de igned, optimized, and continue to be enhanced 
for the Data General environment. 

A k MAXO about Micom' high functionality and 
unparalleled performance. 

Ask about in tallation. 
A k about training. 
A k about upport. 
Seeing i believing. 

6 •• A ""._ 
~ .. ~.,;.-

COIo'I'tfJ[ItSl'$rE""S,NCON'C)ItA.I£O 

Call: 
( 212 ) 227-1922 

Circle 41 on reader service card . 

"l.t~lllD •• r>ata~ \'\1"" 0&'1.10-

MAXO CO~IPUTER SY TE~1 I CORPORATEO 
575 Madison Avenue. uite 1006 85 Scarsdale Road 

ew York. ew York Toronto. Ontario. Canada 
I 0022 ~13B 2R2 
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comment This is NOT the first pass, so increment the display try. 
VARI (tUADD,%I%,I] 

comment Decremenl the number of trys remaining. Sel STRING to new values. 
STRING °/oO"'oITRY.( !USUBTRACT.%OITRY~%.I] (IVARI ] 
I IUEO.%OfTRY .%.01 

comment If lries remaining - 0, something's wrong. Forget ii, sel & 
comment STRING to null to end the macro. 
WRITE FORGET ITI 
STRINGIK 

(IELSE] 

(lEND] 

comment Display which try we are performing. 
WRITE TRY (IVAR1) 

'Yo FILE TO EBCDIC AND CREATE THE TAPE TO SEND TO FLORIDA 
'Yo DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL REGULATION. 
% 
INPUT FILE IS ":WORK:ME FL TAPE", 
RECORDS ARE 133 CHARACTERS. 
OUTPUT FILE IS "FLORIDA", 
RECORDS ARE 133 CHARACTERS, 
BLOCKS ARE 3990 CHARACTERS. 
TRANSLATE lil..AST USING ASCII TO EBCDIC. 
COPY. - -
END. 
% 
0/0 END OF SORT COMMAND FILE 

(lEND] Figure 4: Command file 
(!END) 
comment PART II I END OF MACRO 

VAROO 
VAR10 

FLORIDA.TEST.SRT 10107/86 BRC 

THIS COMMAND FILE IS USED TO CONVERT THE FLORIDA TAPE 
CREATED BY FLORIDA.TAPE.SRT TO AN ASCII FILE TO BE TESTED 
BY FLORIDA.TAPE.CLI. 

Comment At this point STRING will be Null in which case the macro will end, OR & 
STRING will be set to recurse this macro with the try swilch set to a value and the & 
display argument. 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

BOTH FLORIDA.TAPE.SRT AND FLORIDA.TEST.SRT ARE CALLED BY 
FLORIDA.TAPE.CLI. 

(!STRING) INPUT FILE IS "FLORIDA", 
RECORDS ARE 133 CHARACTERS, 
BLOCKS ARE 3990 CHARACTERS. (!EQUAL.COMMENT.) ENDOFMACRO (!ENDI 

Figure 3: Sort Command file 

% FLORIDA.TAPE.SRT 061271.86 BRC 

OUTPUT FILE IS ":WORK:TAPE.TESr, 
RECORDS ARE 133 CHARACTERS. 
TRANSLATE li1..AST USING EBCDIC_TO_ASCII. 
COPY. 
END. 

'Yo 
'Yo THIS COMMAND FILE IS USED TO CONVERT THE ME FL TAPE 

% 
% END OF SORT COMMAND FILE 
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Data General 210/211 Terminal Emulation 

Standardize your Company 's PC Communications inexpensively using 
the PereLine Data Communications Package for M S / DOS 2.0 or later! 
PereLine is more than just a terminal emulation and file transfer 
program -- Its a, .. 

COMMUNICATI O N PRODUCTIVITY TOOL 

• User customiz ed menus 
• Converse with 2 separate 

computers simultaneously 
• Learn mode builds scripts 

by copying your keystrokes 
so you can replay them 
whenever you want 

• Terminal emulations 
DG 210/211 1 ANSI/VT1001 
VT52IIBM3101/VIDTEX 

• Error free file transfers 
XMODEM/YMODEMI 
KermitiTELIN K ICapture 

Terms 
PersonaVCompany Checks, 
Cashiers Check/Money Order 
Add $3.00 shipping/handling 
CA residents add 7% sales tax 
VISNMasterCard accepted 

• Command recall that remembers 
your last 25 commands. 

• Remote operaticn 
• Unattended operation 
• Automated Logons 
• Printer pass through support 
• Keyboard lockout to clear screen 

and stop access by snoopers 
when you are away 

• Automate CEO file transfers 
• Flexible Script Language 
• Auto dialing directory 
• 250+ page user guide 

Make Checks Pa yable To: 

Peregrine Data Systems, Inc. 
5365 Baron Drive 
San Jose, CA 95124 
(408) 356-6105 

Note: PereLine works great on the new IBM PS/2 Systems 
(3 112 inch format diskettes available) 

Circle 48 on reader service card . 
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the same. To be safe, the macro deletes 
the TAPETEST list file, then executes the 
Filcom utility with a listing file to make 
a bit-by-bit comparison of both files . If 
the files compare, the list file will be 
less than 59 bytes in length, so the 
macro writes that the file is OK, re
names it, and moves the original file to 
an archive area before deleting the 
work files, setting VARO to 0 (indicating 
no error), and setting the CLI STRlNG 
to null. 

At this point, part I of the macro 
(shown in Figure 2) is completed. If 
VARO is equal to 0, the test is over, and 
the macro skips to part Ill. If VARO is 
equal to 1 (preset default), it writes that 
the file transfer was bad, then checks 
to see if this was the first pass (the (fRY 
switch not found) or a recheck (ffRY 
switch found) . 

If the {fRY switch is not found, the 
macro writes that it will try three times, 
sets VARI to I, sets STRl G equal to the 
macro name with the {fRY switch set to 
a value and one argument, writes the 
try number, and goes to part Ill. If the 
{fRY switch is found, it increments the 
display try count, decrements the pro
cess try count, and sets STRING to the 
new values. If the new count is equal 
to 0, we have tried three times without 
success, so the macro writes a message 
to forget it, sets STRING to nuB, and 
goes to part Ill. Otherwise, it just writes 
the try number and goes to part Ill. 

After resetting VARO and VARI to 0, 
the macro executes whatever is in 
STRING. If STRING is nuB, the macro will 
end, and day-end processing will con
tinue. Otherwise, the macro will start 
again with the new parameters. 

It should be pointed out that in the 
SORT COMMAND files (Figures 3 and 4) 
the % sign is used to indicate a com
ment field. Blank lines aren't allowed in 
these command files, which differs 
from CLI macros. 

This was a quick implementation 
made necessary by a change in user 
needs. I'm sure there are other meth
ods of accomplishing the same goal. 
This method works for us, and it took 
less time and effort to implement than 
it took to write this article. 11 

Bruce Cary is the NADGUG representative for 
the Colorado Data General Users Group. He is 
also the operations manager for the Information 
Systems Department of the Association of 
Operating Room Nurses, 10170 E. Mississippi 
Ave., Denver, CO 80231 ; 303/755-6300. 
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LET 'DIE DG DocrOR HELP! 
We provide Professional Consulting 

Services for all DG Systems and 
Languages including: 

• Program Development 
and Trouble Shooting 

• Systems Analysis . Design 
and Implementation 

• Utility Programs: 
Bac:k-up. Tape and File 

• Media Conversions 

• Spec:ialized Hardware 
Interfac:es 

• Doing The Seemingly 
IMPOSSIBLE! 

Specializing In Real·Time Systems. 
ROOS. RTOS. DISCOS & MOOS 

CALL (916) 424-2489 

.a THE SIERRA GROUP 
~~ - THE DG DOCTOR 

P.O. Box 9715 • Sacramento, CA 95823 

Circle 60 on reader service card. 

DEC· DG· IBM 
XT Clone 640K 20MB 895. 
AT Clone 1MB 30MB 2195. 
Disk Upgrades/De ktop & MVI2 Stock 
DG/I0, DG120, DG/30 Pkg. Stock 
512KB DG/20 memory 450. 

SAM.l, SAM4 Stock 
Cart. Tape for Desktop ( ew) 2100. 
5·14513 Desktop Converter Stock 
4436 Mouse tock 
D·214, D·215, D411, D461 , CRT Stock 
D·211 Amber CRT 550. 
C/300 495. 
C/150 w/o Memory 795. 

ova 3112 400. 
ova 4C, 5 Slot Cha sis 95. 

Ca eUe 110 w/512473 Cable 295. 
Comm. Basic 1/0 Stock 
IAC·8, IAC·16 Stock 
ALM·8 250. 
ALM·16 350. 
TCB's Stock 
9165 TCU 50. 
Meter High Di k Cabinet (New) 1000. 
6097·B Dual Quad Fpy SIS 500. 
6105 25MB D/SS FCC 500. 
INTEL Disk CTL ( ew) 2500. 
6236 354MB Disk SIS Stock 
6239 592MB Disk SIS Stock 
6161 147MB Disk SIS Stock 
ERCC for S/140 500. 
537 Expansion Cha sis 300. 

8924 1MB Memory for MV12000 Stock 
2MB 4MB 8MB MV Memory Stock 
8655 128KB Memory 400. 
64KB Eclip eSC Memory 50. 
6123 Micro Tape SIS 2700. 
6125 Unhard Tape SIS Stock 
Used 2686·A HP Laser Jet Ptr 1195. 
HP Laser Jet Series II Ptr 1900. 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 
2 East Maple Ave. 

Trappe, MD 21673 
301-476-3200 

Circle 2 on reader service card. 

COMPUTEK LTD. 
#28540·109 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6G 1 E6 

(403) 432-7733 

Circle 8 on reader service card. 

You wouldn't drive 
a car without a 
dashboard ... 
sowhynm 
IOS/VS without 
:PERl'MGR! 
Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
monitoring screen, file and 
directory structure analysis 
utilities and a tutorial on AOS/vS 
system performance analysis. 

Join the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 

AOS/VI :PDI'IIGB 
10 D&I TRIAL con 

$499 
FBD! 

:11 .. 81 
Software for System Monogers 
A Division of B.l. Inc. 

lOS Mmna Streel. SUlle 215 
San F'ranclSCO. CA 94105 (415) 550·1454 
Dlal·up BBS (1200 baud) (415) 391·6531 

Circle 58 on reader service card . 



DISCOVERIES by Jim iegman 

ICOBOL + COBOL 
= best of both 

In the November 1987 issue, I wrote about the merits of 
ICOBOL and 32-bit COBOL. Recently, I have been working on a 
project that involves the use of both languages and several 
assembler routines as well. Naturally, this has become a com
plex and intricate program, but actually, it's working out well . 
In the May issue, John Grant will discuss calling assembler 
routines from a high-level language (m), but his won't be the 
last column on the subject. I'll take this opportunity to dis
cuss ICOBOL'S use of 32-bi t COBOL rou tines, whether it is for 
simple tasks such as a table lookup, or allowing ICOBOL to ac
ce s I FOS data bases. 

ICOBOL and COBOL get along fine together. You might ask 
why I wou ld want to use both. Let me suggest a few reasons 
why you might consider adding the two together. 

Possible reason 1: 32-bit COBOL is much faster at data 
manipulation in memory than ICOBOL (as my CPU-bound 
benchmarks demonstrated), and you might want to do your 
number crunching in 32-bit COBOL. (Actua lly, m would be 
better, but that has its own problems.) Besides, if properly 
written, all the code could be recompiled later on with ICOBOL 
if necessary. 

Possible reason 2: ICOBOL has an address space limited to 
about 56 KB of memory. This prohibits the use of large tables. 
With COBOL, on the other hand, the memory address space 
can be as large as the size of ring 7, i.e., 512 MB. Therefore, if 
you wanted to add a large table to your program that ICOBOL 
won't handle, you could-without making it a data file. 

Possible reason 3: If you have both ICOBOL and I FOS appli
cations on the same system, you could write programs that 
can interactively access both data base systems, eliminating 
the usual overnight batch jobs or double data processing 
that take place when trying to keep two sets of data bases 
synchronized. 

Possible reason 4: Perhaps you have already discovered 
that ICOBOL has subprograms. If you start ca lling them all 
over the place, you will soon run into the 16-subprogram 
limit. With 32-bit COBOL subprograms, there is no limit other 
than the size of your memory/disk/programming staff. 

Possible reason 5: You have decided (or are forced) to mi
grate from one language to the other, but intend to do it one 
data ba e at a time. 

Possible reason 6: Because it's there. 
Now that we have some motives defined, how do we 

achieve this? Let's keep it simple for now and assume it's the 
first reason- peed. The project could be implemented en
tirely in ICOBOL if we wanted, but we are speed demons, and 
we must hack every possible millisecond out of the code (per
haps trying to make up for an operating system that is writ
ten in a high-level language). 

First, write both a program and a subprogram in ICOBOL 
using the LI KAGE section, as demonstrated in Figure 1. ICO
BOL program2 must be called program2.co on disk and com
piled into program2.{pd dd). You may notice that the pa
rameters I used are defined differently in the two programs. 
You have the flexibility to do this, providing that you never 
make the data values in the ca lled program longer than in the 
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Figure 1: Program1 /program2 

PROGRAM-ID. PROGRAM1 . 

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION . 
01 DATA-FIELD-1 PIC X(2S6) . 
01 DATA-FIELD-2 PIC 9999. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

CALL " PROGRAM2" USING 
DATA-FIELD-2. 
DATA-FIELD-1, 

PROGRAM-ID. PROGRAM2. 

LINKAGE SECTION. 
01 FIELD-A PIC 9999. 
01 FIELD-B. 

05 FIELD-B-CHARS OCCURS 256 TIMES PIC X. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING FIELD-A, FIELD-B. 

. . . (PROCESS IT) 

EXIT PROGRAM . 

calling program, and that you make sure the data you pass is 
valid for both definitions. 

Once you have tested and debugged the code, you can 
bring 32-bit COBOL into the picture. First, rename pro
gram2.co to program2.cob and recompile it using 32-bit 
COBOL. Second, write an assembler program (as in Figure 2) 
with the program 10 from the called module. Normally when 
you are calling routines in another language, you would 
simply link all of the object modules together. However, 
since ICOBOL is not a compiled language, we must use a dif
ferent method to tell the ICOBOL program how to find the 
called routine. This is done by supplying ICOBOL with a road 
map written in assembler, as in Figure 2. Once written, use 
MASM to make an object fi le from it. 

ow for the tricky part. I would write a macro ca lled 
PROGRAMLLI K.CLI that is based on the ICXLl K macro pro
vided in your ICOBOL directory. Then I would change the op
tional argument(s) to include the object module produced by 
COBOL and MASM and also the COBOL libraries and I FOS li
braries needed for linking. Figure 3 shows what this macro 
looks like. It actually produces a .PR file to use in place 
of Ie ' \.;>R. 

To run your program, you will not type ICX PROGRAM1. You 
have made a new .PR file, so you will need to make sure the 
ICOBOL directory is on your searchlist and then type x EW_ICX 
PROGRAM1. You now have ICOBOL and COBOL working 
together. 

OK, what's the catch? This time there are several. The most 
obvious price is the cost of two or more languages instead of 
just one. However, when new releases of ICOBOL come out, 
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Companies exist in a fragile world. Without notice, floods, 
fires, hurricanes, power failures and other disasters can 
destroy a business. While companies are increasing their 
reliance on computer systems, most are not protected 
against computer breakdowns. 

FAST TRACK SYSTEMS provides comprehensive disaster 
recovery services for Data General users. Fully equipped 
hot sites in New York and Chicago and extensive 
telecommunications capabilities allow FAST TRACK to 
provide computer back-up to companies anywhere in the 
United States. 

Protect Your Dreams From Disasters with FAST TRACK SYSTEMS. 

DISASTER PLANNING I HOT SITES I COLD SITES I 
TIMESHARING I OFF-SITE STORAGE I CONSULTING SERVICES 
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DONT 
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GO 
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SYSTEMS, INC. 
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61 Broadway, New York, NY 10006 
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you will probably have to relink the EW_I X.PR file. There 
may also be some changes required to the source code if the 
calling interface i changed. That' not too high a price to pay 
to be able to write anything you want in an ICOBOL-based sys
tem, and it's an inexpensive way to migrate between the two 
languages. Incidentally, you must be using rev 1.4 or better 
of ICOBOL. 

Hoof in mouth strikes again 
In that same COBOL versus ICOBOL column, I concluded that 

the culprit behind the lack of speed was I FOS. I then made 
severa l suggestions to help speed up I FOS. Most of my expe
rience with I FOS was with the AOS version and an early re-

Figure 2: ICXNAMTB.SR 

.TITLE DEMOTABLE 

.NREL 0 

.ENT NAMTB 

.EXTL PROGRAM2 

NAMTB: P2NAME*2 ; Pointer to the name in ICOBOL 
PROGRAM2 ; From program id of COBOL routine 
.DWORD -1 

P2NAME: .TXT " PROGRAM2" ; This is the name used to call it 
.END 

hosted version under AOSIVS. 
I received a letter from a John Farnsworth, a DC employee 

in Re earch Triangle Park, explaining that, although I had 
accurately described the 16-bit version of I FOS, the cur
rent 32-bit version incorporates some of my suggestions. So 
the 32-bit version isn't as inefficient as I might have implied 
in that column. It's reassuring to know that Data General 
people read Focus and pay attention to what users are saying. 
That's what the user group is all about, and this month alone, 
I have received three unsolicited and highly appreciated con
tacts from DC personnel (that is a record for me). So let me 
summarize the current state of I FOS as described in the 
letter. 

Figure 3: NEWICXLlNK.CLI 

PUSH; PROMPT POP 
SEARCH LIST (WHATEVER YOU NEED) 

XEQ lINKlSTACK=4000/REV=1.XX.OOITASKS =5/PID_SIZE= HYBRIDI & 
KTOP=256& 
.RESERVENAL128 MAIN .START ICX.LB& 
PROGRAM2.0B DEMOTABLE.OB & 
COBOL.LB & 
ICALL32.0B & 
MULTITASKING NOQUEUED_TASK..MGR & 
LANG_RUB 

POP 

SECURE YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH 

menuOP NEW! 
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* 
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Combine macro, program and application 
execution into an easy access menu structure 
User access to options under complete control 
of system manager 
Ability to create multiple levels of menu 
managers 
Ability to create or redefine function keys to 
meet individual user's needs 

CONCEPT AUTOMATION, INC. for further information 
call Sylvia Michaels 

(703) 450-6000 
1319 Moran Road .. ::::( 
Sterling, VA 22170 

Circle 14 on reader ervice card. 

Comprehensive 
products spanning the 
entire Dasher Terminal 

line (D210-D470C). 
$95to$195. 

C 
TM 

Rhintek, Inc. 
P.O. Box 220 

Columbia,MD 21045 
301-730-2575 

Circle 52 on reader ervice card. 
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The 32-bit I FOS does have a local server residing in ring 4 
of memory, which handles most of the vo requests for the 
user and only talks with the global I FOS server to coordinate 
lock and other activity that require a proce exercl lng 
global control. Thus, the local process via ring 4 has mor 
power than I gave it credit for. John added that any design or 
implementation can be improved upon, and they intend to 
emphasize performance improvements in upcoming revisions 
of the product. Thanks, John, and all of the others who keep 
us honest. 

Taking a chance on the soapbox 
I want to touch upon a subject of importance to all of us

Data General software support. I don't consider myself the 
most qualified person to speak on this subject, since I have 
only solicited support from Atlanta once in the last two 
years. The questions I had (Mv/2ooo-related) were answered 
promptly and accurately on that occasion. My comments here 
are based on a recent discussion on the RDS bulletin board, 
from which the following three messages came. 

Msg#: 3211 "CEO" 
> 11/4/87 08:47:04 
> Subject: CEO index maintenance 

I just got off the phone with the support center in Atlanta. 
I was amazed at what I was told. I'm having a problem with 
my CEOj DEX. They said they could dispatch someone to fix 

DISCOVERIES 

it, but they would have to charge me. Earlier this year, I sent 
a check to DC for a Support Plus agreement. I don't know 
about everyone else, but I thought that dispatching an SSR 
wa included in the price. The flavor of the conver ation with 
Atlanta was that they generally charge for dispatching to cor
rect CEOj DEX problems. What in the heck did I do to de
serve getting charged a second time? DC's software caused 
the problem, not me. It stands to reason that when I pay 
$5,500 for a support agreement, little things like correcting a 
problem would be included. I don't think DC should charge 
a customer double for a problem that was caused by their 
software in the first place. Has anyone else run into this 
problem? 

Msg#: 3212 "CEO" 
11/4/87 13:42:56 
Subject: Reply to msg# 3211 

I have run into some problems with Atlanta in the past. 
Most of the time, I was dissatisfied with the answers I got 
from the first-level support people. I think you need to get 
through to the higher-level support and press them. The only 
way I could do this was to tell them that I was not satisfied 
with the answer and to escalate the problem. Good luck! 

> Msg#: 3381 "CEO" 
12110/87 10:10:25 
Subject: Reply to msg# 3211 

NHANCE YOUR COMMUNICATIONS ENVIRONMENT WITH 

PIPELINE 

* PIPELINE is an asynchronous mail and file 
delivery package 

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE 
THE COMPLETE LINE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

Focus 

All Equipment Guaranteed 
For Data General Maintenance 

3220 Beta Ave., Burnaby, B.C. 
Canada V5G 4K4 

604·291 -2360 Fax# 604-291 -9162 

Circle 63 on reader service card. 

* 

* 

* 

May be used as an independent mail package, 
or with CEO Electronic Mail 
Support for dial up and dedicated lines without 
requiring Xodiac 
Dialing and connection procedures are 
transparent to the user 

CONCEPT AUTOMATION, INC. 
1319 Moran Road 

for further information 
call Sylvia Michaels 

(703)450-6000 Sterling, VA 22170 

Circle 15 on reader service card. 
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Jeff, we are all in the same boat. I have been around the 
block with DC several times on this issue. They say that the 
index is the property of the user, and it is the u er' re ponsi
bility to maintain that index because it is a data base. That is 
their stand on all data bases. I know this from a senior CEO 
support person in Atlanta. He has been instructed not to 
touch any data base. In order to have DC fix one, they have to 
send out an SSR and charge for it. Our response of course is 
"1 didn't create the data base, I didn't decide how to fill it up, 
and besides that, DC won't give me the internals to maintain 
it myself!" Looks like we're backed into a corner. They tell us 
we have to maintain it, but they don't tell us how. Of course, 
if you run Inquire on it, they will have a fit! I would talk to 
your SSR. Ours agreed with us, as did his manager and so on, 
to the point that they don't seem to charge us very often. 
This is a good issue for ADCUC to take up, because DC is 
really stretching this one. 

There are several more replies in this chain, but these three 
give you the essence of the problem and some of the ways 
that it can be handled. The problem is simply this: the CEO 
software apparently has one or more bugs in it that can cor
rupt the CEO.J DEX. DC's official (and legal) stance is that they 
are not liable for problems caused by reliance on the soft
ware, and their disclaimer says this. They do accept liability 
to fix the bug in accordance with their standard procedures, 
i.e. , maybe the next rev. Therefore, since they aren't liable for 
the damage caused by the bug, but only the eventual removal 

thereof, it is reasonable that the customer should pay con
tract consulting rates or fix it themselves. 

Before you think I am blindly defending DC'S policy, let me 
state the same problem in another scenario. If you found a 
bug in their COBOL, ICOBOL, F77, C, PUI, etc. compiler, what 
would you do? You might or might not report the bug, and 
you'd program around it. In other words, you would figure 
out how to live with it until it got fixed , pOSSibly years in the 
future. If a bug in I FOS corrupted a data base, you'd work , 
around it and set up procedures to prevent that from hap
pening again. For these problems, DC's policy is acceptable, 
or at least tolerable. 

However, the situation isn't similar when you consider the 
other conditions. You are simply using the compiler and util
ity programs as tools to develop and implement the applica
tion, and if there are problems, you have the source code and 
can change how the system processes the data to work 
around or avoid the bug. On the other hand, CEO is an appli
cation, not a utility or compiler. As with many applications, 
the source code is not available with it. You have no control 
over how it processes the data, and you can't fix application 
code that you don't have. 

It doesn't usually matter if a compiler has a known bug; 
you can just write the application to work around it. It 
doesn't matter if your file management system, a utility, has a 
known bug; you just recode the application to work around 
it. However, if your application has a problem, and you don' t 
have the source, there is no workaround. If the application 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
D210/211 EMULATION + 

Now with 
Printer/Disk 

Pass-through Mode 
Here at Algoma Univer ity we have more 

IBM PC/XTI AT' connected to our DG y
tem than DG terminal ! 

Here' why: 
A PC i more ver atile than a dedicated ter
minal. Keys may be programmed on the fly 
to provide ingle key troke commands in 
CLI , SED, CEO, IDEAS, etc. Snap hot of 
creen may be saved on the PC' di k. A PC 

* MATE is an asynchronous terminal emulator and file transfer 
make pos ible file tran fer between the 
PC's di k drive and DG. Full DOS path
name and filename are now supported. 
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package 
* Allows complete control over user privileges 
* Supports automatic logon 
* Allows communications speeds of 300, 1200,2400,4800, 

9600 baud 
* Supports XModem and YModem protocols for binary file 

transfers 
* And many more features desired in a terminal emulation and 

file transfer packagel 

CONCEPT AUTOMATION, INC. · ) 
1319 Moran Road 

.:.;.:.;. 

Sterling, VA 22170 :i,:,:":j.:::::",:,,,::: .... ::: ,,:'.:.: .. , .... : ... 

Circle 16 on reader service card. 

for further information 
call Sylvia Michaels 

(703) 450-6000 

A we improve and develop our product , 
all old cu tomer will receive update for ju t 
the co t of the di k and hipping. 

Now for the unbelievably low price of 
$99 U.S., you can have 02101211 emula
tion, programmable key , file transfer, and 
dedicated cu tomer upport. Purcha er may 
acquire the host software for file tran fer at 
only the hipping and handling cost . 

So why go any other route? 

ALGOMA UNIVERSITY 
Computing Services 
1520 Queen St. E. 
Sault Ste. Marie, 

Ontario, CANADA 
P6A 2G4 

705-949-2301 

Circle 1 on reader service card . 
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A HIGH QUALITY, ENTRY LEVEL ANSI TERMINAL OFFERING 
OUTSTANDING PRICE/PERFORMANCE. 

Introducing the newest addition to the Freedom O. E family of terminal 
from Liberty Electronic. The Fr edom OJ E A SI. The OJ E terminal for 
your DEC and Data General requirements. This low-cost, A SI-only terminal 
includes many of the same advanced features you'd expect to find in 
higher priced terminals. 

For starters, it provide emulation of DEC \'1 220~ VI'IOON and VI'52~ 
as well as Data General DASHER N 0210 and D2lI. It ha the same leek 
award-winning ergonomic tyling of the original Freedom O. E. It comes 
with a high contra. t amber l'i-inch flat creen, with full tilt and wivel 
capability. It include a choice of two detached, low-profile keyboard 
tyles: OEC\'T220 and Data General 02101211. 

It' all backed by Liberty's comprehensive wamnty program 
and nationwide network of authorized service centers. 

The new Freedom 0, E A SI. You v on't 
find a higher quality A SI terminal 
for the price. Anywhere. 

Another Choice of Freedom. 

[!Liberty 
We build better terminals. 
We tern Region (7IoJ) -1-6-311.1 
Cenlral Region (312) 690-}I.H 
Eastern Region (61~) 660-1938 
Canada (-116) 23 -0366 



DISCOVERIES _______________ _ 

supplier won't supply you a workaround or the information 
you need to develop your own, then your last resort would 
be to find a new application upplier. 

Before you get to the last resort, let's take a look at other 
available avenues. First and foremost is the official reporting 
mechanism. As the author of the second message mentioned, 
if you are not satisfied with the answer you receive from the 
first level of support, politely (or at least calmly) tell the sup
port representative that you didn't receive a satisfactory an
swer and escalate the call. If they refuse, then you have a 
valid complaint, since the policy is (or at least used to be) that 
a customer can request escalation of a problem at any time 
while it is open. If the DG support managers see dozens of 
calls on the same problem, you can bet that it will become an 
issue internally. 

The author of the third message mentioned the next best 
source of assistance: your user groups. ADGUG and the affili
ated RIGs and slGs provide several means to pursue both a 
resolution to the problem and communication of user con
cerns to upper management. Recent issues of the OASIS news
letter have had tips on how to fix certain problems with the 
CEO_I DEX. (By the way, there was an error in the September 
1987 issue; see the December 1987 issue for details.) 

Also, OASIS has been one of the most effective lobbying 
groups to get problems fixed, priorities set, and policies dis
cussed. ADGUG officers meet regularly with DG management 
to discuss issues of the ADGUG user community. Surveys are 
collected through a number of channels to get input for this 

NEW MEMORY UPGRADE 

Upgrade your MV6, 
MVS or MVS/2 

to 5MB or to a full 
"~I 16MB ••• 

• Uses 8MB upgraded DG boards_ 
• Enhance your system performance! 
• Get more out of your investment! 
• Less than $10,000 for 8MB! 

Vanguard upgrades original DG boards to 8MB for MV4, 
MV6, MV8, MV10 and S280. 
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Call now 
(212) 734-3972 

Vanguard International Management Services, Inc. 
421 E. 84th SI. Suite 1 F 

New York, NY 10028 

Circle 64 on reader service card . 

meeting. Local RIGs and slGs are encouraged to submit their 
survey results to ADGUG as well. If problems like the 
CEO_I DEX concern you, let your u er group representatives 
know, so they can take the issue to DG management. 

The bulletin boards are another source of information. The 
RDs board has always been a popular forum for problem dis
cussions, and frequently, solutions are available. The only 
cost of access on this board is the phone caU. 015 has had its 
share of start-up problems, but it offers another vehicle to 
communicate both with other users and with DG about these 
issues. Now that all paid-up ADGUG members get an hour of 
free time each month on the 015 board, I expect to see it be
come a more useful resource for problem reconciliation. 
There are several other bulletin boards in various phases of 
operation, including Brian Johnson's system, HADGUG'S DG
HAUs in Houston, CADGUG's system in Chicago, and others, 
all of which have a slightly different view of the DG world . 

There are no easy and immediate solutions to all problems. 
There are, however, many avenues available to users to seek 
resolutions and/or make concerns known to Data General in a 
way that may also help other users. t:. 

Jilll Sieglllill/ is II cOl/lribulil/g edilor 10 Focus, cilllirmill/ of Ihe NAoGUG 
lIudil cOllllllil/ee, lind Ireasurer of Ihe Chicllgo Arell 011111 Gel/eml Users 
Group. Sel/d cOllllllel/ls or questiol/s to olltlllllllrk Corp., 3700 W. o evOI/ , 
Suite E, Lincolnwood, lL 60659; 312/673-1700. 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
The Data Interchange 
Solution You've 
Been Waiting For! 

Qualstar's W' 9-track 
MinistreamersN bring fuji 
ANSI data interchange 
capability to your PC or 
Macintosh N computer 
system 

With 9-track tape, you are free to exchange data files with any 
mainframe or minicomputer in the world 

Our affordable Ministreamers come in both 7" and lOW' versions 
and use less desk space than an ordinary sheet of paper. They can 
provide 1600 thru 6250 BPI capability and may be used for disk 
backup as well as data interchange. Complete subsystem prices, 
includin~ software, start as low as $2,495 for 7" units and at $3,670 
for 101/1' units. 

Qualstar has become the market leader in desk-top 9-track systems 
for a good reason; our tape drives have established an outstanding 
record for reliability and low cost of ownership. 

Discover the many advantages 9-track tape has over other 
Micro/ Mainframe links. 

Call us today! 

{}URLSTRR; 
9621 Irondale Avenue, 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Circle 50 on reader service card. 
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I BIASIC BUSINESS b)' Goo'S' H,n", 

Risky business 
History of BBASIC 
isn't finished 

I came back from vacation, all tanned 
and well rested, only to get a call from 
my trusty editor. "It's time to write an
other column," he said. And I thought 
I'd just written one. Vacations are 
like that. 

Business BASIC has been around for a 
long time. I thought it might be fun to 
trace its history in order to better un
derstand the product and its strengths. 

It's clear from the current product 
that BBASIC isn't the result of a long, 
patient, well-planned development ef
fort. Instead, its development took 
place in a series of spasmodic leaps and 
twitches until it got to where it is 
today. 

The first user of Business BASIC is, 
I'm happy to report, still a happy user. 
In 1974, Calvin Durden (yes, that Cal
vin Durden) of Tractor and Equipment 
Company in Birmingham, Alabama, 
contracted a small software firm in At
lanta called Technical Analysis Corpo
ration (TAC) for a system to replace his 
old Univac. 

TAC decided to do the job in DG'S Ex
tended BASIC. Calvin was a demanding 
sort (he only wanted a system that 
worked, after all), and TAC was soon 
forced to start modifying the source 
code of Extended BASIC to get the job 
done. People who worked on the proj
ect in its early stages included Jim 
Evans (who probably did most of the 
actual code), Ed Camp (who did the 
utilities), Andy Meakowa, James Tyzzy, 
Frank Vanick, and Tom Walker. 

In those days, documentation was 
usually handwritten on notebook pa
per, if it exjsted at all. The. KADD rou
tines were written in BASIC, and were 
GosuBed to. I don't think TAC really 
thought about developing Business 
BASIC as a product in those days; they 
just did what they had to for their 

Focus 

customers. 
Around that time, an interesting 

quirk was introduced. The universal 
password DE2LA6 was put in, because 
Jim Evans apparently had that pass
word at his university, and he saw no 
reason to change it. 

TAC was a somewhat relaxed place to 
work. Friday afternoons were reserved 
for beer busts and bull sessions at the 
office. Someone would go down to the 
store and bring back a few six packs. If 
there were customers up front, the beer 
was smuggled through the window of 
Frank Vanick's office. 

Somehow, OEMs found out about the 
product and started to buy it. (I was 
asked to evaluate it for an OEM I was 
working for in 1976; as r recall, I recom
mended against it.) It filled a real need 
in the marketplace: a commercial lan
guage, designed for use by OEMS. After 
all, wasn't TAC one themselves? 

Data General bought the right to sell 
the product in the late seventies. It 
was, they claimed, an interim step un
til they could come out with their real 
solution for an OEM development lan
guage-ICOBOL. Even then, the prece
dent was established: don't do much 
for BBASIC, after all, people will buy it 
regardless. 

TAC wasted little time before coming 
out with a new product to compete 
with Data General's Business BASIC. 
They called the new product BB II, and 
started to sell significant quantities of 
it. Data General also had success with 
it. In 1978, our company started using 
it exclusively as well. 

Compusource, founded by Hal Til
bury and based in California, was an
other early user. The company pro
duced a set of accounting programs 
that was later sold to EDS for a reputed 
potful of money. Hal then became the 
driving force in Bluebird Systems, a 
company that is very much alive today. 

Data General was now stuck in a 
quandary that was to become familiar: 
should they upgrade their version or 
buy TAC'S new one? James Tyzzy, now 

working for DG, was sent to TAC to look 
at BB II. His report was apparently 
not to buy it, but do development in 
house. 

During this period, two competing 
groups were enhancing the product. 
Nice features would appear in one or 
the other, or maybe both, but with 
minor variations. It became clear that 
while DG could easily do small changes, 
TAC was better equipped to do the se
rious stuff. 

Aside: the password used to get into some 
of the utilities of DC's version was TAe's 
phone number. 

A colorful character of this period was 
Henry Steinberg. Anxious to please the 
user community, he made many prom
ises about what Data General would do 
to enhance BBASIC before he found out 
what was really possible. 

In early 1983, the user community 
became convinced that the only way to 
improve BBASIC performance was to do 
a compiler. Two projects were initiated: 
within DG, the approach was to convert 
the BBASIC source to Fortran, then com
pile it. TAC'S approach was to write the 
compiler in Business BASIC itself. 

Data General's project never saw the 
light of day, but TAC'S got far enough 
along to be advertised for sale. It re
sulted in a doubling in speed over AOS 
BBASIC 2.0, but was cumbersome to use. 

In July of that year, rumors surfaced 
that TAC and DG were talking again, 
and about to come out with a rev 3 that 
would unite the two worlds. There 
were a few snickers when this in fact 
happened, and TAC got away with sell
ing Business BASIC to Data General 
again. 

TAC may have been interested in 
more than just making the sale. In the 
back room, a few of the guys playing 
with early PCs had invented a board 
that could be substituted for more ex
pensive IBM 3270 terminals. The prod
uct, called IRMA, sold like mad. 

By providing its BB II users with 
an upgrade path that was supported 
by DG, TAC was able to get rid of its al-
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batross- support for a lot of BB II 
customers. Soon thereafter, TAC was 
bought by DCA, an Atlanta-based com
pany that sells communications equip
ment, and probably had no interest 
whatsoever in BBASIe. Many pots of 
money were involved. 

Incidentally, all this explains why 
BBASIC today has both a VAL and VALUE 
function of nearly (but not quite) iden
tical operation. VAL was the work of DC 
during the schism, while VALUE was 
TAC'S construct. For upward compati
bility, both had to be provided . 

Meanwhile, a new gadfly came on 
the scene, astride a small growing 
magazine called Data Base Monthly . 
Writing a question-and-answer column 
named "Business BASIC Blues," Mike 
Johnson become the unofficial spokes
man for BB users. Now it can be re
vealed: talented Mike wrote not only 
the answers, but the questions, too. 

AOS and AOSIVS were still very new. 
While BBASIC was available under those 
operating systems, ROOS was preferred . 
What was Mike's advice to those con
templating switching? "My gut reaction 
is to tell you to stay away from the 
business. AOSIVS is light years away 
from ROOS, and few OEMS are equipped 
to fina nciaUy and technically support 
systems of this magnitude with accept
able degrees of risk. " (OBM, Sept 1982) 

He also commented on BBASIC rev 3: 
"Much of the garbage of the internals is 
still there; same old scrawny code with 
a new nameplate." However, it was 
also noted to be 40 percent faster. 

Some of the worst code ever written 
in BBASIC is in the utilities, the pro
grams in $SYSLIB. How did it get to be 
so bad? One explanation (offered seri
ously by an old-timer) was that it was 
intentionally written that way to make 
it difficult to understand and fidd le 
with . This sounds like a weak justifica
tion long after the fact to me. 

More likely, programs were never 
written this poorly to start with. The 
original programs had to make do with 
a lot of code in BBASIC that was later re
placed by STMA, B, and C statements. 
The utilities were simply modified to 
use the new statements as they came 
along when they should have been 
rewritten. 

In June of 1984, Mike Johnson wrote, 
" . . . something very nice is about to 
happen to AOS and AOSIVS Business 
BASIC users ." Mike's company, Majiq, 
managed to sell the idea of rewriting 
much of Business BASIC for more per
formance to Data General. Once again, 
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they bought Business BASIC, and re
leased this version as rev 4.00. 

This time, performance doubled, and 
a lot of new functionality came with it. 
Note that this latest speed improve
ment, coupled with the 40 percent im
provement in the previous revision, 
pushed BBASIC performance beyond the 
speeds achieved by the compilers . 

Since then, only a couple of minor 
revisions have been made to Business 
BASIC by Data General. The enhance
ments in rev 4 were also brought into 
the ROOS world as RDOS Business BASIC 
revision 8.0, released in late 1984. This 
is certain to be the last ROOS Business 
BASIC release . 

The history shows one thing: when
ever Data General has stopped enhanc
ing Business BASIC, someone else has 
taken up the role. This time, the chal
lenge was taken up by Murray Haszard 
of B32, Ltd. He recoded the entire 
product (the first time this had ever 
been done) using the AOSNS 32-bit in
struction set. This resulted in better 
than doubling of performance. The 
product was released in 1986, and has 
been significantly enhanced since. 

Will Data General buy Business BASIC 
for a fourth time? B32 is selling very 
well, with more than 100 installations 
in the first year, and it w ill be tough for 
Data General to come up with enough 
money to swing a deal. 

Where are they now? Calvin Durden 
is stiU wondering whether to switch 
to AOSNS. Jim Evans and Andy Mea
kowa recently started a new company 
in Atlanta . Frank Yanick is working 
for Educational Management, with a 
chain of 10 MVI7800s to look after. Tom 
Walker has his own company in At
lanta. Ed Camp works for DCA. Mike 
Johnson stopped consulting and be
came a value-added reseller for Stratus. 
And me? I'll be back here next month . 

By the way, the sources for this story 
are by no means guaranteed to be com
pletely accurate . If you have anything 
to add or correct, please drop me a 
line . Also, I wish I could have named 
more of the personalities that made a 
difference to Business BASIC over the 
years, but space is finite . Please accept 
my apologies if I didn't get to you. 6. 

George Hen lie, a contributing editor to Focus, 
has worked witl! Business BASIC users fo r 
a decade. He is the vice president of Maxon 
Computer Systems. He call be reached at 575 
Madison Ave., Suite 1006, New York, NY 
10022; 4161445-4823. 
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DIMENSION 
THE ORIGINAL 
Business BASIC 

APPLICATION 
GENERATOR 

A fourth generation language 
for all Data General Systems 

Don't set~e for a mere program gen
erator. DIMENSION is a complete, 
mature, tried and proven eight year 
old data base oriented application 
generator that works. Develop com
plete, sophisticated applications in 
weeks instead of years. 

Standard features include: 
• shorthand coding commands 
• data dictionary 
• screen builder/editor 
• full function text editor 
• intelligent spooler 
• translator! compiler 
• support utilities 
• automatic documentation 
• program generators (entry, 

maintenance, and report) 
• generates Business BASIC source 

code program 
• compatible with existing Business 

BASIC programs (can be 
intermixed) 

• develops sophisticated, 
standardized, full function software 
in a fraction of the normal time 

• generated application software is 
extremely easy to modify and 
maintain 
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Long, long, wide load 
Assembly language for 
the beginner. 
Part IV of V 

In the fir t three article of this series, I presented an over
view of the structure of an AOSIIVSI .PR file and ummarized 
the essential elements of an assembly language program, in
cluding the basic MV instruction set and system calls. In this 
articl , I will show how a simple assembly language program 
can be u ed where a CLl macro would be difficult to write. 

A practical example 
The CLl doesn't have p eudo-macros corresponding to the 

PUID or PRIORITY CLl commands, i.e., I!CPUIDI and I!PRIORITYI, 
but simple macros can be written to redirect the output of the 
corresponding CLl commands to a temporary file and to pick 
it up with I!STRI G). For example, macro GET_CPUID.CLl will put 
the CPUID in I!STRI G): 

comment-macro GET_CPUID .CLI 
[!EQUAL.%0/2%,] 

DELETE/2= IGNORE = ?[!PID] .TMP 
CPUID/L= = ?[!PID] .TMP 
%0\%/2 [= ?[!PID] .TMP] 
DELETE = ?[!PID] .TMP 

[!ELSE] 
STRING %2% 

[!END] 

That's too easy. Let's consider something more difficult. 
Wouldn't it be nice if CLl pseudo-macro I!PIDI accepted an ar
gument to look up a PID for a particular username, i.e., 
I!PID,SMITHI, or if the CLl SE D command accepted a username 
as a destination in addition to the current PID or console 
name? 

) SEND 5 HELLO 
) SEND CON23 HELLO 
) SEND SMITH HELLO 

Suppose you submit a batch job (i.e., QBATCH/AFTER= ... ) 
to send a message to your console at a certain time (perhaps a 
wake-up call). If you use a PID, i.e ., SEND 12 ... , then you 
must not log off and on again; you might not get the same 
PID, and your message will go to someone else who has been 
assigned that PID. If you use a console name, i.e ., SE D 
<.a CO 23 ... , then you will receive the message even if you 
log on and off and get a different PID. But if you log off and 
log on to another console, you will not get the message. You 
want AOS(IVSI to hunt you down by username wherever you 
are and then send you the message. 

It isn't a trivial exercise to write a CLl macro to do this 
(some wise guy will probably trash my logic by writing a five-
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line macro to do it!), so the obvious solution is to write a pro
gram. If you write a program in a high-level language like 
Fortran, then F77Ll K will build a large .PR file containing all 
sorts of library routines to support the rather exotic F17 run
time environment. The overhead to load the program will be 
more than for a simple assembly language program. 

The program is quite Simple. 
1. Retrieve the required username from command line 

argument. 
2. Scan all valid PIDs looking for username. 
3. Convert the PID number to a string and return to Ll 

where it can be picked up with XEQ/S. 

Then write a macro called USE D.CLl that accepts a user
name and invokes program GETPID to find the matching PID, 
which is then used by the CLl SE D command: 

push; prompt pop 
XEQ/S GETPID %1% 
varO 0 ;comm-clear varO 
varO/1 = ig/2= ig [!string] ;comm-try & get it 
[!equal , [!varO],O] 

write [!string] ;comm-err message 
[!else] 

send%O/% [!varO] %2-% 
[lend] 
pop 

If the only output from the program is a single string or 
number, then assembly language is the perfect medium, be
cau e you can return it to the CLl via the XEQ/S mechanism 
(system call ?RETUR will do this for you). On the other hand, 
if you want to read/write fromlto a file or the con ole, con id
erably more effort is required (especially if there are a lot of 
numbers to be FORMATted). In this case, use a high-level lan
guage to preserve your sanity. 

In Figure I, MXSPID is the maximum length of the PID num
ber expressed as a character string. The buffer area to receive 
the CLl argument is 200 characters long, just in case the user 
is being silly and leans on the repeat key (the maximum u er
name length is ?MXU =15 characters) . Most of the integer vari
ables are stored as 16-bit integers in this example, but gener
ally I keep everything simple by using 32-bit integers fo~ 
everything (equivalent to II NTEGER=4 on ~he F77 compiler). 

If the CLl argument is missing, ?GTMES will return the error 
code ERNAG (, OSUCH ARGUME I'l, which is not particularly 
descriptive. If the error is ER AG, I print my own message; 
otherwise, I let CLl look it up when the program terminates. 

The program checks every PID from 1 to MXPID and assumes 
that an error on ?GU M means the PID is not in use. This is not 
very efficient; if the user is not logged on, the program will 
run for about 2 second (on an idle MV/40(0), making 1,024 
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?GU M system calls before giving up . I used this me thod for 
illustration purposes only; a better method is to use the ?GPID 
ystem call to obtain a list of current PIDs and check only 
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Figure 1: Assembly program GETPID 

. title getpid 

.ent zl,z2,z3,z4 ,z5 ,z6 

.ent ruser,xuser,pid 

;»»»» constants 
.nrel 1 
mxpid=1 024. 
mxspid =5 

delim: .dword 1 sO 
.do 7 

.dword 0 
.endc 

;»»»» variables 
.nrel 0 

;-+ packet for ?gtmes 
gpkt: .blk ?gtln 

.Ioc gpkt + ?greq 
.word ?garg 

.Ioc gpkt+ ?gnum 
.word 1 

.Ioc gpkt+ ?gsw 
.dword 0 

.Ioc gpkt + ?gres 
.dword ruser'2 

.Ioc gpkt+?gtln 

;-+ buffer areas 
; . . . . . cli argument 1 
ruser: . blk 200 .12 
I. ruser: . blk 1 

; . . . . . each pid/username 
pid: .blk 1 
xuser: . blk ?mxun/2 
I.xuser: .blk 1 

final pid as character string 
spid: .blk (mxspid +l)/2 

;»»»» begin 
.nrel 1 

;-+ get argument 1 
getpid: wsub 0,0 

wsub 1,1 
?gtmes gpkt 
wbr oops 

zl : Insta 0.1. ruser 

;for debugging only 
;for debugging only 

;shared 
;max no. of PlDs! 
;i.e. i5 

;"(0)" is a delimiter 

;unshared 

;'get argument' 

;get arg 1 

;no switch test 

;put arg 1 here 

;?mxun ;200 bytes in case silly 
;actual length of arg 

;counter 

;shared code 

;reserved 
;reserved 
;get arg 1 
;oops-missing arg? 
;save length (bytes) 

; -+ check all pids until this username is found 
wsub 0,0 
Insta O,pid ;pid= O 
fss 0,0 ;fpacO =O.O 

nextpid: Inlda O,pid ;get last pid checked 
wldai mxpid,l ;get highest possible pid 
wsne 0,1 ;pid=1024? 
wbr done ;yes , all done: not found 

winc 0,0 

those PIDs. 
While you are at it, you could also have the program do the 

?SE D system ca ll by retrieving the me age a argum nt 

Insta 

z2: 
wsub 
lIefb 
?gunm 
wbr 

z3: 

O,pid 

1,1 
2,xuser'2 

nextpid 

;pid= pid+l 

;acO contains pid 

;ignore error 

; . . . . . get length of username (look for null) 
lief O,delim ;address of delim table 
wldai ?mxun,l ;no. of bytes to scan 
wmov 1,2 ;save for after wcst 
lIefb 3,xuser'2 ;byte address of start 
wcst ;scan for " < 0>" 
wsub 1 ,2 ;ac2 = length of username 

z4 : Insta 2,1.xuser ;save it 

; . . . . . compare username & required username 
In Ida O,l.xuser ;Iength of string 2 
Inlda 1.1. ruser ;Iength of string 1 
lIefb 2,xuser*2 ;byte address of string 2 
lIefb 3, ruser' 2 ; byte address of string 1 
wcmp 

z5: wseq 1,1 ;equal? 
wbr nextpid ;no 

Inlda O,pid ;yes;get pid we scored on 
wflad 0,0 ;and float to fpacO 

;-+ convert pid in fpacO to a string 
done: wldai 4s26+mxspid-l ,l ;unsigned, 5 digits 

lIefb 3,spid'2 ;destination buffer 
wsti 0 ;convert fpacO to string 

z6: 

;-+ now return with pid 
goodbye: wsub 0,0 

lIefb l,spid'2 
wldai mxspid,2 

bye: ?return 
wbr bad bye 

;)}}»») error handlers 
oops: wseqi ernag,O 

wbr bad bye 

wsub 0,0 
lIefb l ,noarg*2 
Inlda 2,1.noarg 
wiori ?rfcf ,2 
wbr bye 

badbye: wsub 1,1 

;no error code 
;byte pointer to message 
;message length (bytes) 

;"no such argument" ? 
;no-something else 

;yes no error code 
;byte address of message 
;message length (bytes) 
;add flag 

;no message 
wldai ?rfer+ ?rfcf+ ?rfec,2 ;error code in acO 
wbr bye 

noarg: .txt "Error: argument 1 must be a USERNAME" 
I.noarg: .word (.-noarg)*2 

.end getpid 
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but the MV instructions have made me lazy. 
Debugging assembly language programs 

%2-% from the eLi command line. This would replace the eLi 
SEND command in macro USE D.eLl . I didn't do this because 
the eLi SEND command accepts 11=, 12= , IL[=I, IQ, II, and 1M 
switches, and they are difficult to implement in program 
GETPID. Use the eLi to do what it is good at and supplement 
its capabilities with programs and/or eLi macros. 

The size of GETPID.PR is 22 KB, and PED shows one page each 
in the shared (SH7) and unshared (US7) partitions. The exact 
same program written in F77 and linked with F77L1NKlKTOP=35 
has an 80 KB .PR file, and PED shows 26 pages shared (SH7) and 
9 pages unshared (US7)! The assembly language program uses 
considerably less memory, and the .PR file is one-fifth the size 
(not counting the 8 KB preamble present in both PR files) . 
On an idle MV/4000, the assembly language version executes 
50 times in 52 seconds, while the F77 version requires 82 
seconds: 

If you write programs in high-level languages, then you 
can use the high-level language debugger SWAT, but if you 
write in assembler, you must u e the eLi DEBUG or PRO ESSI 
DEBUG command to invoke the low-level AOS[NSI debugger 
(which shares many commands with the FED editor). The DE
BUG (and FED) prompt is "!". At this prompt, you can enter 
various commands, most of which contain (esc) . The main 
commands I use are as follows: 

(esc)T3 
(esc)T7 
(esc)T1 

(esc)A 
(esc)F 

set display mode: instructions 
set display mode: characters 
set display mode: numbers 

display contents of accumulators 
display contents oflloating-point accumulators 

) XIS GETPID GRANT( """"11111111111111 11111 11"" " 111 1 1111111111 111 "" 111""", ) XX(esc)B 
(esc)R 
(esc)P 
(esc)C 

set a breakpoint at location 'XX' 
start the program Since the code is essentially the same in both programs, 

they should run at the same speed once loaded. Therefore, 
the extra 0.5 second for the F77 version probably represents 
additional time to load the program and perform the F77 ini
tialization. This may not seem significant, but the interval 
will be larger on a more heavily loaded system, and after all, 
we want the program to execute as quickly as possible to pre
serve the illusion that the USE D.eLl macro is simply a eLi 
command, and not a program. If GETPID.SR is written using 
only 16-bit Eclipse instructions and LI Ked with ISYS=VSI6 so 
it runs as a 16-bit process, I suspect it will load even faster, 

continue from current breakpoint 
pop out to the CLI 
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. OB file, and LI K pulls them out and puts them in the .ST file . 
For this purpose, I defined labels Z1-Z6 and made them 
visible with the .E T declarations (see the listing of GETPID.SR). 
Fir t, I assembled and LI Ked the program: 

) X MASM GETPID 
) X LINK GETPID 

Here's where you start seeing the difference between assem
bly language and a high-level language like Fortran. MASM 
and LI K only take 1 or 2 seconds, while the equivalent F77 
and F77LI K may take considerably longer, especially if your 
F77 program I CLUDEs the long QSYM.F77.1 file of PARAMETERS! 

I DEBUGged the GETPID program first with a valid username 
and then with a username that wasn't logged on: 

) DEBUG/S GETPID GRANT 
) DEBUG/S GETPID SMITH 

By the way, it helps to have a hard copy of the source file 
beside your console. 

First, I set break points at Z1-Z6: 

Zl (esc)B 

Z6(esc)B 

and then used (esc)R to start the program. When it stopped 
at Z1, I checked the contents of accumulator 0 and memory 
location RUSR to ensure they contained 5 and GRA T, respec
tively. I then continued the program with (esc)P, and it en-

t-

tered the EXTPID loop . 
Each time it stopped at Z2, 1 checked the value of PID to 

ensure that it was incrementing properly and that accumu
lator 0 contained the value of PID before the ?GU M system 
call. At Z3, 1 checked the contents of XUSER and verified this 
username by popping out to the CLI with (esc)C and using 
the WHO command. 

At Z4, I verified that accumulator 2 contained the correct 
number of bytes for the length of XUSER. At Z5, I checked the 
contents of accumulator 1 to ensure that the WCMP com
parison had worked (I already knew whether the contents of 
RUSER and XUSER matched). 

Finally, on PID=8 (GRA T), the program jumped out of the 
loop and stopped at Z6. I checked the contents of SPID to 
make sure it was 00008, and when I continued with (esc)P, it 
terminated through BYE, and the CLI STRJ G variable contained 
00008. Now if you think it aU worked the first time through 
for me, I have some land in Uruguay you might be interested 
in .... 

Next month in the final article of this series, I will discuss 
assembly language subroutines that can be called from high
level languages. t:. 

John A. Grant is a geophysicist witll tile Geological Survey of Callada, where 
he manages the Exploration Geophysics SlIbdivision's MV14000. He II/ay 
be contacted at 601 Booth St. , Room 591, Ottawa, Olltario, K1A OE8; 
613/992-1082. 
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DG enhances AOSNS 
CEO Page Reader 

Westboro- Data General has en
hanced AOSNS CEO Page Reader soft
ware by introducing support for CEO 
rev 3.0, CEOwrite, and Wordperfect 
software. AOSNS Page Reader allows 
documents scanned by an optical char
acter recognition (OCR) device to be di
rectly input into an Eclipse MV family 
computer. By automatically reformat
ting data and text into CEO, CEOwrite, 
or Wordperfect formats, CEO Page 
Reader eliminates rekeying. 

User can directly access CEO Page 
Reader from the CEO utility menu. 
Once documents are input, they can be 
dited, reformatted, viewed, mailed, 

filed, or printed. 
The cost for the AOSNS CEO Page 

Reader ranges from $1,100 to $3,850, 
depending on the processor. Delivery 
i 30 days after receipt of order. !:J. 

New DG mass storage 
subsystems 
announced 

Westboro- Data General has intro
duced a new family of mass storage 
subsystems that combines both car
tridge tapes and disks into a single 
package. The subsystems are designed 
for the midrange and high end of the 
MV 32-bit superminicomputers running 
under AOSNS. 

A cartridge tape drive for these mini
computers is available in a standalone 
package. DC has also introduced a 
high-capacity disk drive that increases 
maximum disk storage for the mid
range and high end of the MV family. 
The new storage devices include a one
year warranty. 

The Combined Storage Subsystem 
( Ss) supports up to seven mass stor
age devices in a compact rack-mount 
chassis. It packs system and user disk, 
tape backup, and interchange media 
into a single unit. 

Mass storage devices supported by 
the CSS include new 234 MB, SIh-inch 
Winchester disk drives that lower the 
cost per MB of storage. Peripherals in-
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clude a 21 MB, .IS-inch streaming car
tridge tape drive that provides conve
nient media interchange compatibility 
with the 21 MB cartridge tape drive 
available on low-end MV systems. 

Data General also announced a high
capacity, fast-access, 14-inch, 862 MB 
Winchester fixed-disk drive designed 
for multiuser, interactive, and large 
system environments. 

The price for the Combined Storage 
Subsystem begins at $10,200. The stand
alone 21 MB cartridge tape drive is priced 
at $8,500, and the price of the fixed-disk 
subsystem, including controller, begins 
at $34,700. 

The Combined Storage Subsystem is 
available 30 days after the order is re
ceived. The standalone tape drive is 
available 60 days after receipt of order, 
and the 862 MB Winchester disk is avail
able immediately. !:J. 

New performance 
offering from DG 

Westboro- Data General has an
nounced VSPAC, a performance offering 
that enables Eclipse MV family users to 
establish their own in-house AOSIVS 
performance analysis center. Targeted 
at large MV installations, VSPAC provides 
system performance data collection, 
reporting, and interactive analysis. 
VSPAC is available through Data Gen
eral's Systems Evaluation and Perfor
mance Analysis Center (SEPAC) based in 
Atlanta. 

VSPAC allows users to establish and 
track utilization trends, identifying 
specific areas that need attention. VSPAC 
can help users prevent performance 
crises and optimize their hardware or 
software configurations. 

VSPAC can gather a comprehensive 
set of operational statistics, automat
ically generating standard reports and 
graphs. An interactive analysiS pro
gram lets users examine system, pro
cess, disk, memory, communications, 
and other collected data item for any 
specific time period. This function 
helps to quickly identify bottlenecks. 
Users can then identify what programs 
consume excessive amounts of system 
resources. 

Installation options for VSPAC include 
on-site analysis, implementation assis
tance and phone support by SEPAC per
formance analysts, and consulting ser
vice packages. 

The initial VSPAC data analysis soft-
ware license is priced at $60,000. !:J. 

DG offers new CEO 
Desktop Composer 

Westboro- Data General has intro
duced a pc-based CEO Desktop Com
poser, a composition system with 
mouse, menu, and icon ·interfaces. The 
product is a version of the Xerox Ven
tura Publisher 1.1 software, customized 
by Data General for its systems. 

The system allows users to combine 
word processing with graphiCS, such as 
charts, tables, headlines, and draw
ings. It integrates with CEO office auto
mation software, and through the use 
of DCIPC'I, PC users can connect to each 
other and to the mainframe. 

Additional features include com
patibility with CEO software, advanced 
document composition functions for 
layout and design, the acceptance of 
text from several different word pro
cessing packages such as CEOwrite and 
Wordperfect, acceptance of graphics 
from CEO Drawing Board and Trend
view and other scanned images and 
compatible CAD files, support for 
WYSIWYG functionality, and output ca
pability to several different printers. 

Data General is offering the CEO 
Desktop Composer in three packages: 
the workstation, the peripherals, and 
the software packages. 

For $6,460, the workstation package 
comes with a DG Dasher/286 computer 
with 640 KB of memory, a 20 MB hard 
disk, a IS-inch monochrome monitor, a 
mouse, CEO Desktop Composer, MS
DOS CEOwrite, and CEO Connection. 

For $3,090, the peripherals package 
includes the same CEO software as the 
workstation package, the mouse, and 
the monochrome display. 

For users with existing PC hardware, 
the software package is available epa
rately. It includes CEO Desktop Com
poser, MS-DOS CEowrite, and CEO Con
nection for $1,640. 
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A single version of CEO Desktop 
Composer costs $895. t1 

Bottom Line software 
announced 

Yorktown Heights, Y- MOR Sys-
tems, a software developer for mini
computers and mainframes, has an
nounced its Bottom Line software 
erie . For medium to large computers, 

the series will run on virtually any 
minicomputer or mainframe, regardless 
of manufacturer. Each release includes 
source programs. Based on standard 
COB L, the first of the Bottom Line se
ries is a sales analysis program for dis
tributors, rack jobbers, and retail 
chains. It measures and analyzes sales 
by foot of allocated rack or shelf space. 
The module sells for $1,500. 

MOR Systems, P.O. Box 456, Yorktown 
Heights, NY 10598; 914/739-1033. t1 

Dataram extends DG 
memory line 

Princeton, J- Dataram's new DR-1520 
memory for high-end DG computers ex
tend flexibility in applications and 
number of users supported, and is 
priced 25 percent lower than compa
rable DG products . 

The DR-1520 memory for MV/I5000 and 
MV/20000 processors offers upgrade flexi
bility through four capacity options: 
4 MB, 8 MB, 16 MB, and 32 MB. Fully 
compatible with all models in these two 
MV series, all four add-on boards will 
operate with or in place of the DG mem
ory module. 

The DR-1520'S 4 MB and 8 MB memories 
are based on 256 Kbit DRAMS, and the 
16 MB and 32 MB memories are based on 
1 Mbit DRAMS. 

A user-accessible enable/disable 
switch, which takes the board off line 
without having to remove it physically, 
eases troubleshooting and allow DG di
agnostic programs to be run a if the 
board were not present in the system. 

Support for the DR-1520 includes an 
express spares program, a service call 
reimbursement policy, a trial period, 
and a lifetime warranty. 

The DR-1520 memory is available for 
delivery within 30 days after receipt of 
order. 

Dataram Corp., P.O. Box 7528, Prince
tOil , NJ 08543 - 7528; 800/822-0071 or 
609/799-0071. t1 
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DATA GENERAL 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 

SPECIAL MV6000 w/2MB ......... .. . . ...... . . $5,900 * 
CPU's: 
MV 8000 9300 Series w/2MB ... . 
MV4000 w/2MB ........... . ... . 
Eclipse S/140, w/256K, 16 Slot .. 
OT Mod 10 w/256KB 15MB Flpy . 
OT Mod 20 w/256KB 15MB Flpy . 
MV10000 w/BBU .............. . 
Nova 4, S/ 140, 16 Slot Chassis .. 
Nova 4/X w/256KB, 16 Slot . .... . 

MEMORIES: 
8871 8MB MV4/MV10 Mem . .. . . 
8708 2MB MV 8000 Mem ...... . 
8687 256KB S/140 Mem ....... . 
8656 256KB MOS Eclipse Mem . . 
8765 2MB MV Universal Mem ... . 
Nova 4 256KB Mem . . ......... . 

DISKS AND TAPES: 

$4,900 
4,900 
1,950 
1,900 
2,100 

42,000 
290 

1,100 

$8,900 
2,200 

490 
250 

2,200 
390 

6236 354MB SIS . ......... . .... $14,900 
6161147MBDiskS/S .. ....•... 5,900 
6061 192MB SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,900 
6160 73MB Disk SIS . .......... 2,900 
6026800/1600 BPI Mag Tape SIS 2,490 
6125, 1600 BPI , SIS . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,200 

CRT's: 
0214 New ............... . ...... $ 630 
6130 Dasher 0400 ....... . ...... 290 
6168 Dasher 0210 . ...... . ...... 390 

COMMUNICATIONS: 
IAC16 w/TCB ................... $4,500 
IAC8 w/TCB .... . ............... 2,900 
4257 ALM 16 w/4 EIA Interface ... 500 
4340 AMI8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490 
4342 ATI16 .... . . . .... . ...•..... 1,800 
4206 MCA . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 450 

PRINTERS: 
5997WA 300LPM Band Serial ..... $1 ,800 
4327 300LPM Band W/OCH ...... 2,900 
DG 4215 600LPM Drum . . . . . . . . . . 900 
6194 TP2 Enhanced ............. 950 

CONTROLLERS: 
Floating PI. for S/140 ............ $ 790 
25MB, 10MB, 20MB, Controllers . . . 200 
Comm Basic 110 . .. . . .. . ........ 890 
6026 800/ 1600BPI Controller ..... 1,200 

SYSGEN DATA Ltd. 
MARKETING 

t. Data General ~~:':~II~ftwoRLDWIDE 
SYSTEMS 

MV 4OO0,2MB,354 
S/S,6026, IAC16, 
IAC8 Call 

M/600, 1MB, 6026 
ALM·8, ALM-16 
BIB $3,800 

MV 4000 4MB 
6236 SIS 
6236A/O 

CPU 

MV 4000 4MB Call 
MV 4000 2MB IN STOCK·CALL 
MV 10000 4MB IN STOCK·CALL 
M/6oo, 1 MB $2,000 

CALL 
15,250 
13,250 

DISKS & TAPES 
6236 6122 
6239 6026 
6061 6299 

SPECIALS 

IAC16 
IAC8 
6300 Tape SIS 
0410 

4,150 
2,250 

20,750 
550 

CRT & PRINTERS 
6053 
0-200 
0-214 NEW 
0-215 NEW 
0-411 NEW 
0-461 NEW 

TP 2 
LP 2 
8-300 
900 LPM 
4218 SIS 

COMM 
IAC-8 ATI-16 ALM-16 
IAC-16 ALM-8 4251 
AMI-8 

6026 SIS from 2,000 
4364 SIS 5,250 
MV 10000 Mem. 

4MB 6,500 

END USER FINANCING SHORT AND I.OIIG TERM LEASING 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 
WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE IBM PC, XT, AT, COMPAQ & PERIPHERALS 

77 AIR PARK DRIVE, RONKONKOMA, NY 11779 (516)737-4300 fax: (516)737-4317 

Circle 57 on reader ervice card . 
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New DG laptop 
options avai lable 

The blue LCD screen operates with in
ternal battery power or AC power. 

The blue screen is optimized for con
stant backlighting. It uses a trans
missive type of LCD technology that 
permits the light produced by back
lighting to brighten the LCD screen to 
eliminate reflection. 

Westboro- Data General has an
nounced two new options for the DCI 

One model 2T laptop computer. The 
laptop now offers a new backlit, blue, 
supertwist LCD screen and an internal 
Hayes-compatible, 2400-bps modem. 

The laptop also offers a light-emitting 
electroluminescent screen with CRT-
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Interfaces that 
give your MV/2000, 

MV/1400 or DSl7500 
access to: 

• Image processing • industrial 1/0 
• signal processing • vision 

The 15-4100 is a high-speed, general purpose interface for connecting parallel 
line TTL devices to an L-Bus. Key features: 

184100 intelligent I/O controller 

• 2 programmable 48-bit 110 ports 
• Data transfers at up to 1 Mbyte 

per second 
• On-board 68010 local 1/0 

processor 
• 128KB of local memory 
• 128KB of dual-ported RAM 
• Supports DMA and pro

grammed 1/0 transfers to and 
from external devices 

• DRY-11B compatible interface 
• AOSIVS driver supporting 

Tektronix 4120 protocol 

Get immediate access to the growing world of VME-based products with the 
15-3200, a high-performance interface that directly connects your Data General 
computer to an external VME chassis. Key features: 
• Maximum transfer rate of 

10 Mbytes per second 
• Full 32-bit support for VME 

address and data lines 
• Jumper selectable interrupt 

levels 
• Jumper selectable VME 

support logic 
Get the most from your 
L-Bus~sed computer. 
Call Indocomp today. 

15-3200 VME adapter 

INDOCOMP SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 157 

Drayton Plains, MI 48020 
(313) 666-9715 

Circle 33 on reader service card. 

quality resolution. The screens are full 
size, displaying 25 lines by 80 charac
ters with a two to one aspect ratio and 
640 by 200 pixel resolution. 

The new direct-connect, Hayes
compatible internal 240011200/300-bps 
modem offers CCITT V.22 bis and Bell 
103/212A standards for domestic and 
international transmissions. Other fea
tures supported by the modem include 
a telephone directory, the ability to 
store and recall user configuration pro
files, a power switch to disable power 
when the modem isn' t in use, adaptive 
equalization for improved telephone 
line performance, and call progress 
monitoring. 

The 2400-bps modem offers Micro
com Network Protocol (MNP) error 
correcting. It enhances the modem 
transmission to provide error-free com
munications. The MNP can also be en
abled by the user with any other 
modem supporting MNP. The model 2T 
laptop has a dedicated slot accessible 
from the outside of the unit for the 
user-installable modem. 

Prices for the backlit, blue LCD sys
tems with a 20 MB hard disk and a 
3th-inch diskette drive start at $3,195. 
A system with two 3th-inch diskette 
drives starts at $1,995. Each system 
configuration includes 512 KB RAM; uni
versal AC adapter; an internal, re
movable battery pack; serial and paral
lel ports; four expansion slots; MS-DOS 
rev 3.2; and a one-year warranty. 

The 2400-bps modem with MNP is 
priced at $500. 

Delivery takes 30 days after receipt of 
order for the blue screen and 90 days 
for the modem. 11 

New DG terminal 
emulator for IBM 
micros 

Columbia, Mo- Rhintek has an
nounced EMUl470, a D470C color graphics 
terminal emulator that runs on IBM per
sonal computers, IBM PSI2S, and 100 per
cent compatibles. EMU/470 is compatible 
with Data General programs that use 
the features of any of the DC terminals 
including the 0214, 0215, 0220, 0411 , and 
0461, as well as the D470C terminal. 
EMUl470 can drive any pc-compatible 
printer and support any Microsoft 
mouse-compatible pointing device . The 
DC Dasher D470C terminal provides 
downward compatibility with the other 
DC terminals, plus color graphics dis-
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play and mouse support. 
The EMUl470 uses a multitiered menu 

system, providing the user with com
prehensive control and functionality 
without interfering with keyboard em
ulation. The program has more than 70 
macro-programmable keys, plus auto
matic dialing and log-on functions. File 
transfer of either text or binary files 
is included, as well as an unlimited 
choice of configuration files. The 
individual configuration files can be ac
tivated at startup to select different log
on sequences, color schemes, macro
programmable keys, etc. Once the 
communication parameters are defined 
and saved, the user types D470 at 
the DOS prompt to be on line as a 
Data General terminal. The emulator 
also runs as an emulator under CEO 
Connection . 

A comprehensive manual is in
cluded. EMUl470 is copyrighted and li
censed for a single system; however, it 
isn't copy protected. The EM Ul470 is ex
ecutable from a LA server; files can be 
accessed on local disk drives, as well as 
any LA server disk drive. Baud rates 
from 300 to 19,200 are selectable. 

EMUl470 is available for $195 with pur
chase order, discounted to $175 for pre
paying customers. Outside of the U.S., 
the price is $229. 

Rhintek Inc., P.O. Box 220, Columbia, 
MD 21045; 3011730-2575. 6. 

Egan introduces 
IChost 

Hauppauge, Y- Ichost is a software 
and hardware addition for the IBM PC, 
XT, AT, and 386-type machines and com
patibles that extends to them ICOBOL 
functionality in a multiuser environ
ment. Depending on the configuration, 
up to four Ichost boards can be added 
to provide up to 33 simultaneous 
COBOL users. Ichost boards are avail
able in either four or eight port 
configurations. Ichost provides multi
terminal capability for ICOBOL on 
MS-DOS in a manner similar to that pro
vided by ICOBOL on RDOS. 

Included with Ichost is a DC 0200 ter
minal emulator called Hostterm to pro
vide screen save and restore features 
that the user can push off to MS-DOS 
and perform any MS-DOS function, com
mand, or program. When returning to 
Hostterm, the screen is restored as the 
user left it. 

Focus 

Additionally, Ichost has enhanced 
execution performance. Each Ichost 
board, which can support up to eight 
terminals, adds an additiona l 512 KB of 
memory and a processor with approxi
mately three times the performance of 
the original IBM Pc. Each board has the 
processing power close to that of a DC 
S11 40. 

spooling system and up to four 
printers that can be accessed from 
Pass. 

I ho t u i a oftware-only product 
that allows a single user to have the 
same functionality as multiuser Ichost 
users. 

Ichost supports the Pass printer 

Egan Systems, 255 
pauge, NY 11788; 
8001645-9898. 

Oser Ave., Haup-
516/231 -7730 or 

6. 

TOTAL DATA GENERAL 
SYSTEMS SUPPORT 

From the Desktop Generation to the MV 120000 
• Custom Programming • Convenience Store System 
• Consulting, Field & Systems • 911 & Custom CAD Systems 

Engineering • Accounting-Desktop RDOS 
• Hardware Sales-New & Used or AOS thru MV 120000 AOSI 
• MV 17800 Upgrades VS, etc. 
• 4GL Languages • System Timesharing 
• Mortgage Banking System • Emergency Backup-Hot Site 
• Fuel Oil (Jobber) Distribution • Media Conversions (including 

System MV 12000DC) 

AUTHORIZED t. DataGeneral OEM 

Stand alone desktop publishing package. 
High quality printing 300 x 300 DPI, forms gener

ation, forms overlay. System includes PCXT Turbo, 
20 MB hard disk drive, 640 KB memory, PC mouse, multi

port 1-0 and 10 page per minute laser printer and all software 
needed to act as a desktop publisher or a DG terminal. 

$6695.00 

For more information call Mike Collins, V.P. of Sales at 

301-247-5244 

COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

3922 Vero Road, Baltimore, MD 21227 

Offices in : Baltimore, MD • Cambridge MD • Washington, DC · 
PiUsburgh, PA· Denver, Co · Moorestown, NJ 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAIL;\BLE NATIONWIDE 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 
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SUPERIOR 
SOFTWARE SERVICES 

from 

INFODEX 
SYSTEMS • 16·Bit to 32·Bit Macro 

Assembler Conversions 
• RDOS to AOS & AOSNS 
• Migration to and from 

Data General 
• Communications 

APPLICATIONS • Design & Implementation 
• Real Time and/or Process 

Control Programming 
SUPPORT • Facilities Management 

• Documentation and 
Software Maintenance 

Call us today at 
(201) 662-7020 

INFODEX Incorporated 
Information Systems Consultants 
7000 Boulevard East 
Guttenberg, NJ 07093-4808 

Circle 34 on reader service card. 

Get behind the wheel of 
your Business BASIC software 
and feel the speed of 

• fully compatible 

• powerful new 
features 

• 32 bit imple· 

mentation of 

BBasic 
• doubled performance (approx.) 

Call today for your FREE test drive! 

(212) 227-1922 
~ !!I ~ AI VII 't!~' 
~iiif~;; 'ii_ 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS.lNCORPORATED 

AUTHORIZED 4 .. Data General SYSTEM DISTRIBUTOR 

575 Madison Avenue, Suite 1006, New York, New York 10022 

Circle 42 on reader service ca rd . 

AD INDEX _______ ---. 
Company 
Algoma University, Computing Services 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 
Applied Computer Solutions 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
Cog nos Corporation 
Commercial Data Systems Corporation 
Commercial Data Systems Corporation 
Compuplan International 
Computek Ltd. 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. 
Computer Products & Repair, Inc. 
Computer Repairman 
Computer Systems Remarketing Corp. 
Computer Technology Inc. 
Computer Wholesalers 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
Concept Automation, Inc. 
CRC 
Cybertek Software Inc. 
Data Assurance Corp. 
Data General Corporation 
Data General Direct 
Data General Field Engineering 
Data Investors Corporation 
Datalynx 
Delphi Data 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
OMS Systems, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Eagle Software, Inc. 
Essex Computer Service, Inc. 
Extended Product Suppliers 
Fast Track Systems, Inc. 
Fast Track Systems, Inc. 
HBI Business Systems 
HDR Power Systems 
Indocomp Systems, Inc. 
INFODEX Incorporated 
Interface Electronics 
International Computing Systems 
Intra Computer Inc. 
Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 
K & M Computers 
law Enforcement Data General Users Group 
(LEDGUG) 
Uberty Electronics 
MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated 
MAXON Computer Systems Incorporated 
Mcintyre's Mini·Computer Sales Group Inc. 
MegaTape Corporation 
Minicompuler Exchange 
Minitab Data Analysis Software 
NAGDUG 
NADGUG Conference 88 
NADGUG RIG/SIG 
NPA Systems Inc. 
Peregrine Data Systems, Inc. 
Produclivity Systems Development Corp. 
Qualstar 
Rational Data Systems 
Rhintek, Inc. 
R.J. & Associates, Inc. 
SAS Institute Inc. 
SCIP 
Security Computer Sales 
Signal Computer Producls 
Sysgen Data Ltd. 
:SYSMGR, A Division of B.J. Inc. 
:SYSMGR, A Division of B.J. Inc. 
THE SIERRA GROUP 
3CI 
Threshold, Inc. 
TRI·DATA Services, Inc. 
Vanguard International Management 
Services, Inc. 
Verdugo Computers, Inc. 
Waldner's 
Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
WordPerfect Corporation 
Zetaco 
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_________________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

EQUI'MENT 

R Corp. 
Computer Systems 
Remorketlng Corp. 
8601 Sanford Drive 
Richmond, VA 23228 

(804) 262-3555 

Wants to buy 
your Data General equipment. 

------ Top dollar cash or trade for good used systems ------

FOR SALE 
MV10000 4 MB memory, battery back
up, 2354 MC RCUS di k drive ub
system, 1 1600/6250 BPI tape drive, 1 
600 LPM band printer, 4 lAC 16' , 1 
lAC 8, 50 a orted DC terminal . Con
tact Amy Martusciello, (516) 694-1522. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Exciting software development 
company in beautiful mountain set
ting seeks Sr. Software Engineer to 
design and implement database 
and other system software. Current 
products include the Disk Backup 
and Recovery'5ystem, Resource Ac
counting System and GENISYS 
Database Management System. 
5-10 years experience de ired. 
BSCS or equivalent required. Send 
resume to OMS Systems, Inc. 1111 
Brickyard Road, Salt Lake City, UT 
84106. 

sonWARE 

Communications 
Software 

DG·DG DG·PC DG·?? 
Share 'data quickly and easily. 
Convert , upgrade and network. 

USE BREAKTHROUGH 
XMODEM Error·free industry standard. 
SPEED Written entirely in Assembler. 
SYSTEM AOSIVS, AOS, RDOS, DOS, ICOS. 

815229-0189 
Applied Computer Solutions, 2606 Broadway, 

P.O. Box 7902, Rockford , IL 61126 

Focus 

SERVICES 

TIMESHARING SERVICES 
ON MV / 10000 CPU S 

• Remote Processing Thru Dial-Up 
Access 

• 1600 & 6250 BPI Tape Drives 
• Local or Remote Printing 
• Complete Data Security 
• Modems & Multiplexors 
• 24 Hour, 7 Days a Week -

Full Operator Service 

FAST TRACK SYSTEMS 
61 Broadway, New York, NY 10006 

(212) 422-9880 

DEPOT REPAIR 

MICRO NOVA - NOVA - ECLIPSE 
ASSORTED PERJPHERALS 

Call 
COMPUTER REPAIRMAN 

317-497-2616 

Do it 
out of respect 

for the dead. 
And the living. 

THE AMERICAN HEART 
ASSOCIATION 

MEMORlAL PR([;RAM 

'NE'RE FIGHTlI\G I'O? '1O.JR LIFE 

American Heart Association 

This space provided as a public service. 

RIG/SIG AlIOUlCE.Em I 
ATTENTION DATA GENERAL 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCY 

USERS 
For the past four years, the Law 
Enforcement Data General Users 
Group (LEDGUG) has provided a 
forum for law enforcement, correc
tions, intelligence, and other crimi
nal justice agencies running a 
variety of applications software on 
Data General hardware. Applica
tions used by member agencies in
cluded records management, 
computer aided dispatch, intelli
gence, jail management, person
nel, and crime a na lysis. Hardware 
utilization ranges from DG PCs to 
MV20000 machines, with users 
supporting a variety of DG lan
guages and operating systems. 

Each spring, the LEDGUG hosts 
an annual conference/training ses
sion. The 1988 conference is to be 
held in Richmond, Virginia, May 
8- 11 at the Sheraton Airport 
Hotel, with the theme of " Where 
do we go from here?" 

For additional information on the 
LEDGUG, contact: 

Captain J.L. Hanna 
Richardson Police Department 
P.O, Box 831078 
Richardson, Texas 75083 
(214) 238-3800 

DIAL-UP BULLnl1 IOARD 

:SYSMCR BBS pecialize in file trans
fer of RDOS and AOS[NS] DUMP file 
- no mes aging facilitie . XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT upported. 
415/391-6531 (one line), 1200 baud 
(Vadic 3447),8 data bit, 1 start/stop bit 
or 415/550-1454 (voice) . System is 
MV /4000, terminal mode 
CHAR/605X. 

Use the NADGUG BBS! 
No Charge-Simple, on-line registration. 
Supported by your membership dues. 

300, 1200, 2400, 9600 baud 
24 hrs/day, 7 days/week 

415/924-3652 
Now with multiple lines and downloads! 
Operated by Rational Data Systems, Inc. 
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Beneficial Corporation, a financial 
service company, bought $35 million 
worth of computers from Data General 
to be used in its loan office processing 
network. They now use 220 MV/2000 DC 
systems in their 1,150 offices nation
wide. Additional purchases for the sys
tem are expected to bring the total in
vestment to approximately $60 million 
by 1990. The systems wiJI run a OG
based loan office accounting system 
caUed Bencom III. 

• 
Data General and Standard & Poor 

have entered an independent software 
vendor agreement to market S&P Stock
mate on Data General systems. S&P 
Stockmate, a real-time market quotation 
and information system for retail bro
kers, allows brokerage firms to own 
rather than lease their stock quotation 
delivery systems. 

According to S&P senior director of 
business development Martin Marion, 
the relationship between the two com
panies was strengthened by Data Gen
eral's performance on Black Monday 
when S&P's Ticker Ill, a digital, consoli
dated market data broadcast, and DG 
computers handled the crisis smoothly. 
"More than 2.7 million messages came 
across the Ticker III broadcast with 
no down time or delay. The Data Gen
eral equipment handled the incredible 
work load without skipping a beat," 
Marion said. 

• 
Agreements with six new 

added resellers represent approximately 
$8 million to Data General in the 
next year. The VARs include First Data 
Systems of Nashville, Tennessee, $1.5 
million; Orbi ofTampa, Florida, $1.5 mil
lion; Health Data Network of Louisville, 
Kentucky, $1 million; Financial Informa
tion Network of Van Nuys, California, 
$1 million; FIPSCO of Park Ridge, Illinois, 
$1.5 million; and Exsys, New York, New 
York, $1.5 million. 

Three of the VARS crossed over to 
Data General from other computer 
suppliers. 

• 
In an effort to pursue the European 

marketplace and to consolidate Data 
General's overall marketing strategy, 
Ward MacKenzie, formerly the head of 
VAR Marketing and Development, has 
been appointed vice president of Cor
porate Marketing, and J. David Lyons, 
formerly the vice president of Group 
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Marketing, has been appointed as vice 
president and general manager of Eu
ropean Operations. 

• 
"Solutions through connectivity and 

compatibility" was Data General's 
theme at Uniforum 88, Dallas, Texas, 
February 9-11, where DG showcased 
current Unix offerings, including the 
latest revision of DGIUX. Demonstra
tions featured third-party applications 
that run on Data General systems, in
cluding Word Marc from Marc Software 
International, a company that recently 
signed a license agreement to make 
their word processing package available 
on the full range of DGlUx-based sys
tems and Data General's personal and 
portable workstations. 

Other software applications demon
strated were Informix, Unify, Blast, BBx 
Progressionl2, Sceptre Synchrony, and 
Softronics Softerm Pc. 

• Grumman Systems Support, an in-
dependent third-party computer main
tenance company based in Woodbury, 
New York, has recently opened 10 new 
offices across the country. They are lo
cated in Sacramento; Salt Lake City; 
Detroit; Omaha; Dallas; Austin, Texas; 
Chattanooga, Tennessee; Birmingham; 
and Fayetteville, North Carolina. With 
the new openings, Grumman now has 
offices in 55 cities with more than 100 
locations. 

• 
Robert Snyder has been named vice 

president of Software Development at 
Penta Systems International. In the 
newly created position, Snyder will 
oversee the development of new prod
ucts, the enhancement of existing 
products, and quality assurance. 

• 
Your membership dollars at work: 

At last fall's Executive Board meeting, 
NADGUG approved funds for enhanCing 
the electronic bulletin board system 
that Rational Data Systems sponsors 
for NADGUG members. Those enhance
ments are now in effect, and the RDS 
BBS is now running on faster modems 
and multiple phone lines with upload 
and download capabilities. 

RDS president Doug Kaye reports that 
Randy Berndt, the NADGUG software li
brarian, is putting some of NADGUG'S 
shorter public domain programs onto 
the bulletin board, and is waiting for 
users to begin uploading their favorite 
macros and programs onto the system. 

The RDS bulletin board now supports 
line speeds up to 9600 baud with a pair 
of us Robotics Courier HST modems. 

Doug Kaye adds that he is starting to 
coUect names for users who are inter
ested in forming a PC Integration Spe
cial Interest Group. If you're interested, 
call him at 415/924-0840- or on the RDS 
BBS, 415/924-3652. 

• 
Data General recently added $12.3 

million to its earnings this year through 
the sale of its vacant development and 
manufacturing plant in Austin, Texas, 
to the University of Texas. Resulting 
from the sale, DG will gain $5.9 million 
in the second fiscal quarter of this year. 
The university bought the facility as 
part of state and local officials' plans to 
attract Sematech, a $250 million re
search lab, to the city. 

• Concept Automation has been 
awarded two new contracts. The Naval 
Air Development Center in Pennsyl
vania has purchased two MV/l5000 

model lOs, and the NASA Marshall 
Space Flight Center contract includes 
the installation of three MV/20000 
model Is. 

• 
As the "Official Technical Computer 

Sponsor of the 1988 U.S. Olympic 
Committee (usoc) and the 1988 U.S. 
Olympic Team," Data General and 
USOC will implement a nationwide 
sports science computer network called 
the Training Management System 
(TMS). TMS will link computers at usoc 
headquarters in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado, to other universities across 
the country. 

The network is designed to give 
trainers and coaches two-way access to 
USOc's computers in its Sports Medi
cine and Science division. 

To implement the system, Data Gen-
. eral has donated an MVIlOOOO to be used 
for data storage, statistical computing, 
and graphics. Additionally, DG has 
donated an MV/4000, Dasher/286 pcs, 
DG/Ones, and a DSf7500 graphiCS work
station. 

• 
OASIS president Bobbie Pressman 

has started her own CEO consulting ser
vice, RJP Automation Consulting. Ser
vices include remote, dial-up CEO man
agement; a general CEO system review; 
and short/long-term CEO project man
agement and support. t1 
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• spare parts 
• cables 
• upgrades 
• exchanges 

Call 
Today! 

(818) 
246-4915 

Buy • Sell • Lease • Extensive Inventory 

• Micro Nova 
• Nova 
• Desktop 
• Eclipse 
• MV Series 
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Closer to Genius 
Introducing PowerHouse PC': 
the most ,Rowerful 4GL for 
serious application development 
on a personal computer. 
PowerHouse PC delivers more power than any other 
PC application development product. It gives you 
OS/ 2TM performance and integrated communications. 
And it gives you all of this - today. 

PowerHouse now lets you prototype and build serious 
business applications on your Pein addition to HP, 
Digital and DG mid-range computers. The simplicity 
of one language across architectures gives you the 
flexibility of choosing the production environment 
that best suits your needs. 

Use PowerHouse PC as a development workstation 
to develop applications for your mini, as a host 
extension to offload processing, or for stand-alone 
applications. Complete with a communications facility, 
PowerHouse PC makes the most of your resources by 
allowing you to share applications and data between 
architectures. What makes PowerHouse PC even 
smarter is that it runs under both D05 and OS/ 2. 

When you're ready for serious application development 
on a personal computer, you're ready for PowerHouse 
Pc. 
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